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The recent public disclosure of mass surveillance of electronic communication, involv-
ing powerful government authorities, has drawn the public’s attention to issues regarding
Internet privacy. For almost a decade now, there have been several research efforts towards
designing and deploying open source, trustworthy and reliable systems that ensure users’
anonymity and privacy. These systems operate by hiding the true network identity of com-
municating parties against eavesdropping adversaries. Tor, acronym for The Onion Router,
is an example of such a system. Such systems relay the traffic of their users through an
overlay of nodes that are called Onion Routers and are operated by volunteers distributed
across the globe. Such systems have served well as anti-censorship and anti-surveillance
tools. However, recent publications have disclosed that powerful government organizations
are seeking means to de-anonymize such systems and have deployed distributed monitoring
infrastructure to aid their efforts.
Attacks against anonymous communication systems, like Tor, often involve traffic anal-
ysis. In such attacks, an adversary, capable of observing network traffic statistics in several
different networks, correlates the traffic patterns in these networks, and associates other-
wise seemingly unrelated network connections. The process can lead an adversary to the
source of an anonymous connection. However, due to their design, consisting of globally
distributed relays, the users of anonymity networks like Tor, can route their traffic virtu-
ally via any network; hiding their tracks and true identities from their communication peers
and eavesdropping adversaries. De-anonymization of a random anonymous connection is
hard, as the adversary is required to correlate traffic patterns in one network link to those in
virtually all other networks. Past research mostly involved reducing the complexity of this
process by first reducing the set of relays or network routers to monitor, and then identifying
the actual source of anonymous traffic among network connections that are routed via this
reduced set of relays or network routers to monitor. A study of various research efforts in
this field reveals that there have been many more efforts to reduce the set of relays or routers
to be searched than to explore methods for actually identifying an anonymous user amidst
the network connections using these routers and relays. Few have tried to comprehensively
study a complete attack, that involves reducing the set of relays and routers to monitor and
identifying the source of an anonymous connection. Although it is believed that systems
like Tor are trivially vulnerable to traffic analysis, there are various technical challenges and
issues that can become obstacles to accurately identifying the source of anonymous connec-
tion. It is hard to adjudge the vulnerability of anonymous communication systems without
adequately exploring the issues involved in identifying the source of anonymous traffic.
We take steps to fill this gap by exploring two novel active traffic analysis attacks, that
solely rely on measurements of network statistics. In these attacks, the adversary tries to
identify the source of an anonymous connection arriving to a server from an exit node. This
generally involves correlating traffic entering and leaving the Tor network, linking other-
wise unrelated connections. To increase the accuracy of identifying the victim connection
among several connections, the adversary injects a traffic perturbation pattern into a con-
nection arriving to the server from a Tor node, that the adversary wants to de-anonymize.
One way to achieve this is by colluding with the server and injecting a traffic perturbation
pattern using common traffic shaping tools. Our first attack involves a novel remote band-
width estimation technique to confirm the identity of Tor relays and network routers along
the path connecting a Tor client and a server by observing network bandwidth fluctuations
deliberately injected by the server. The second attack involves correlating network statis-
tics, for connections entering and leaving the Tor network, available from existing network
infrastructure, such as Cisco’s NetFlow, for identifying the source of an anonymous con-
nection. Additionally, we explored a novel technique to defend against the latter attack.
Most research towards defending against traffic analysis attacks, involving transmission of
dummy traffic, have not been implemented due to fears of potential performance degra-
dation. Our novel technique involves transmission of dummy traffic, consisting of packets
with IP headers having small Time-to-Live (TTL) values. Such packets are discarded by the
routers before they reach their destination. They distort NetFlow statistics, without degrad-
ing the client’s performance. Finally, we present a strategy that employs transmission of
unique plain-text decoy traffic, that appears sensitive, such as fake user credentials, through
Tor nodes to decoy servers under our control. Periodic tallying of client and server logs to
determine unsolicited connection attempts at the server is used to identify the eavesdrop-
ping nodes. Such malicious Tor node operators, eavesdropping on users’ traffic, could be
potential traffic analysis attackers.
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The changes in the computing world in the last few years have dramatically impacted our
lives and societies. The popularity of social media has blurred the gap separating private and
unrestricted information about individuals. Private information about anyone is now just a
few clicks away. Exactly what information is exposed about an individual and how it could
be abused by others?, is not merely a question of debate in various circles but also a vital
question concerning every citizen. On the other hand, socio-economic issues, leading to
political uprisings at various places in the Middle East, Egypt and New York, have leveraged
such technological advances for various purposes, such as disseminating information, and
organizing protest demonstrations. The US Department of State has labelled the Internet
as the “Che Guevara of the 21st century” [Ross, 2011]. Repressive government agencies
thus try to restrict users’ access to such Internet based services [Park and Crandall, 2010;
Price and Enayat, 2012]. To counter such censorship measures, and to ensure privacy and
anonymity in general, people have resorted to using anonymous communication systems
such as Tor [Dingledine et al., 2004], JAP [JAP, ], Anonymizer [Anonymizer, ], I2P [i2p, ]
and Mixminion [Danezis et al., ]. These systems try to hide the actual identity (IP address)
of one (or both) of the communicating parties from their peers, and from adversaries who
can eavesdrop on the traffic flowing through the network.
There are two broad categories of anonymous communication systems – low-latency
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anonymous communication systems, that are geared towards latency sensitive applications,
like web browsing, and high-latency anonymous communications systems, designed for
delay tolerant applications like e-mail and peer-to-peer file transfer. Presently, Tor, the most
popular, volunteer operated, low-latency anonymity system serving about half a million
users [Tor Metrics Portal, ], is considered a de-facto standard for low-latency anonymous
communication systems. Famous whistle-blowing systems like wikileaks [Assange, ],
rely on Tor for enabling anonymized submission of sensitive documents. Systems like JAP
and I2P also fall under this category. Others, such as Mixminion, an anonymous e-mail
system, and OneSwarm [Isdals et al., 2010], an anonymous file sharing system, fall under
the category of high-latency anonymous communication systems.
The origins of most anonymization systems can be traced to the architecture presented
by David Chaum in his seminal paper describing a scheme to transmit untraceable e-
mails [Chaum, 1981]. In his scheme, data is transmitted between communicating peers
via a cascade of proxies (known as anonymization proxies or Onion Routers). Before the
communication progresses, the communication initiator establishes shared secret keys with
the proxies. The communication initiator encrypts the data in layers, starting with the key
it shares with the last node on path of proxies, then in a reverse sequential order using the
keys it shares with the intermediate nodes (starting with the penultimate node) and finally
using the key it shares with the first node of the path. These encrypted messages are then
transmitted to the first node of the path, which decrypts them and determines the next hop
in the path and sends the messages to it. The second node repeats this process and sends the
messages to the third node. This process is repeated for all the nodes along the path. Finally
the last node in the path decrypts the first layer of encryption and sends the decrypted orig-
inal messages to their intended destinations. Thus, no node along the path can determine
both the original sender and the actual intended receiver of the messages. This process
ensures anonymity against the peer as well as eavesdropping adversaries that might snoop
on the traffic.
Systems like Tor, have served well to circumvent censorship by powerful adversaries,
that can eavesdrop on the network traffic. However, in the recent past, it has been shown
that even such systems are vulnerable to detection (and subsequent censorship) [Winter and
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Lindskog, 2012] using Deep Packet Inspection (DPI). DPI involves an adversary inspecting
real-time traffic for specific byte sequences, corresponding to connections for anonymiza-
tion proxies, and subsequently filtering such connections. Censorship is, however, one of
the problems that users encounter while communicating through anonymous communica-
tion systems. The other threat is that of identification of the anonymous users, through
an attack on the anonymous communication system itself. Low-latency anonymous com-
munication systems, optimized for performance, strive to transport data between peers by
minimizing the transmission delays. The routing process of anonymization relays tries
to ensure least degradation of users’ traffic performance characteristics, such as through-
put and round trip time (RTT). Thus, variations in traffic characteristics at one end of
an anonymization path, get replicated to the other end. This makes them vulnerable to
timing attacks (also known as traffic analysis attacks [Raymond, 2001; Raymond, 2000;
Wright et al., 2002]). In such attacks an adversary, has a fairly wide view of the anonymiza-
tion network. He or she can observe traffic entering and leaving several network links (often
those that transport many connections). Such an adversary correlates network statistics in
these different links and associate otherwise seemingly unrelated network connections and
in this way can identify the source of an anonymous connection.
The de-anonymization process, using traffic analysis, generally involves identification
of a specific anonymous user1, among several competing network connections. A traffic
analysis adversary having access to the traffic statistics of the network connections entering
and leaving the anonymization relays, could correlate seemingly unrelated network con-
nections and links anonymously communicating parties. However, it is believed that it is
difficult for even the most powerful adversary to observe the traffic flowing to every pos-
sible host in the Internet (a possible Tor user) in order to launch a traffic analysis attack
for de-anonymizing an anonymous client; it is akin to the problem of “finding a needle in a
haystack”. In their original paper [Dingledine et al., 2004], describing the design of Tor, the
authors stated that there are very few adversaries who are powerful enough to observe traffic
in all the network links and can correctly correlate the traffic characteristics in appropriate
links to associate communicating peers. However, several research efforts have been pro-
1Possibly communicating to a host that serves sensitive information.
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posed to resolve this problem. The de-anonymization process, as it appears from research
conducted in the past several years, can be conceived as a two-step process. The first step
involves finding the anonymization relays or network links, that very likely transport the
traffic to and from the source of an anonymous connection. This step effectively reduces
the number of connections that an adversary needs to inspect. The second step generally
involves launching a traffic analysis attack to identify the source of an anonymous traffic
within this reduced set of relays or network links to be monitored.
Researchers have adopted several strategies for finding the small set of relays or routers
carrying the traffic victim traffic (i.e., the first step of the de-anonymization process). Until
recently, a common tactic exploited by several researchers, involved launching a form of
Sybil attack [Douceur, 2002] that involved attracting large number of Tor users to use few
malicious Tor nodes that collude together to launch a traffic analysis attack. Tor relays
advertising higher bandwidth are likely to attract more clients than others due to a Tor
client’s relay selection process [Tor Path Specifications, ]2. To optimize users’ performance,
Tor client’s relay selection algorithm selects relays, biased on their advertised bandwidths.
Relays advertising higher bandwidth are more likely to be selected in Tor circuits than the
ones advertising lower bandwidth. A relay’s bandwidth advertisement is configured by
its operator. Until recently, these bandwidth advertisements were blindly trusted by the
Directory Services. Malicious relay operators could launch a small number of relays and
deliberately advertise large bandwidths to attract large number of Tor users; in this way, the
relays operators could launch traffic analysis attacks against these users. This observation
was first presented by Bauer et al. [Bauer et al., 2007] in their seminal paper and later
explored in other attack strategies [Øverlier and Syverson, 2006; Fu and Ling, 2009].
Several researchers have also explored the feasibility of launching de-anonymization
attacks by monitoring traffic at Internet Autonomous Systems (ASes) [Feamster and Din-
gledine, 2004; Edman and Syverson, 2009a]. In their efforts they relied on the observation
that ASes common to network paths leading to and from the networks hosting the Tor re-
lays, that advertised higher bandwidth, are more likely to de-anonymize a larger fraction of
2Before building a path, Tor relays consult a set of special relays, called Directory Services to determine the
relays running in the network and obtain information about their advertised bandwidths.
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Tor traffic compared to others.
Besides these, there have also been some efforts to use traffic analysis attacks to identify
the Tor relays involved in anonymous connections. The first such attack was proposed by
Murdoch and Danezis [Murdoch and Danezis, 2005]. Launched on a fledgling Tor network
which consisted of less than 50 relays, the attack involved a malicious Tor client that used
RTT measurement probes and collusion with the server to determine relays involved in Tor
paths. However, it was later demonstrated by Evans et al. [Evans et al., 2009], that such
an attack was no longer directly feasible due to the large number of Tor nodes and network
congestion.
The second step of the de-anonymization process involves identifying the actual source
of an anonymous connection, among the connections that use the anonymization nodes or
routers, obtained from the first step of the de-anonymization process. A careful study of the
literature in this area reveals that there have been very few efforts to study the practical ef-
fectiveness of launching traffic analysis using network statistics for determining the source
of anonymous connections. Hopper et al., in their paper titled “How Much Anonymity does
Network Latency Leak?” [Hopper et al., 2007; Hopper et al., 2010], presented a practical
technique to de-anonymize anonymous communications. The authors looked into an effec-
tive method to find the actual source of anonymous traffic, using network statistics. They
combined the Murdoch Danezis attack with the Vivaldi [Dabek et al., 2004] network co-
ordinate system to estimate the source of anonymous traffic. With moderate accuracy they
were able to estimate the location of the client. Their approach however assumes that two
network connections might be originating from the same source network if the end-to-end
delays of the Tor paths, connecting the clients to the server, are of comparable orders of
magnitude. However, these assumptions might not hold valid in today’s Tor network which
has over 4500 relays and serves over half a million users.
Among the other efforts to de-anonymize anonymous traffic, few have explored the
second phase [Murdoch and Zielin´ski, 2007]. In their paper, the authors describe how a
small number of Internet Exchanges (IXes) (physical locations where Autonomous Systems
(ASes) connect with one another), can observe traffic entering and leaving a large number of
Tor relays and can thus use NetFlow [Claise, ], a network monitoring framework installed in
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Cisco routers to aid the de-anonymization of anonymous Tor traffic. Their simulation results
however shed little light on the question of how useful such systems are for practically de-
anonymizing anonymous communication.
During summer and fall of 2013, information published about the activities of orga-
nizations such as the National Security Agency (NSA) [National Security Agency/Central
Security Service, ; Schneier, 2013] have verified that powerful adversaries, previously as-
sumed hypothetical from a research point of view, are now in fact, close to being able to
monitor and de-anonymize anonymous users. They have deployed systems consisting of
host monitoring the networks in various places across the globe, in key network locations
in order to launch man-in-the-middle attacks by responding to DNS and web requests well
in advance of the expected responders.
Past research has focused primarily on the first part of the problem, namely finding the
appropriate network links to monitor. The second part of the problem, involving identifi-
cation of the source of anonymous traffic amidst the several flows, has not been explored
enough. Without adequate information about the accuracy of finding the anonymous source
and the practical challenges involved in such attacks, opinions regarding the vulnerability
of low-latency anonymity network against traffic analysis, remain incomplete.
This is where we posit our research. In our research we focussed on the accuracy,
feasibility, and practical problems involved in identifying the source of anonymous traffic
amidst several competing network connections, relying solely on measurements of network
statistics. We explored such challenges through two novel traffic analysis attacks to identify
the source of anonymous traffic by solely observing network statistics and patterns. These
statistics are prone to losses and inaccuracies due to network congestion. We also explored
practical ways to defend against one of the attacks. Unlike previously proposed solutions
for defending against traffic analysis attacks, our strategy to defend against attacks does not
degrade users’ performance. Moreover, there have been little or no efforts to identify the
potential traffic analysis adversaries. We devised a system which can be used to identify
such adversaries. Our efforts are summarized in the next subsection.
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1.0.2 Summary of Attacks
Our first attack relies on a novel remote bandwidth estimation tool, called LinkWidth
[Chakravarty et al., 2008c], to verify the identity of the anonymous relays and routers along
a Tor circuit3. In our research, we assumed a powerful adversary which controls an array
of nodes with high speed network access, running copies of LinkWidth. This adversary
tries to verify the identity of relays and routers that are possibly involved in an anonymous
communication session, by correlating the simultaneous changes in their available network
bandwidth whenever the communication progresses. The process of remotely estimating
available bandwidth, is prone to inaccuracies, primarily due to inadequate bandwidth and
background congestion. Thus, to improve our chances of correctly identifying the relays
and routers involved in an anonymous connection, we assume that the attacker deliberately
injects a traffic perturbation pattern in the anonymous connection and simultaneously ob-
serves these perturbations manifest (using LinkWidth) on the relays and routers, leading to
the source of the anonymous connection. One way for the adversary to inject such traffic
perturbations is to control the server. Thus, the server injects such bandwidth perturbations,
on behalf of the adversary using common traffic shaping tools. One may assume that the
server hosts content that may be of interest to potential Tor users; such as information that
is of interest to dissidents. A Tor client could find such servers through popular search en-
gines. The server may host data such as decoy multimedia files (e.g., pirated films) or may
simply inject fake traffic along with regular HTTP responses, simply to congest the network
links for a relatively long duration of time (about 5 minutes) and aid the attacker in carrying
out the measurements.
It is not essential for the adversary to controls the server. The adversary could employ
covert mechanisms to inject such traffic perturbation patterns, without the server knowing
about them. In fact, as described in Chapter 3, with little variations, such an approach
could be used to verify the identity of the routers connecting Tor Hidden Services4, to their
respective entry nodes. In such attacks, the Tor client (and not the server) colludes with the
3A circuit is a temporary TLS connection between the anonymously communicating peers, involving the
anonymization relays, through with the encrypted packets are transported.
4Hidden services are TCP/IP based services that use Tor to hide their true IP address or DNS name.
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adversary and injects a traffic perturbation pattern that travels towards the Hidden Server.
Such attacks are very similar to the efforts of Cheswick et al. [Burch and Cheswick, 2000]
to traceback congestion-based network denial of service attacks.
Initially we evaluated our attack strategy in controlled environments, where we were
able to accurately trace back to the source of the connection. Thereafter, we moved to
experiments involving Tor clients communicating to a server, that we (the adversary) con-
trolled, through public Tor relays. The client downloaded a large file from the server; the
latter perturbed the bandwidth of the TCP connection, causing fluctuations that propagated
across Tor all the way through the Exit Node to the client. Simultaneously, we tried to ob-
serve change in bandwidth on Tor relays and routers, connecting the anonymous client to
the server, using LinkWidth. In these experiments we were able to identify approximately
49.5% of the routers connecting anonymous clients and servers, to their respective Tor entry
nodes. We hypothesize that powerful adversaries, equipped with maps of the ASes, show-
ing AS paths between the Tor relays and the potential clients, and several high bandwidth
probing nodes, running LinkWidth, could use our attack to traceback the path between the
clients and the Tor relay. In fact powerful adversaries, like the NSA, have been trying to
build such maps [Risen, 2013].
The second attack relies on statistics obtained from network monitoring infrastructure
installed in routers (e.g., Cisco’s NetFlow), to launch a practical traffic analysis attack,
that involved correlating the statistics of the traffic flowing to and from the Tor network.
To study this attack, we assumed an adversary that is somewhat similar to that assumed
by Murdoch and Zielin´ski [Murdoch and Zielin´ski, 2007]. Such attackers have access to
traffic flowing to or from a large number of relays. However, we were constrained by
our capabilities. We had access to traffic flowing to and from a single Tor relay (that we
hosted in our university), that could be operated only as a non-exit node. The server-to-exit
data was gathered from the server, which we (the adversary) controlled. Alternately, one
could assume that the adversary uses known traffic analysis attacks [Murdoch and Danezis,
2005; Mittal et al., 2011] to identify the relays involved in an anonymous connection, and
thus correlate traffic flowing to and from only these relays for identifying the source of an
anonymous connection. Here again we assumed that the victim downloads a large file from
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the server (for about 5 – 7 minutes), while the server (in collusion with the adversary) injects
a traffic perturbation pattern in a connection that it sees arising from an exit node. The
adversary then tries to correlate the deliberately injected traffic pattern to traffic statistics
for connections that used the entry node (the first node in a Tor network path). The victim
client’s traffic statistics are expected to be most correlated to the injected pattern.
Similar to our experimental evaluation of the attack using our single-end controlled
bandwidth estimation tool, we evaluated this attack first in an in-lab Tor testbed, and later
involving data gathered for real Tor circuits. In the former experiments, we were able to
identify the victim client with 100% accuracy. In experiments involving data gathered from
real Tor circuits, we were able to correctly identify the victim in about 81.6% of the cases
(with about 5.5% false positives). These results are explained further in Chapter 4.
There have been several proposals in the past to defend against traffic analysis attack
that involve transmission of dummy traffic (also known as link padding [Shmatikov and
Wang, 2006; Fu et al., 2003b; Fu et al., 2003a]). None have however been implemented
due to fears of performance degradation. We present a way to defend against our NetFlow
based traffic analysis attack, that involves transmission of dummy traffic consisting of pack-
ets with IP headers having small TTL values. These packets artificially distort NetFlow
statistics, while having least impact on end-to-end performance. Although we employed
such dummy traffic transmission schemes to defend against our NetFlow based traffic anal-
ysis attack, they could be effective in defending against other kinds of traffic analysis at-
tacks as well. Initial experimental measurements revealed our approach to be beneficial in
defending against our NetFlow-based traffic analysis attack.
Users of Tor continue to trust the system and expose sensitive information to the po-
tentially untrusted relays. As mentioned above, an anonymous sender encrypts the data in
multiple layers of encryption such that the anonymization nodes along the path between
the sender and the receiver can neither inspect the actual data being transmitted nor have
any way to know the identity of the actual communicating peers. However, the last node of
Tor’s anonymous path of cascaded proxies (known as an exit node), can observe the origi-
nal data in plain-text. Malicious Tor exit node operators can eavesdrop on users’ traffic and
snoop out sensitive information such as usernames and passwords. In fact recent research
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efforts [Winter and Lindskog, 2014] reveal that malicious exit nodes can not only observe
plain-text traffic but could also launch SSL Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attacks.
Networks like Tor are prone to Sybil attacks. In such attacks, an adversary runs few
malicious nodes, advertizing fake bandwidth, attracting large number of clients, that he or
she could de-anonymize using traffic analysis attacks. Powerful government organizations
could operate nodes with high bandwidth in several networks to collect sensitive data and
aid traffic analysis attacks. We have explored ways to identify such malicious exit nodes by
deliberately exposing them with “sensitive appearing” but fake traffic (such as fake user-
names and passwords for e-mail accounts), destined to a decoy server under our control.
Periodically tallying the client and server logs for unsolicited login attempts, involving the
decoy accounts, helps reveal malicious Tor exit nodes. Such eavesdroppers, having access
to traffic entering and leaving exit nodes, could also be potential traffic analysis attack-
ers. Therefore, by determining eavesdroppers, one could be potentially identifying traffic
analysis attackers. In Chapter 6, we present a prototype system for our strategy involving
decoy traffic for some common TCP/IP services that support plain-text user authentication
messages. We also describe how our system could be adapted to support various kinds of
protocols, including those relying on TLS sessions.
1.0.3 Problem Description and Hypothesis
As described above, it is generally feared that low-latency anonymity systems are vulner-
able to traffic analysis attacks. However, it might be difficult, for even the most powerful
adversaries capable of monitoring large number of networks and having tremendous com-
puting power to correlate traffic patterns in different network segments, for launching traffic
analysis attacks that unveil the identity of an anonymous connection. As is evident from pre-
vious research, de-anonymization could be conceived as a two-step process. The first step
involves finding anonymization nodes, routers, ASes or IXes to monitor (depending upon
the attack strategy and methodology), that likely transport the victim’s traffic. The second
step involves finding the victim or the source of an anonymous connection by observing the
traffic flowing through this set of relays and routers. This primarily involves launching a
form of traffic analysis attack on the network connections using the anonymization nodes or
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routers, determined from the first step, and correlating traffic flowing into and out of these
nodes or routers to associate otherwise unrelated connections (thus identifying the anony-
mous client). In the past, there have been adequate efforts to explore ways of finding the
set of anonymization nodes or routers that very likely carry the victim’s traffic. However,
there have not been enough research efforts to explore the practical challenges involved
in launching traffic analysis that rely solely on network statistics, and are aimed towards
unveiling the identity of anonymously communicating parties. Moreover, the various meth-
ods to defend low-latency anonymization networks against traffic analysis attacks remain
unexplored due to fears of performance degradation. Is it feasible to determine the source
of anonymous traffic solely using network characteristics (e.g., bandwidth and round trip
time)? How accurate is it to determine the source of anonymous connection using such
network characteristics? Can an attacker rely on existing network monitoring infrastructure
to launch such attack? Can such traffic analysis attacks be thwarted without expending too
much resources through methods that do not reduce the users quality of service? Can traffic
analysis attacker be possibly detected? These are the kinds of questions which we are trying
to answer in our research.
Our research demonstrates that it is possible to confirm the source of anonymous traffic
using methods that are not very invasive and rely solely on using network characteristics
(e.g., bandwidth), that could be observed through various less obvious means (e.g., remotely
estimating the available bandwidth of network links or simply by monitoring sampled traffic
statistics available through monitoring infrastructure such as NetFlow). Moreover, it is also
possible to defend against some of these attacks by using dummy traffic. Such traffic con-
sists of packets with IP headers having small TTL values. These packets are dropped within
a few network hops. They distort network statistics in a way that thwarts the process of
identification of the victim, without affecting the users’ performance. Other possible meth-
ods, utilizing Tor’s built-in traffic shaping and conditioning parameters are not successful
in defending against such traffic analysis attacks.
A powerful large scale adversary, having the capability of inspecting traffic in vari-
ous network locations (e.g., Autonomous Systems or Internet Exchanges), through which
large fractions of Tor traffic may transit (such as the adversary conceived by Johnson et al.
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[Johnson et al., 2013]), might use such techniques to launch active traffic analysis attack to
de-anonymize anonymous clients and servers.
Such adversaries, capable of launching traffic analysis attack by observing traffic tran-
siting the Tor network, could potentially eavesdrops on the traffic between the exit node and
the server. Thus, one way to determine potential traffic analysis attackers is to determine
malicious adversaries who eavesdrop on traffic flowing out of a Tor exit node. Therefore,
in addition to the traffic analysis attacks and mechanism to defend against them, we also
propose a strategy to detect malicious eavesdropping exit nodes. Our strategy relies on ex-
posing plain-text decoy information, unique to each exit-node, destined to a decoy server
under our control and periodically tallying the client and server logs for unsolicited con-
nection attempts information containing the previously exposed decoy information (such as
fake user credentials). Such unsolicited connection attempts, arriving with some previously
exposed decoy information, unique to an exit node, help identify the node that potentially
eavesdrops on users traffic.
1.0.4 Important Assumptions and Attacker Models
Our attacks primarily focus on identifying the source and (or) destination of individual
anonymous connections, among several competing connections. Even for the most power-
ful adversary, a brute force search involving the comparison of network statistics in each
and every network link, could incur exponential costs. The de-anonymization process could
thus be conceptualized broadly as a two-step process. The first step involves reducing the
set of relays or routers to be monitored. The second step involves identifying the victim
within this reduced set of relays or routers.
Our attacks specifically focus on the second stage of the attack. The first attack in-
volves verifying the identity of the relays and routers involved in an anonymous communi-
cation session. The adversary tries to correlate changes in available bandwidth of an anony-
mous communication session, to variation in available bandwidth of the possible relays and
routers connecting the relays to the possible clients. We assumed that a powerful adver-
sary, in control of several probing nodes with high speed access to the Internet , correlates
changes in available network bandwidth of relays and routers and tries to link those using,
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LinkWidth. This process is prone to inaccuracies, primarily due to inadequate bandwidth
and background congestion. To increase the accuracy of identifying relays and routers in-
volved in an anonymous connection, we assume that the attacker controls the server so as
to inject a specific network bandwidth perturbation in the victim’s anonymous connection.
These perturbations manifest as available bandwidth variations in relays and routers in-
volved in an anonymous connection. The adversary tries to detect these perturbations using
LinkWidth. As discussed above, the server may host content that may be of interest to po-
tential Tor users or might simply host decoy multimedia files, and could wait for the users
to connect to them. Alternately, the server could inject fake traffic along with regular HTTP
responses, simply to congest the network links for a relatively long duration and aid the
attacker to perform the measurements. It is assumed that a powerful adversary, equipped
with maps of ASes, presenting AS paths between the ASes that hosts the Tor relays and
those that host the potential clients, could traceback the path from the relays to the clients,
using LinkWidth. However, it is not essential for the adversary to control one end of the
anonymous communication. The adversary could use other means to deliberately perturb
the network traffic without the server knowing about it.
The second attack assumes an adversary, which is either powerful enough to observe
traffic flowing to and from a large number of relays [Murdoch and Zielin´ski, 2007], or
uses attacks such as [Murdoch and Danezis, 2005; Chakravarty et al., 2008b; Mittal et
al., 2011] to directly identify the relays involved in an anonymous communication. The
adversary observes traffic statistics for the traffic flowing through these relays from exist-
ing infrastructure, such as Cisco’s NetFlow, installed in most Cisco routers. The objective
of the adversary is to correlate statistics for traffic entering and leaving the Tor relays par-
ticipating in an anonymous communication, so as to identify the source of an anonymous
communication. The adversary attempts to correlate the statistics for a specific anonymous
communication to those corresponding to connections using the Tor entry node, to iden-
tify the anonymous client. Here again we assume that the adversary controls the server,
so as to inject a traffic fingerprinting pattern which makes it easier to identify the network
connection that corresponds to the source of the anonymous connection.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we present our strategy to detect eavesdropping by malicious Tor
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exit nodes. As mentioned above, just about anyone could launch his (or her) exit node. A
traffic analysis adversary may launch several relays (both entry and exit relays), with high
bandwidth to attract traffic that it could de-anonymize using traffic analysis attacks. The
adversary may also snoop on users’ traffic to gather information about them. Our strategy
can be used to detect such eavesdropping exit nodes (some of which could potentially be
party to traffic analysis attacks). We present a proof of concept of our system to demonstrate
how it could be used to identify malicious Tor exit nodes. In Chapter 6, we describe how
the system can be extended to detect eavesdropping using different kinds of protocols.
Conducted from a purely academic standpoint, our research explores the technical chal-
lenges in de-anonymization of anonymous traffic, a way to detect the potential attackers
and defend against them. Our research has been conducted primarily to adjudge the real
threat to such systems and ways to defend against them, albeit from the point of view of a
highly resource-constrained adversary. Presently, our attacks are targeted towards specific
Tor users (e.g., those that connect to our server) and can be used to de-anonymize one con-
nection at a time. In future, powerful adversaries, equipped with adequate monitoring and
probing nodes, could potentially use our attacks to simultaneously de-anonymize several
anonymous connections. For each connection, the adversary could inject a unique traffic
perturbation pattern and observe the pattern manifest on relays and routers involved in the
respective connections. Moreover, the adversary could reduce the number of network lo-
cations to monitor by identifying key autonomous systems that transport traffic flowing to
or from relays that potentially transport large fraction of Tor traffic (e.g., relays advertising
large bandwidth). We plan to explore these scenarios in our future research.
Thesis contributions: The main contributions of our research efforts may be summarized
as follows:
• We present two active traffic analysis techniques, involving sparse information, to
lead an adversary towards the source of an anonymous connection. The first attack
involves the verification of Tor relays and network routes along the path, using a novel
bandwidth estimation tool (called LinkWidth). The second attack involves correlating
sampled network statistics, for traffic flowing into and out of Tor relays available
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from existing networking traffic (e.g., Cisco’s NetFlow), to identify the source of an
anonymous connection. Both these attacks are novel steps towards exploring traffic
analysis attacks (involving network statistics) to identify the source of an anonymous
connection.
• We also present a novel technique to defend against the NetFlow-based traffic analy-
sis method that involves transmission of dummy traffic. Our experimental evaluation
of this technique revealed that it is successful in defending against the attack without
degrading users’ quality of service. We also explored using some of Tor’s built-in
traffic shaping and conditioning features to thwart such traffic analysis attacks. Our
experimental studies revealed that these features cannot be used to defend against
such attacks.
• Lastly, we present a strategy to detect traffic eavesdropping by malicious Tor exit
nodes. Our system regularly transmits unique decoy traffic to decoy servers that
we control via the exit nodes. Periodically, the client and server logs, are tallied to
identify unsolicited connection attempts on the server. Over a period of thirty-two
months the system detected 18 different eavesdropping incidents. These malicious
exit nodes could be involved in traffic analysis attacks.
Thesis roadmap: The next chapter of this thesis presents the reader with the necessary
background information related to the Tor anonymous communication system, various at-
tacks that have been explored in the past, proposed defenses against traffic analysis attacks
and research generally related to eavesdrop detection in various networks, such as Tor. The
third chapter presents our novel traffic analysis attack that involves use of our single end-
controlled remote bandwidth estimation tool. The fourth chapter presents the traffic analysis
attack involving statistics obtained from NetFlow data. In the next chapter we describe the
efforts we undertook to defend against our NetFlow attack. The sixth chapter presents our
strategy for eavesdrop detection in anonymization networks. Lastly, in our final chapter, we
conclude the thesis with an overall discussion on the findings, limitations and future work.





2.1.1 Anonymous Network Communication Systems
Anonymous network communication systems enable users to hide their network identity
(e.g. IP address) from their communication peers and also prevents network eavesdroppers
to know the actual source or destination of messages. Most of these systems rely on send-
ing traffic via one or more proxies, and may additionally encrypt traffic [Chaum, 1981] to
obfuscate the true source or destination of messages (as described ahead in detail). Such
systems are often classified as low-latency and high-latency anonymous communication
systems. Low-latency systems are designed to be efficient for semi-interactive applications
such as web browsing and instant messaging. High-latency systems are geared towards
delay tolerant applications such as e-mail. Low-latency network anonymization systems
are further classified based on the routing paradigms they employ–those that are derived
from Onion Routing [Dingledine et al., ], and those that are based upon Crowds [Reiter and
Rubin, 1998]. Systems such as Tor [Dingledine et al., 2004], JAP [JAP, ], and I2P [i2p, ]
employ deterministic routing, wherein the set of proxies through which the traffic is sent
is known by the connection or session initiator. Systems such as GNUNet [Bennett and
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Figure 2.1: Basic steps for communicating through Tor. The client obtains a list of the
available Tor relays from a directory service 1©, establishes a circuit using multiple Tor
nodes 2©, and then starts forwarding its traffic through the newly created circuit 3©.
Grothoff, ], BitBlender [Bauer et al., 2008], and OneSwarm [Isdals et al., 2010] employ
probabilistic traffic routing schemes similar to Crowds. Each traffic forwarding relay in
such a system randomly chooses to send the traffic either to the destination or to another
relay in the system.
Tor
Tor [Dingledine et al., 2004] is closely modeled on the Onion Routing [Reed et al., 1998]
paradigm, and is one of the most widely used low latency anonymity networks, with an
estimated user base of more than 500,000 users (as of May 2013 [Tor Metrics Portal, ]).
Tor aims to protect the anonymity of Internet users by relaying user TCP streams through a
network of overlay nodes run by volunteers. The Tor overlay network consists of over 2500
proxies, known as Onion Routers (ORs), which are mostly operated by volunteers scattered
across the globe. User traffic is relayed through circuits, which are formed by persistent
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TLS connections between different nodes. By default, Tor circuits consist of three nodes:
the first one is known as the entry node or guard node, the second one as the middleman,
and the third is called the exit node. During circuit establishment, a Tor client negotiates
shared secret keys with the relays that it chooses for the circuit. Thereafter, the client uses
these keys to encrypt transmitted messages in multiple layers of encryption, starting with
the key it shares with the exit node. Each of the nodes then first “peels off” one layer of
encryption and then forwards the message to the next node on the circuit. The exit node
decrypts the final layer of encryption, which reveals the original plain-text message of the
user, and forwards it to its actual destination through a regular TCP connection. Thus, if
in-transit traffic is intercepted by eavesdroppers, they cannot determine the actual source
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Figure 2.2: Layered (telescopic) encryption used by Tor client to encrypt Tor cells. Each
relay decrypts one layer of encryption and forwards the resultant cells to the next relay
along the path. The exit node sees the original packet (M ) and finally transmits it to the
server.
Figure 2.1 presents the basic steps for the creation of a new Tor circuit consisting of
three onion routers:
1. The Tor client queries the directory service to obtain a list of the available Tor relays.
2. Then it establishes TLS connections to a node that it selects as the entry node. The
entry node may already have established TLS connections to other nodes, which act
as middlemen node. Those nodes again may already have connections to nodes that
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may act as exit nodes. If there are no TLS connections between the entry node and
the middlemen and middlemen and exit node, then those connections are established.
3. The Tor client thereafter establishes Tor circuits using the circuits, through the TLS
connections (established in the previous step). The process involves, amongst other
activities, the establishment of shared secrets with the relays.
4. The client then selects one of the circuits and establishes the TCP connection to its
communication peer (the server), through this circuit.
Tor also provides configurable access control features to exit node operators. Usually,
Tor exit nodes are configured to allow traffic forwarding for only a small set of TCP services.
The supported services are defined by the operator of the exit node through the specification
of an exit policy.
Hidden Services : Tor supports responder anonymity through Hidden Services. Responder
anonymity allows a server to provide a TCP service without revealing its IP address. Hidden
Services prevent against attacks that require IP address of the server. In this section we
present an overview of how Hidden Service work.
Generally, service URI to IP address translation is done using the Domain Name System
(DNS). For a Hidden Service, the regular DNS name used within the TCP/IP model, is
replaced by a pseudo-random string (derived from the long-term public key of the server)
ending with “.onion” domain name. A query to resolve a service URI ending in “.onion”,
can be resolved only within the Tor network. This new URI and the long-term public-key,
representing the service, is published by the server, the first time it joins the Tor network.
Only a Tor user can thereby access the service through an anonymous Tor circuit connecting
himself to Hidden Service. This is shown in figure 2.3. As shown in the figure, the client
and server establish connections to relays called Rendezvous Point (RP) and Introduction
Points, respectively. A form of Diffie-Hellman key exchange ensues between RP and one
of the Introduction Points. As an outcome of this exchange, the client and server circuits
are connected with one another and communication between the client and server ensues.
A more detailed description of this handshake procedure is presented in the Tor design
document [Dingledine et al., 2004].

























Figure 2.3: Basic steps for communicating to hidden services. The client and server cre-
ate Tor circuits 1© to nodes called Rendezvous Point 2© and Introduction Points 3©, respec-
tively. The client’s query to resolve “.onion” URI gets returned with information of the
Introduction Points. Finally the Rendezvous Points connect to Introduction Points and thus
communicates to the hidden server 4©.
2.2 Related Research
2.2.1 Attacks Against Anonymous Communication Systems
In general, de-anonymization of anonymous communication is a two-step process. The first
step involves finding the anonymity set. In anonymity and privacy parlance, the anonymity
set is the set consisting of anonymized entities (e.g. computers, humans, etc.), whose true
identities have been hidden using some anonymization scheme. The observer of such a
set observes the actual set and the set containing the former’s anonymized identities, but
has no way to determine the relationship between the two sets. From the point of view of
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attacks against anonymous communication networks, involving identification of a certain
anonymous client, every host or network on the Internet, could be a potential victim. How-
ever, it is not feasible, for even powerful adversaries, to monitor each and every network
or host, for identifying the source of anonymous traffic. Various research efforts have been
thus carried out in the past to reduce the set of hosts or network routers to monitor. For
the sake of convenient description, in this thesis, we call this reduced set as the anonymity
set. In practice, some researchers have described how this anonymity set could be deter-
mined through a Sybil attack, wherein the adversary runs several malicious relays with the
hope that some of these would be selected in users’ connections and would aid an adver-
sary to observe traffic entering and leaving the anonymization network. Other strategies,
assuming powerful adversaries, involve observing traffic entering and leaving the the net-
work by observing traffic in vantage Autonomous Systems (ASes) or Internet Exchange
Points (IXes), intervening the paths from various networks to the relays of anonymization
networks [Murdoch and Zielin´ski, 2007; Edman and Syverson, 2009b; Johnson et al., 2013;
Feamster and Dingledine, 2004].
The second part of the de-anonymization process deals with finding the actual source
of anonymous traffic by monitoring network connections that use the routers or network re-
lays, that make up the anonymity set, and transport the victim traffic This generally involves
some form of traffic analysis attack, wherein the adversary, having access to traffic in var-
ious networks, can correlate traffic transiting the anonymization relays with traffic flowing
to (or from) the anonymity set, and identify the source of anonymous traffic. Low-latency
anonymous communication systems, geared towards semi-realtime applications, try to as-
sure users’ quality of service, by not modifying packet inter-arrival characteristics, such as
delay and jitter. This makes them particularly vulnerable to traffic analysis attacks [Wright
et al., 2002; Shmatikov and Wang, 2006].
Step 1: Finding the anonymity set
Researchers in the past decade have explored various methods to determine the anonymity
set. Some of these efforts included Sybil attacks, wherein the adversary runs malicious
Tor entry and exit relays, with the hope that they would get selected in circuits, and the
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node operators would be in a position to observe traffic entering and leaving the Tor net-
work. Such an attack was first explored in 2007 [Bauer et al., 2007], wherein the authors
proposed attracting large fraction of Tor traffic by running malicious relays that advertised
high available bandwidth. An anonymous client could select such malicious relays in entry
and exit positions, which might be engaging in traffic analysis attack. Such attacks succeed
because Tor relay selection is biased on advertised bandwidth [Tor Path Specifications, ].
In a related attack, Pappas et al. [Pappas et al., 2008] suggested creating looping circuits
across non-malicious Tor relays and keeping relays busy, so as to prevent them from being
selected in circuits. In the meanwhile the adversary could run malicious relays, that might
advertise high bandwidth to increase their relative chance of being selected in circuits, es-
pecially while the benign nodes are busy serving malicious circuits specifically designed to
keep them busy.
As mentioned previously in the Introduction, Øverlier et al. [Øverlier and Syverson,
2006], proposed building of Tor paths, solely using nodes, known as guard nodes, so as to
avoid such attacks. The threat of such Sybil attacks, involving malicious relays attracting
users’ traffic, is however only partially mitigated. Malicious relay operators could deploy
nodes with high bandwidth for a certain period of time, so as to gain adequate trust, before
launching in traffic analysis attacks.
Feamster el al. [Feamster and Dingledine, 2004], and later Edman el al. [Edman and
Syverson, 2009b], having studied the topology of the Internet concluded that on an av-
erage, in 22% of Tor circuits originating from different subnets, there are ASes which can
observe traffic going towards a Tor entry node (from various subnets) and from exit nodes to
some popular destinations (e.g. popular search engines and free web-mail services). More
recently, Johnson et al. [Johnson et al., 2013] showed that a small number of compromised
Tor relays that advertise high bandwidth and IXes observing both entry end exit traffic, can
de-anonymize 80% of various types of Tor circuits within about six months.
In 2007, Murdoch and Zielin´ski [Murdoch and Zielin´ski, 2007], showed primarily
through simulations, that a small set of IXes, could observe a traffic entering and leaving
the several Tor entry and exit nodes within UK. They further showed, through simulations,
that NetFlow [Claise, ], a traffic monitoring system installed in commodity routers, could
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be used to launch analysis attacks against Tor. The results were however mostly based on
simulations, involving data obtained from by observing a single Tor relay. The research
does not provide any intuition of the accuracy one can expect while practically using Net-
Flow based statistics to de-anonymize anonymous traffic. As described ahead, our research
attempts to fill this gap by performing active traffic analysis to de-anonymize Tor clients and
exploring the accuracy and practical issues involved in de-anonymizing anonymous traffic
using NetFlow data.
Traffic analysis techniques have been explored in the past, for determining the anonymity
set. In 2005, Murdoch and Danezis [Murdoch and Danezis, 2005] developed the first prac-
tical traffic analysis attack against Tor. They proposed a technique to determine the Tor
relays involved in a circuit. The method involved a corrupt server, accessed by the victim
client, and corrupt Tor client that could form one-hop circuits with arbitrary Tor nodes. The
server modulates the data being sent back to the client, while the corrupt Tor node is used
to measure delay between itself and Tor nodes. The inverse correlation between the per-
turbations in the client server traffic, deliberately introduced by the corrupt server, and the
one way delay, measured by the corrupt Tor client helped identify the relays involved in a
particular circuit.
In 2009, it was demonstrated by Evans el al [Evans et al., 2009] that the traffic analysis
attack proposed by Murdoch and Danezis was no more applicable due to the large number
of Tor relays, the large volume of Tor traffic, low end-to-end quality of service and possible
network bottleneck locations between the adversaries’ vantage point and the victim relays.
They proposed a method to amplify the network traffic by using circuits that repeatedly
used the same relays and aided in easier identification of the relays.
We proposed a traffic analysis method using remote network bandwidth estimation
tools, to identify the Tor relays involved in Tor circuits [Chakravarty et al., 2008b]. Our
method assumed that the adversary is in a position to perturb the victim traffic by collud-
ing with the server and is in control of various network vantage points, from where he can
remotely observe variations in network bandwidth. We were able to confirm the identity of
the relays involved with a success rate of 59.46%. In our experiments, we used our remote
bandwidth estimation tool, called Linkwidth (described ahead in Chapter 3).
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In 2011, Mittal el al. [Mittal et al., 2011], demonstrated a somewhat modified version
of the Murdoch and Danezis attack, which rather than using variation in one-way delay,
relied on bandwidth variations to determine if two clients were using the same set of Tor
relays for their circuits.
Step 2: Identifying the source of anonymous traffic within the anonymity set
As described previously, there have not been adequate studies to explore methods to identify
the source of anonymous traffic within the anonymity set, that solely rely on network statis-
tics. Amongst the very few previous research efforts, Hopper et al. [Hopper et al., 2007;
Hopper et al., 2010] presented comprehensive efforts, using an information theoretic ap-
proach, to identify the Tor relays and thus eventually the possible location of the Tor client.
In their efforts ,they combined the technique presented by Murdoch and Danezis’, along
with one-way circuit latency, and the Vivaldi network coordinate system to determine the
possible source of anonymous traffic. With moderate accuracy (median information loss
of 2.46 bits and less than 1 bit information loss for 23% of trials), they there were able to
estimate the location of the client.
Traffic analysis attacks can be considered a “off-shoot” of side-channel [sidechan, ]
attacks wherein the adversary relies on the correlation of change in anonymous network
traffic statistics and changes in various related system parameters such networking equip-
ments’ memory usage and temperature. For example, in a previous work, Murdoch et al.
[Murdoch, 2006; Zander and Murdoch, 2008] demonstrated how variation in anonymous
traffic leads to variation in CPU temperature and, hence, the system clock. TCP clock skew,
which can be remotely determined through TCP timestamp options, could be used to reveal
this system clock drift. Thus changes in various network and system parameters, such as
throughput and one-way (or round trip) latency, that can lead to correlated variations in
temperature of network equipment can be determined through TCP timestamps, and thus
aid in identifying the source of anonymous traffic.
In Chapter 3, we present a Traffic Analysis attack for confirming the identity of anony-
mous client, using our remote bandwidth estimation method, through a kind of traceback
method. This is an extension of our previous work to use remote bandwidth estimation
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method to identify relays involved in a Tor circuit. In our research, we assume that the
adversary is powerful, is endowed with high bandwidth nodes in vantage locations, has a
map of the Internet showing the connectivity of routers or ASes and colludes with a mali-
cious server (that is visited by anonymous users). The last assumption allows him (or her)
to force the server to inject a traffic perturbation pattern that travels to the victim client, via
Tor nodes and intervening relays. Our method may seem somewhat similar to the attack
presented by Murdoch and Danezis [Murdoch and Danezis, 2005] and Mittal et al. [Mittal
et al., 2011]. However, unlike their method, ours is not restricted to confirming the relays
participating in a Tor circuit. We used our method to launch a form of traceback method to
confirm the routers connecting the entry node to the client.
This attacker model has been carried forward in our research to explore the practical
feasibility of traffic analysis attacks using network monitoring tools installed in existing
networking infrastructure, e.g. Cisco’s NetFlow. In our research we explored the capabili-
ties of an adversary, that uses sparse NetFlow records, corresponding to the traffic entering
and leaving the Tor network, to identify the client whose traffic characteristics were most
correlated to the server injected traffic perturbation pattern. Our experiments were carried
out in two stages. The first was carried out in an in-lab set-up using a testbed, free from ex-
ternal network congestion and disturbances. In these experiments, we were able to identify
the victim in 100% of the cases. The second stage of experiments were carried out in using
data obtained from a real Tor relay. In these experiments, we were able to correctly identify
the victim client in about 81.4% cases (with about 6.4% false positives).
In their research [Hopper et al., 2007; Hopper et al., 2010], Hopper et al. have presented
ways to determine if two circuits use the same relays, identity of the relays involved in a
circuit and finally identification an anonymous client. Their approach however assumes that
two network connections might be originating from the same source network if the end-to-
end delays of the Tor paths, connecting the clients to the server, are of comparable orders
of magnitude. One cannot say if such assumptions are still completely valid tn today’s Tor
network consisting of over 2500 relays that serve over half a million users. In contrast, our
NetFlow based traffic analysis attack involves direct observation of the correlation between
server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client traffic to identify the victim (the one that is most
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correlated to the server-to-exit traffic statistics).
2.2.2 Defending Against Traffic Analysis Attacks
Most forms of proposed defense against traffic analysis attack involves sending dummy traf-
fic (also often known as link padding) [Shmatikov and Wang, 2006; Fu et al., 2003a; Wang
et al., 2008], deliberately dropping some packets, known as defensive dropping [Levine et
al., 2004], and injecting deliberate artificial delays. High latency mix based systems can
tolerate performance degradation due to such artificial delays, low-latency anonymity net-
works cannot. Various researchers in the past have proposed transmitting dummy traffic to
hide traffic patterns which could lead to traffic analysis attacks in low-latency anonymity
networks. Some such as [Shmatikov and Wang, 2006; Fu et al., 2003a; Wang et al., 2008]
propose strategies to send dummy traffic without resulting in considerable performance
degradation. In 2003, Fu et al. [Fu et al., 2003a] present analytical models to study effec-
tiveness of traffic analysis countermeasures. Their model assumes a hypothetical adversary
that primarily uses various metrics such as traffic rate and inter-packet arrival times to cor-
relate otherwise apparently unrelated traffic flows. They assume a defense mechanism that
involves sending dummy traffic co-ordinated with a programmable system interval timer.
Their model was however only evaluated on a small controlled in-lab set-up.
In 2006, Shmatikov and Wang [Shmatikov and Wang, 2006] proposed an end-to-end
dummy traffic sending scheme which they called Adaptive Link Padding. Their scheme in-
volved observing the delays between packets “on-the-fly” and estimating the delay between
packets that are yet to be seen, to determine if the gaps were natural or deliberately injected,
so as to aid traffic analysis attacks. Accordingly the system would generate dummy traffic.
They juxtaposed their Adaptive Link Padding scheme against constant rate dummy traffic
transmission (where the the system transmits dummy traffic at a fixed rate) and showed how
their efforts consumed lesser bandwidth when compared to the latter and was more effective
in preventing traffic analysis attacks.
Wang et al. [Wang et al., 2008] proposed a dummy traffic sending scheme, which
they called Dependent Link Padding. The idea is somewhat similar to Adaptive Link
Padding scheme proposed previously by Shmatikov et al. Rather than observing packet
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inter-arrival delays, Wang et al. chose to observe incoming traffic rate to decide if, and how
much, dummy traffic should be generated. The compare their scheme against constant rate
padding, wherein it is assumed that dummy traffic is always sent at a constant rate without
adapting to the bandwidth of existing traffic.
However, all such strategies are yet to be adopted by low-latency anonymity networks
such as Tor. The main concern which inhibits widespread adoption is the effect on perfor-
mance. Our dummy traffic sending mechanism is directed specifically to defend against
NetFlow traffic analysis attack described in Chapter 4. Our motivation is to artificially dis-
tort NetFlow statistics, without significantly degrading clients’ perceived quality of service.
Our method relies on the entry node sending dummy traffic, which although have IP header
and packet lengths identical to original Tor traffic, have very small TTL values, that cause
them to be dropped within few network hops, close to the entry node. Such a scheme has
very little impact on performance. Our method could be adopted to any form of traffic
sending scheme. Our method is described in detail in Chapter 5.
2.2.3 Detecting Eavesdropping by Tor Exit Nodes: Detection of Potential
Traffic Analysis Attackers
We mentioned in the beginning, that an adversary that eavesdrops on anonymous users’
traffic, flowing out of exit nodes, is also a potential traffic analysis attacker. Such an adver-
sary, observing traffic entering and leaving the Tor network, can not only correlate traffic
patterns, but also directly observe the traffic between the exit node and the server, misusing
the contents of traffic. Thus, one way to identify adversaries of anonymous communica-
tion systems, like Tor, is to identify malicious exit node operators that eavesdrop on traffic
transiting through the exit node.
Our efforts to identify eavesdroppers of Tor traffic, is closely related to research efforts
that involve the exposure of enticing decoy information or resources to lure potential adver-
saries, with the objective of identifying them and determining their modus operandi. One
of the first uses of decoy information for enabling the observation of real malicious activity
has been documented by Clifford Stoll [Stoll, 1988]. In his book, the author recounts his
efforts to trap an intruder that broke into the systems of the Lawrence Berkeley National
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Laboratory. As part of his efforts to monitor the actions and trace the intruder’s origin, he
generated fake documents containing supposedly classified information that would lure the
intruder to come back and stay longer on the compromised computer.
Computer based systems and resources deployed widely with the objective of luring
prospective adversaries and intruders for logging their identities and actions, are widely
known as honeypots [Provos, 2004; Spitzner, 2003]. Such systems have no production
value other than being compromised, and subsequently aid in tracking the actions of the at-
tacker. Honeypots have been extensively used for modeling, logging, and analyzing attacks
originating from sources not only external to an network [Honeynet, ; Yuill et al., 2004],
but also from within its perimeter [Bowen et al., 2009b].
Complementary to honeypots, researchers and system administrators often use honey-
tokens [Spitzner, ] which are pieces of information with no other purpose than being inter-
cepted or stolen and abused by an adversary. Any use of these honeytokens clearly indicates
unauthorized access. The decoy credentials used in our approach, which we describe in de-
tail in the next section, can be classified as a variety of honeytokens.
More recently, Bowen et al. [Bowen et al., 2009a] proposed the use of decoy docu-
ments to detect misbehaving entities within the perimeter of an organization. The decoy
documents contained embedded “beacons,” such as scripts or macros, which are executed
when the document is opened. The authors used fake tax records bearing information ap-
pearing to be “sensitive” and enticing to an adversary. In case a document is opened, the
embedded beacon connects to an external host and transmits information such as time of
access and IP address of the hosts used to open the document.
In another related research work, Bowen et al. [Bowen et al., 2010] used real WiFi
traffic as a basis for the generation of decoy traffic with realistic network interactions. An
API is used to insert bait content, such as popular webmail service cookies, FTP and HTTP
protocol messages, and so on into these decoy packets. The packets were then broadcasted
through an unencrypted WiFi network and exposed to potential eavesdroppers. Unsolicited
connection attempts to the services, using the bait credentials, are marked as illegitimate. In
their experiments, the authors replayed gmail.com and PayPal.commessages carrying
credentials and cookies for decoy accounts, and utilized the last login IP address feature of
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these services for determining illegitimate connection attempts. Such techniques are not
applicable anymore as the aforementioned popular web mail and financial services encrypt
their connections with SSL.
There has been little effort in detecting misbehaving overlay nodes of anonymity net-
works. In a work most closely related to ours, McCoy et al. [Mccoy et al., 2008] attempted
to detect eavesdropping on malicious Tor exit routers by taking advantage of the IP ad-
dress resolution functionality of network traffic capturing tools. Packet sniffing tools such
as tcpdump [McCanne et al., ], are by default configured to resolve the IP addresses of
the captured packets to their respective DNS names. Their system transmitted, via Tor exit
nodes, TCP SYN packets destined to unused IP addresses in a subnet owned by the sys-
tem’s operator. When the packet capturing program attempted to resolve the IP address of
a probe packet, it issued a DNS request to the authoritative DNS server. The system’s op-
erator had access to the traffic going to this authoritative DNS server. Thus, requests to this
DNS server with the unused IP address were an indication that probe packets had been in-
tercepted by some packet capturing program, and could be traced back to the network host
where they were captured. However, when capturing traffic on disk, tcpdump by default
does not resolve any addresses; and in any case the eavesdropper can trivially disable this
functionality, rendering the above technique ineffective.
In contrast to that work, our system does not require access to DNS traffic. We em-
ploy decoy clients and servers which communicate via Tor exits and present easily reusable
sensitive appearing information such as user credentials and URLs to sensitive appearing
documents which also contain beacons such as those described above. The system period-
ically monitors the client and server logs for unsolicited connection attempts to the server
which are marked as suspicious. Our system, with various components has been extensively
described in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 3
Traffic Analysis Against Anonymity
Networks Using Remote Bandwidth
Estimation
3.1 Overview
In this chapter, we introduce our first novel, remotely-mounted traffic analysis attack that
can be used to confirm the network identity of anonymization proxies (Tor relays), net-
work routers, and hidden servers, involved in anonymous communication sessions. To
help confirm the identity of an anonymous client, our adversary colludes with the server
to deliberately inject traffic perturbations in an anonymous TCP connection, that the server
sees arriving from an exit node. In this attack, the adversary, equipped with a novel remote
bandwidth estimation tool, tries to correlate this deliberately injected traffic perturbations to
available bandwidth variation in Tor relays and network routers involved in the circuit. The
adversary employs our single-end controlled available bandwidth estimation tool (called
LinkWidth [Chakravarty et al., 2008c], derived from TCP Westwood [Gerla et al., 2001]
algorithm) to carry out this process.
Our traffic analysis attack approach is similar to the one proposed by Murdoch et
al. [Murdoch and Danezis, 2005]. However, contrary to their approach , our technique
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does not rely on modified Tor clients and can be used to track not only the anonymizing
relays, but can also be used to launch a “trace-back” attack to the the victim’s network
location, through the network routers connecting the client to its entry node. We assume
that the adversary controls, or can create a traffic fluctuation, in one end of the anonymous
connection and can remotely detect it propagate through various relays and routers along
the circuit leading to the client.
The attack involves a client downloading a relatively large file from a server, that per-
turbs the throughput of the TCP connection it sees originating from an exit node. One way
to achieve this is through the use of traffic shaping and conditioning tools [Hubert et al.,
]. The injected traffic perturbation travels through the circuit, via the relays and routers
involved, to the victim client, since Tor does not alter traffic inter-arrival characteristics. An
adversary, in a position to observe this perturbations remotely, can potentially track these
perturbations to the client, through the relays and routers involved. In our research, we try
to study the capabilities of such an adversary, who, equipped with LinkWidth and colluding
with the server, so as to inject perturbations in traffic, can potentially verify the identity
of the anonymous client by remotely observing these perturbations on relays and routers
involved along the path intervening the client and the server.
To verify the validity of our approach, we performed a series of experiments. We
evaluated the accuracy of our technique on controlled environments (using in-lab and DE-
TER [DETER Network Security Testbed, ] testbeds). In these situations, we achieved 100%
success in verifying the relays and routers involved in victim circuits. Further, we tested
our technique through a series of experiments involving the client establishing circuits via
public Tor relays to servers that we controlled. In these experiments, we achieved varying
success in exposing the identity of the victims. On an average, we detected 59.46% of the
Tor relays participating in our circuits. In addition, we successfully identified the interme-
diate network routers connecting Tor clients and Hidden Services to their Entry Nodes in
49.5% of the cases.
We posit that a real adversary equipped with many appropriately positioned high-bandwidth
hosts and a partial map of the network, could effectively attack timing-preserving anonymiz-
ing systems. Some prior efforts in generating such maps are the Internet Mapping Project [The
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Internet Mapping Project, ], AS Peering Analysis [CAIDA AS Peering Analysis, ], iplane [Mad-
hyastha et al., 2006], and similar efforts by CAIDA [cai, ]. Searching a map depicting the
ingress and egress routers of an Autonomous System (AS) involves little complexity. An
adversary equipped with such information would probe for the induced available bandwidth
variation, only on the inter-domain routers in search for the AS that hosts the victim anony-
mous client1. The objective of our research however is not to demonstrate this search pro-
cess but to answer the following question: Can a well-provisioned (Semi-)Global Adversary
equipped with probing nodes, scattered close to most inter-AS routers, and “sender-only”
controlled bandwidth probing tools like LinkWidth, measure bandwidth fluctuation on net-
work routers and anonymizing relays associated to a anonymous communication session?
We begin this chapter with a description of our bandwidth measurement tool (LinkWidth).
Thereafter, we describe the traffic analysis strategy. This is followed by a detailed descrip-
tion of our experimental evaluation of our attack strategy and the results obtained from the
same. The chapter concludes with a brief description of the various issues related to our
measurements strategy and limitations.
3.2 LinkWidth: Single End-Controlled Bandwidth Measurement
Technique
We implemented a TCP Westwood [Gerla et al., 2001] sender in LinkWidth, a tool for per-
forming single-end network capacity and link throughput measurements. It requires no sup-
port or active collaboration from a remote host (or any device in the network). It primarily
uses packet train [Prasad et al., 2003] method for bandwidth measurements. Such band-
width measurement methods, designed to measure the bandwidth between two networked
hosts, relies on sending a long train of packets from one host to the other, so as to com-
pletely use up the end-to-end available network capacity for a short duration. LinkWidth
is a single-end controlled bandwidth measurement tool that can be used to measure the
end-to-end bandwidth between to hosts. A user can run it to measure the bandwidth of the
1Further, resolving down to the end hosts might require ISP router maps through services such as as Rock-
etfuel [Rocketfuel, ]
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path connecting his (or her) host and any other host, without any support from the latter.
The probing host (sender), sends a train of TCP packets where the RST flag is set. This
train is “sandwiched” between two TCP SYN packets destined to closed ports. The TCP
SYN packets evoke TCP packets having RST and ACK flags set, as replies, back to the
sender, while the intervening packets (having the RST flag set), are dropped by the recipi-
ent, without any response. The time difference between the TCP RST replies, often called
the dispersion, is treated as the approximate time difference between the reception of the
first and last TCP SYN packets, based on the assumption that the path between the sender
and receiver is symmetric.
To measure end-to-end TCP capacity, the sender emulates the TCP Westwood sender by
sending number of packets equal to the TCP congestion window (cwin). The packet train is
arranged so that there are cwin TCP RST packets (called load packets), are “sandwiched”
between two TCP SYN packets (called the head measurement packet and tail measurement
packet, respectively). Figure 3.1(a) shows this arrangement of packets. The sender emu-
lates a TCP Westwood sender by initializing cwin = 1 (one TCP RST packet between two
TCP SYN packets). Correct reception of the TCP packets with RST and ACK flag set, by
the sender, signals that the train has been correctly delivered to the destination. The time
difference between the received TCP packets with RST and ACK packets, called the disper-
sion, is used to determine the available bandwidth. If each of the packets is L bytes long,
and if the dispersion of the responses is δt, then the path bandwidth is measured as cwin∗L∗8δt
(measured in bits/s). Once the train is correctly received, the sender doubles the number of
packets in the train, while measuring the bandwidth at each iteration. The process continues
iteratively ad infinitum, exponentially increasing the number of packets in the packet train
each time, while measuring the available bandwidth in each iteration, until the sender expe-
riences packet losses, that is signaled by non-reception of replies, within a certain timeout
interval2. At this point, the sender switches to congestion avoidance mode, computing the
congestion window based on previously measured available bandwidth. The average of
the available bandwidths, measured in the next few iterations, until another packet loss is
2Since we do not rely on a full-fledged TCP connection, the only way to signal a packet loss is by coarse
timeout. After sending the train, the sender initiates a timer to wait for the two expected ACKs
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experienced, is considered as the end-to-end available path bandwidth.
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Figure 3.1: (a)Arrangement of packets in LinkWidth for measuring available bandwidth,
using TCP measurement packets, (b) and using ICMP measurement packets.
In some cases, the TCP SYN packets are filtered or rate-limited. To counter this, we
replace the head and tail TCP SYN packets with ICMP ECHO packets. The load packets
continue to be TCP RST packets. Correct reception of the train is indicated by reception
of ICMP ECHO REPLY packets at the sender. The arrangement of packets is shown in
Figure 3.1(b). We developed a prototype for Linux. To avoid incurring packet delays due to
kernel resource scheduling, we bypassed the regular protocol stack and send our own TCP
and ICMP packets crafted using the Raw Socket API. The coarse timeout was implemented
using the standard POSIX API function setitimer(). For a more detailed description of
LinkWidth and how it emulates the TCP Westwood sender, we encourage the reader to read
our technical report [Chakravarty et al., 2008a].
3.3 Threat Model and Attack Approach
Before delving into the attack details, we discuss the threat model for which we claim that
our attacks are effective.
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Threat Model
Our primary focus is an adversary who can induce “traffic fluctuations” into a targeted
anonymity preserving channel and observe it “trickle” towards the victim. The adversary
may have hosts under his control on many ASes or could be at a network vantage point
with respect to routers in various subnets. Each of these hosts may be running a copy of
bandwidth estimation tools such as LinkWidth. They would also be at a network vantage
point with respect to all candidate victim relays and network routers. This is feasible in
toady’s’ Internet: the inter-router media connecting the routers of major tier-3 ISPs can
support over 10 Gbit/s (let alone the tier-1 and tier-2 ISPs). Most have 30–40% under-
utilized spare capacity. Therefore, while we are not in a position of having a large set of
vantage points, this does not prevent others from being able to do so. Often, adversaries like
us, might be sensing “under-utilized high-bandwidth” links. Popular anonymity preserving
systems, like Tor relays, often dedicate a considerable fraction of the traffic to forwarding
client traffic. However, such small fluctuations in high capacity links, are less than what
most state-of-the-art available link bandwidth estimation techniques can detect accurately.
Traffic Analysis Methodology
We used LinkWidth to detect induced traffic fluctuations on candidate anonymizing relays.
We identify probable candidate network routers that could reach this relay through a single
network hop. Since most anonymity preserving relays are at the network edges, the net-
work routers that could directly reach the candidate relays would be their default gateways.
This intuition was re-applied on default gateways to determine which network interface,
and hence the network routers within one network hop, exhibited similar fluctuations. We
repeated the tracking process recursively until the fluctuations were tracked down to the
source network (and possibly the source itself).
To quantify our detection capabilities, we performed extensive experiments initially in
a controlled emulation environments, namely DETER [DETER Network Security Testbed,
]. Some of the experiments were further validated in controlled lab-environment. We also
uncovered real-world Tor clients, and hidden servers which communicated using public Tor
relays, with some success. Our approach requires a “map” presenting with information of
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inter-domain routers for the Tor Entry Node and the victim. In our experiments, we did
not use elaborate maps. We only considered result obtained from running traceroute be-
tween the targeted victim and its Tor Entry Node. Moderate success rate is primarily due
to a combination of our inadequate network vantage points and low end-to-end throughput
offered by the Tor relays as compared to the available link capacities of routers and relays.
Lastly, our accuracy was also affected by the presence of background cross traffic on reg-
ular network routers, resulting in higher false negatives when compared to the in-lab or
DETERLAB experiments’ results.
3.4 Experimental Evaluation
Our attack technique can be applied to low-latency anonymity systems that are based on
Onion Routing [Goldschlag et al., 1996]. Tor is a good example and chief among onion
routing anonymizing based systems. In such systems, there seems to be a trade-off between
anonymity guarantees and performance [Reardon and Goldberg, 2009]. We show that in
both controlled and real-world experiments, a well-provisioned adversary can expose the
anonymity of Tor relays and end-points. This is performed by determining the available
bandwidth fluctuations on a large number of relays and network routers.
3.4.1 Experiments Using the DETER Testbed
To determine the effectiveness of our attack, we used DETER [DETER Network Security
Testbed, ] to emulate various network topologies. DETER is a network emulation system
that offers commodity machines and switches connected with user specified topologies.
Users can specify the operating systems, network connections, link speeds, routing proto-
cols and other parameters.
Figure 3.2 depicts one of the topologies we used to validate our approach. In these
experiments, we used Iperf [Tirumala et al., 1997] and LinkWidth to detect the fluctuation
of the available link bandwidth on network routers along the path connecting the server to
the actual client3.
3Due to the way DETER emulates the requested link capacities and the use of traffic shaping, Iperf was
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Figure 3.2: DETER testbed network topology.
The host, marked as server in the topology figure (Figure 3.2), was the colluding web
server. In addition, there were two client hosts, client1 and client2. client1 was
the victim downloaded a large file from server, using HTTP; client2 was idle.
With two clients on two separate branches, the available traffic fluctuation induced by
server was observable only by one of the branches (the one leading to client1). The
probing hosts on each of the subnets probe the intermediate links. To forward packets
through proxy1, we used squid [Wessels et al., ]. client1 connected to server via
proxy1. The server modulated the transmission rate to induce the necessary bandwidth
fluctuation. The adversary probed for the bandwidth variation on the network elements in
both branches using its probing hosts.
The reason we avoided installing an anonymizing system in this particular experiment
is due to the poor QoS resulting from computational and network transport costs in systems
like Tor. The motivation behind choosing squid was to demonstrate the effectiveness of
more accurate than LinkWidth in estimating the bandwidth variations
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Figure 3.3: The detected available bandwidth on the router connected to the victim
router3 drops uniformly as client traffic increases.
our hypothesis; we assume that the relaying architecture of Onion Routing based systems
would soon provide higher throughput rate like unencrypted squid proxy.
Therefore, the goal of the experiment was to demonstrate that an adversary can ob-
serve these induced traffic fluctuations, provided the anonymizing service does not degrade
client–server traffic throughput.
While the download was in progress, the server increased the transmission speed gradu-
ally by 50 Mbit/s, 100 Mbit/s, 200 Mbit/s, 300 Mbit/s and 500 Mbit/s, for every iteration of
the experiment. The probing nodes (probers) measured the available bandwidth variation
on both branches. The available link bandwidth fell steadily on all routers along the path
carrying client1’s traffic. The probing of router5 and client2, along the idle net-
work branch, resulted in very high true negatives. For brevity, we only present the results
obtained by probing router3 and router5. The graphs representing these are presented
in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.
The available bandwidth drops as the server increases its rate to the victim, and thus
occupies greater share of the available bandwidth along the path via router3. Probing
router5 along the path connecting client2 to server shows no significant fluctua-
tion in available bandwidth. Overall, our experiments indicate that we can indeed detect
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Figure 3.4: We correctly measured the absence of consistent available bandwidth fluctuation
on router5 (not in the victim’s path).
small fluctuations by utilizing about 5–10% of the link bandwidth. Although this is a large
value (approximately 50–100 Mbit/s), it is only a small fraction of the link bandwidth. This
encouraged us to believe, that our technique will work well even in situations where only a
small portion of the network link is being utilized by anonymous traffic.
We used a large file for our experiments. But we could have achieved the same fluc-
tuation through multiple downloads of many small files. Through co-ordinated probing of
the candidate links, momentary burst (due to small files being downloaded) can be eas-
ily detected. The sudden fall in available link bandwidth from approximately 100% (900
Mbit/s) to 90% (800 Mbit/s) within a short interval (few seconds) and and sudden rise
later to 100%, in tandem to the induced traffic fluctuations, proves this. Further evidence
of LinkWidth’s effectiveness to detect small bandwidth fluctuations is presented in in our
technical report [Chakravarty et al., 2008c].
3.4.2 In-Lab Experiments
To further support the DETER results, we performed the same experiments in an in-lab envi-
ronment using commodity machines connected via a Gigabit switched network. Figure 3.5
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Figure 3.5: In-Lab testbed network topology.
depicts the in-lab network testbed topology used to demonstrate our technique. Again, the
client client1 is the victim and is connected to the server via a squid proxy installed
on the host relaysdirs.
As before, the client downloaded a large file and the server varied the TCP throughput.
The probing hosts measured the available bandwidth on the routers along both branches of
the network - one leading to client1, which downloads the file, and the other leading to
client2, which is not involved in the transfer.
Available bandwidth on all the routers along the path connecting client1 to server
fluctuated, as server varied the available TCP traffic to port 80, that it saw originating
from the host relaysdirs. For brevity, we present graphically the results from probing
hop3 (Figure 3.6), along the path leading to the victim and hop5 (Figure 3.7), leading to
the idle node.
We observed reduction in available bandwidth as client-server traffic eventually occu-
pies more bandwidth along the path via hop3. The available link bandwidth of hop5
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Figure 3.6: Available bandwidth on hop3 drops uniformly when we increase the traffic
towards the victim.
does not show any drastic change, as it was not along the actual download path. Probing
router hop3 and client1 also showed similar bandwidth fluctuations while hop6 and
client2 showed no definite fall in the available the link bandwidth; thus concurring with
our idea of tracking link bandwidth fluctuation along the path leading up to the actual source
of traffic.
3.4.3 Probing Tor Relays, Clients and Hidden Services
The validation of our technique in previous subsections, albeit on a controlled environment,
encouraged us to believe that our technique might potentially be used to track induced avail-
able bandwidth on network routers connecting a Tor client to a Tor Entry Node. Therefore,
we attempted to identify the Tor Onion Routers (ORs) participating in a real-world circuit.
The server colluded with the adversary to induce fluctuations in the circuit throughput. This
resulted in available bandwidth fluctuation on ORs and network routers connecting these
ORs to Onion Proxies (OPs)4. This experiment is elaborated in our paper [Chakravarty et
4Onion Proxy is the term used for Tor clients [Dingledine et al., 2004]
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Figure 3.7: There is no persistent available bandwidth fluctuation on hop5 (unlike hop3,
that is along path of the download traffic).
al., 2008b]. We concisely describe the experiment and results here. Figure 3.8 illustrates
how the adversary probed the Tor relays involved in a circuit.
The colluding web server transmitted a file which the client downloaded the file through
a Tor circuit. During the download, the adversary used our traffic analysis technique to
identify the victim relays participating in the circuit. While the server shaped the cir-
cuit’s throughput to various values, the adversary measured the available bandwidth us-
ing LinkWidth. This process was repeated several times. In every iteration, the adversary
changed the client’s bandwidth share, increasing it each time by approximately 100 Kbit/s.
The adversary detected decrease in measured available bandwidth that was reflected through
increase in congestion and packet losses.
In our experiments, we successfully identified all the relay nodes in 11 out of the 50
circuits that we probed. For 14 circuits, we were able to identify only two of the three
participating Tor relays. There were 12 circuits in which only one of the relays was de-
tected. There were also 13 circuits that we are unable to detect any of the participating
ORs. Finally, among all the 150 ORs probed there were 22 which filtered all probe traffic.
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Figure 3.8: Adversary probing the fluctuations in available bandwidth of ORs participating
in a Tor circuit.
A similar experiment was performed for obtaining an estimate of the false positives. Initial
observations yielded approximately 10% false positives. However, on repeated iterations
of the same experiment, we detected no false positives. These very likely result from noises
and errors in our measurement techniques resulting from lack of adequate network vantage
hosts, background network cross-traffic and asymmetric network links.
Probe Set-up and Technique for Identifying Tor Clients: To determine the network
identities of Tor clients involved in Tor circuits, we used the same set-up as in Figure 3.8.
However, in this experiment, the adversary probed routers on the network path connecting
the Tor Entry Nodes to the Tor Clients. The client fetched a relatively large file from a
colluding server, which shaped the bandwidth of the connection.
Lacking a “network map” that has link-level connectivity information of the Internet,
we relied on traceroute information to discover the hops between the client and its
Entry Node. However, in practice, an adversary equipped with AS-to-AS and link-level
network connectivity maps, needs to probe only a relatively small set of links to determine
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Circuit Hops from Client Correctly Detected Unresponsive Routers Not Success
Number –Entry Node Client–Entry Routers Reporting Rate
Node Node Hops Enough
Fluctuations
1 10 6 4 0 60.00%
2 15 4 0 0 26.67%
3 18 4 7 7 22.23%
4 18 5 8 5 27.78%
5 14 6 2 6 42.86%
6 14 9 1 4 64.30%
7 15 7 2 6 46.67%
8 14 7 2 5 50.00%
9 14 4 2 8 28.57%
10 15 6 4 5 40.00%
Table 3.1: Available-Bandwidth Fluctuation Detection in Links Connecting a Tor Client
and its Entry Node.
which of them might be carrying the victim’s traffic. Entry and exit, to and from an AS,
is through a small number of inter-domain routers. The adversary can look up the AS
location of the Tor relays from the inter-domain routing information. This will enable him
to track the induced available bandwidth variation only on inter-domains routers and search
for the AS that hosts the victim anonymous client. Nodes in all the probable ASes, with link
speeds comparable to that of the inter-domain routers’, could be used for this task. To obtain
higher fine-grained network position, the attacker might have to track down to the end hosts.
This step will require ISP router maps through services such as as Rocketfuel [Rocketfuel,
]. Though seemingly an exponential search problem, this would be reasonably tractable
provided the fluctuations could be detected with high confidence. Moreover, optimizing
the adversary’s search of links to probe is a different problem and we do not consider that
aspect of the attack in our research.
The results from probing the available link bandwidth variations on network routers
connecting the clients to their respective Entry Nodes, is presented in Table 3.1. The accu-
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rate detection of bandwidth fluctuation was performed through the detection of packet loss
changes. This loss is indication of decrease in available bandwidth, whenever the routers
and Tor relays were probed using LinkWidth. Our technique used an un-cooperative method
of available bandwidth or throughput estimation. Sometimes the probe traffic, being aggres-
sive, prevented a Tor client, using TCP (which is “elastic” and non-aggressive), to utilize
all of the allowed bandwidth. This lead to an “on-off” pattern in the the client’s download.
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Figure 3.9: The adversary measures the available bandwidth and thus detects any fluctua-
tions in each link of the path leading to the victim.
As a caveat, modifying the available throughput of the TCP connection through a certain
repeating pattern (e.g., 50 Kbit/s, 100 Kbit/s, 500 Kbit/s, 50 Kbit/s, 100 Kbit/s, 500 Kbit/s),
would be akin to inducing a distinct “signal” or “watermark” in the client-server traffic. If
very high true positives are assured, then this “signal” could be detected always and only on
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relays and routers through which the victim’s traffic travels5. This can optimize the search
for links to probe while determining the source of the anonymous traffic6.
Probe Set-up and Technique for Identifying Tor Hidden Servers: To identify a Hid-
den Service, we used the set-up depicted in Figure 3.9. Here the adversary probed the
routers connecting Hidden Service to its Entry Node. Contrary to the previous cases, the
available bandwidth fluctuation was induced by the client which is assumed to collude with
the adversary. We relied solely on traceroute for determining which routers connect a
Hidden Server to its corresponding Entry Node. Table 3.2 summarizes the results of this
experiment:
Circuit Hops from Hidden Correctly Detected Unresponsive Routers Not Success
Number Server–Entry Hidden Server–Entry Routers Reporting Rate
Node Node Hops Enough
Fluctuations
1 13 4 2 7 30.70%
2 12 9 0 3 75.00%
3 11 7 1 3 63.64%
4 14 5 4 5 35.71%
5 12 9 0 3 75.00%
6 13 3 3 7 23.08%
7 16 5 4 7 31.25%
8 13 3 2 8 23.08%
9 17 4 1 12 23.53%
10 13 5 1 7 38.46%
Table 3.2: Available-Bandwidth Fluctuation Detection in Links Connecting a Hidden
Server to Its Entry Nodes
In almost every circuit, there were some routers which filtered our probe packets. The
5Thereby also eliminating false positives and false negatives.
6Without such an optimization, the adversary might end up performing a depth-first search of large segments
of the Internet rooted at the Tor entry node
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rest of the routers were either detected correctly or not detected at all (i.e., no false pos-
itives). This can be attributed to the lack of sufficient vantage points or to insufficient
throughput achieved by the client in some cases (approximately 5–10 KBytes/sec). Despite
of these practical problems, we were still able to trace the bandwidth fluctuations along the
path (and hence the identity) of the Tor client and Hidden Server with high accuracy; over
60% and 75% in some of the circuits. The observed degradation in the client’s performance
whenever the adversary probed the candidate routers, are accepted as “available bandwidth
fluctuations”. Placing a large number of probing hosts at network vantage points would
provide the adversary with better detection resolution and accuracy.
3.5 Discussions, Issues and Limitations
We initially tested our trace-back technique under various controlled environments. Our
results indicate high true positives and almost zero false negatives. Small bandwidth vari-
ations, due to the introduction of a 50–100 Mbit/s TCP stream, were clearly discernible on
a 1 Gbit/s link. This led us to believe that small bandwidth fluctuations on high-capacity
links can be detected provided there is low background cross traffic that may introduce false
positives or false negatives in the measurements.
LinkWidth provides very accurate available link bandwidth estimation. As presented in
our technical report [Chakravarty et al., 2008c], LinkWidth can accurately detect 1 Kbit/s
fluctuation in available link bandwidth, in an environment free of network congestion and
external disturbances. Ofcourse, this accuracy decreases when the variations decrease as a
percentage of the overall link capacity. Small distortions, for instance 50 Kbit/s, on a 500
Kbit/s are easier to detect, than when they are on a 1 Gbit/s link.
Simple fluctuations on network links of the in-lab testbed could be detected within
15–20 seconds. The probing speeds were adjustable run-time parameters. Faster probing
caused greater contention to the client-server traffic, thereby slightly decreasing the detec-
tion accuracy and granularity.
Having obtained high true positives under controlled environments, it seemed intuitive
that an adversary could potentially detect available bandwidth fluctuation on an anonymiz-
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ing proxy and its propagation to corresponding clients or servers via network routers. It
is important that adversarial nodes are located at network vantage points where they can
filter out traffic that causes unwanted distortion to the probes. It is also essential that a Tor
client achieves high end-to-end throughput through Tor relays which is comparable to the
installed link capacity of the network routers.
When applied to detect available link bandwidth variations on real Tor relays, we were
able to detect with some success, fluctuations on network routers connecting the client to its
respective ORs. However, we restricted our selection of Tor relays within the US, to posi-
tion our US-based probing host at a better network vantage point, when probing Tor relays.
Probing nodes residing across trans-oceanic links seems infeasible and provided erratic re-
sults. Consequently, we were limited by the number of Exit Nodes within the US. Out of
the approximately 150 exit relays at the time of our experiments less than 100 allow clients
to set-up their own circuits. Moreover, less than a fifth of these allow Hidden Servers to
communicate with anonymous clients. This is mostly due to intermittent quality of service,
node availability, and exit policies that restricted connectivity to a small set of permitted
users. Probing Tor relays and network routers required considerably more measurements
than the in-lab measurements (approximately 2–5 minutes per relay or router). High Inter-
net cross-traffic and low Tor traffic necessitates longer probing and more measurements to
avoid false positives and false negatives as much as possible.
In real world scenarios, there maybe various ways to entice a Tor client to connect to
such malicious servers. Tempting commercials on a website, luring a Tor client to click on,
could be one such tactic. This could download applications, like multiple Adobe Flash ani-
mations, on the client’s host, resulting in a sudden change in his/her available network link
bandwidth. An adversary running multiple co-ordinated probing hosts, probing suspected
links, could detect such a sudden sharp change in available link bandwidths on all links
connecting the anonymous party to its anonymizing service; thereby revealing its identity.
The adversary would require to own only a frame of a popular website, say a blog or an
online forum, visited frequently by users who wish to stay anonymous.
Apart from the lack of accuracy in detecting small variations of available link band-
width, Reardon and Goldberg have described why current Tor circuits offer low end-to-end
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throughput [Reardon and Goldberg, 2009]. This is primarily because of multiplexing many
TCP streams through a single Tor circuit connecting a Tor client to a relay or between the
relays themselves, if such circuits already exist. Therefore, TCP congestion control and
flow control mechanics affect the performance of all Tor circuits that are multiplexed over
a single TCP connection. Packet losses and reordering affecting the cells of one Tor circuit
reduced the overall performance of the TCP connection. Such losses cause the cells from
unrelated Tor circuits to be delayed as well.
These inherent measurement limitations can be potentially leveraged to create coun-
termeasures or even narrow the applicability of our attack. For instance, an anonymous
client can utilize parallel connections in a round-robin fashion to access the same server.
This would diffuse the ability of the server to generate detectable traffic variations: traffic
spikes would be distributed across all the parallel connections. Likewise, traffic smoothing
by anonymizing proxies is another potential countermeasure. Tor allows relay operators to
use such techniques. Another option is to use shorter circuit lifetime. This would impose
some time limitations on the duration of the communication path, making it harder for an
adversary to completely trace the target through the anonymizing network. Anonymous
connections using longer paths by employing more relays do not appear to make the attack
appreciably more difficult. However, as discussed in [Chakravarty et al., 2008a], it can
significantly affect the client’s perception of the connection throughput.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a new traffic analysis technique that can used to confirm the
network identity of anonymization relays and end-points (users) of low-latency network
anonymity systems. Our technique involves an adversary who can probe links from many
network vantage points using single-end controlled bandwidth estimation tools. In addition,
the adversary employs a colluding server or is able to otherwise induce fluctuations in the
victim’s TCP connection. It is not essential to own such colluding servers: using carefully
crafted online ads and pop-ups can be used judiciously to trick users to click on specific
links and result in traffic spikes. Using the vantage points, the adversary measures the
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effects of this fluctuation as it “trickles” through the anonymizing relays and intermediate
routers to the victim.
Our approach worked well in an controlled environments, free of external network and
system disturbance and congestion, and where the end-to-end throughput of the anonymiz-
ing network allows for bandwidth variations that can be detected by the vantage points.
This motivated us to test our attack technique in real-world Tor circuits. Our experiments
show that we were able to expose real-world Tor relays with a true positive rate of 59.46%.
Furthermore, we could successfully traceback to the Tor clients and Hidden Servers by
probing the network routers connecting them to their Entry Nodes. On average, we could
correlate 49.5% of the network routers to the victim Tor traffic that they carried. Further
correlations were not always feasible due to bandwidth limitations imposed by relay oper-
ators and Tor’s poor performance owing to circuit scheduling and management [Reardon
and Goldberg, 2009]. We believe that our work exposes a real weakness in proxy-based
anonymity schemes. This threat will become increasingly more apparent and accurate as
future networks and hosts participate in higher end-to-end throughput circuits. In the next
chapter we study a traffic analysis attack involving data obtained from traffic monitoring
systems installed in existing network infrastructure (e.g. Cisco’s NetFlow).
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Chapter 4
Traffic Analysis Against Anonymity
Networks Using Flow Records
4.1 Overview
In the previous chapter we focused on our traffic analysis attack to confirm the identify
the victim within the anonymity set, using our single-end controlled bandwidth estimation
tool. In this chapter we explore yet another traffic analysis attack that involves evaluating
the effectiveness of using data from existing network monitoring infrastructure, installed
in commodity networking hardware, such as Cisco’s NetFlow, to launch a traffic analysis
attack for identifying the source of anonymous traffic.
We described earlier that de-anonymization of an anonymous client is a two step pro-
cess. The first step involves finding the anonymity set, and the second step involves finding
the victim within this anonymity set. In the past, various research efforts have explored
ways to find the anonymity set that includes the anonymous victim. Some have suggested
advertising fake bandwidth to attract traffic [Bauer et al., 2007; Øverlier and Syverson,
2006]. Others have tried to study the distribution of autonomous systems to find those that
probably intercept random paths going to both entry and exit nodes from various client
and server locations [Feamster and Dingledine, 2004; Edman and Syverson, 2009a]. They
showed that even a single AS may observe about 22% of randomly generated Tor circuits.
Others such as Zielin´ski et al. [Murdoch and Zielin´ski, 2007] (and more recently Johnson et
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al. [Johnson et al., 2013], have tried to demonstrated that a small set of Internet Exchanges
(IXes) could monitor large number paths leading to and from entry and exit nodes.
Packet-level traffic monitoring at such a scale would require the installation of pas-
sive monitoring sensors capable of processing tens or hundreds of Gbit/s traffic. Although
not impossible, setting up a passive monitoring infrastructure of this scale is a challeng-
ing endeavor in terms of cost, logistics, and effort. An alternative, more attractive option
for adversaries would be to use the readily available (albeit less accurate) traffic monitor-
ing functionality built into the routers of major Internet Exchanges (IXs) and Autonomous
Systems (ASs), such as Cisco’s NetFlow, as proposed by Murdoch and Zielin´ski.
NetFlow records traffic statistics corresponding to abstractions called flows. A flow
corresponds to a TCP or UDP socket, consisting of source and destination IP addresses
and port numbers. Compared to packet level traffic monitoring, the flow level aggregation
of the measured traffic properties and the use of aggressive sampling make NetFlow data
less than ideal for traffic analysis attacks. Zielin´ski et al. showed, through simulation,
that traffic analysis using sampled NetFlow data is possible, provided there are adequate
samples. However, their efforts did not explore the practical feasibility and effectiveness
of using a sub-system like NetFlow to determine the source of anonymous traffic. Is using
NetFlow practical? Can an adversary accurately de-anonymize a Tor client solely using
NetFlow data? These are some of the question which we try to answer through our research.
As a step towards answering these questions, we present a practical active traffic analy-
sis attack against Tor, that relies on NetFlow statistics. Our approach is based on identifying
pattern similarities in the traffic flows entering and leaving the Tor network using statistical
correlation. To alleviate the uncertainty due to the coarse-grained nature of NetFlow data,
our attack relies on a server under the control of the adversary that introduces deliberate
perturbations to the traffic of anonymous visitors. Such an adversary is similar to the one
described in the previous chapter. Among all entry-node-to-client flows, the actual victim
flow can be distinguished due to its high correlation with the respective server-to-exit-node,
as both carry the induced traffic perturbation pattern.
We evaluated the effectiveness of our traffic analysis attack first in an in-lab environ-
ment, and later using a set-up involving real Tor network relays. For our research, we used
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Start End Sif SrcIPaddress SrcP DIf DstIPaddress DstP P Pkts Octets
23:59:06 23:59:36 65535 192.168.0.20 50000 2 213.163.65.50 54089 6 3 156
23:59:06 23:59:36 2 213.163.65.50 54089 65535 192.168.0.20 50000 6 3 1914
23:59:29 23:59:30 2 71.58.107.145 42259 65535 192.168.0.20 50000 6 10 3961
23:59:29 23:59:30 65535 192.168.0.20 50000 2 71.58.107.145 42259 6 9 3578
23:59:33 23:59:33 65535 127.0.0.1 55171 1 127.0.0.1 10002 17 1 1492
Table 4.1: Sample NetFlow Records Showing Various Fields
a combination of flow data gathered from open source tools such as ipt netflow [Net-
Flow iptables module, ] and flowtools [flow-tools, ], as well as the flow records
from our institutional Cisco router. In our controlled in-lab experiments, we relied solely
on data from open source tools, while in the experiments involving our public Tor relay, we
used data both from open source tools as well as from our institutional edge router. In the
controlled in-lab environment we had 100% success in determining the source of anony-
mous flows. When evaluating our attack with traffic going through the public Tor relay, we
were able to detect the source in 81.6% cases. We observed about 12.7% false negatives
and 5.5% false positives in our measurements.
We begin this chapter with a brief description of how NetFlow traffic motoring works.
This is followed by a description of the threat model and our attack strategy. Thereafter we
describe how we experimentally evaluated our attack and finally conclude the chapter with
a brief description of the accuracy and limitations of our approach.
4.2 Network Monitoring (NetFlow)
NetFlow is a network protocol designed for collecting and monitoring network traffic. Net-
Flow groups exchanged data into flows, which correspond to TCP connections or other IP
packets sharing common characteristics, such UDP packets sharing source and destination
IP addresses, port numbers, and other information (see protocol specification [Claise, ] for
further details).
Table 4.1 presents some sample flow records. The columns labeled Start and End
denote flow start and end times. Sif and Dif represent the SNMP source and destination
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interface ifIndex respectively. SrcIPaddress and DstIPaddress denote source
and destination IP addresses, and, similarly, SrcP and DstP denote port numbers. P is
the protocol (6 represents TCP and 17 represents UDP). Pkts and Octets represent the
number of packets, and bytes respectively, observed for this flow in the particular time
frame.
Most Cisco routers these days include networking monitor capabilities, such as Net-
Flow. Other major router and networking device manufacturers have their own, similar
protocols, like Juniper jflow [J-Flow, ], Huawei Netstream [Netstream, ], and
Alcatel Lucent sflow [sFlow, ]. There are also various open source implementations
for collecting network statistics using NetFlow, such as ipt netflow [NetFlow iptables
module, ], fprobe [Fprobe, ] and flow-tools [flow-tools, ].
The way these systems work is by creating a NetFlow record in memory and updating it
as more packets are forwarded through the router. Each flow is associated with two config-
urable timers, namely the active and inactive timers. If data has been recorded, for a flow,
within the recent active timeout period, signalled by the expiration of the ’active’ timer,
then it classified as an ’active’ flow and aged out to persistent storage. Thereafter, fresh
records and entries are instantiated in the flow cache. Complementarily, a flow that hasn’t
recorded activity within the recent inactive timeout period, is labelled as an ’inactive’
flow. Following the expiration of the inactive timer, the flow record is moved to persistent
storage and new records, corresponding to the flow, are instantiated. These timers decide
the length of the flow intervals. For example, if the ’active’ timeout is 10 seconds,
and if a flow corresponds to a file download session, and records more or less continuous
activity, then the flow records have time intervals that are 10 seconds long. The records are
flushed-out to persistent storage, so they can be processed to produce higher-level statistics,
generate traffic reports, and so on, based on their age, or when a flow is terminated. For
instance, when a TCP FIN packet has been observed for a TCP connection. Administrators
can modify various system parameters to customize the process [Flexible NetFlow Com-
mand Reference, ], like setting timeouts for controlling when to move active and inactive
flow records to persistent storage, and enabling traffic sampling. As Internet speeds have
grown, vendors introduced packet sampling to minimize the overhead of network monitor-
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ing in packet forwarding, in exchange for accuracy in the reported flow records.
4.3 Approach
4.3.1 Threat Model
In our research, we mainly focus on the problem of evaluating the effectiveness of using
NetFlow data to perform practical traffic analysis attacks to identify the source of anony-
mous communication. In our attack model, we assume that the victim is lured to access
a particular server through Tor, while the adversary collects NetFlow data corresponding
to the traffic between the exit node and the server, as well as between Tor clients and the
victim’s entry node. The adversary has control of the particular server (and potentially
many others, which victims may visit), and thus knows which exit node the victim traffic
originates from.
We assume a powerful-enough adversary that can monitor traffic at various network lo-
cations, allowing the inspection of Tor traffic towards a significant number of entry nodes [Ed-
man and Syverson, 2009a; Murdoch and Zielin´ski, 2007; Feamster and Dingledine, 2004].
The adversary could identify important ASes and their topological relationships using meth-
ods similar to those presented by Schuchard et al. [Schuchard et al., 2012]. Alterna-
tively, the adversary could use methods similar to those presented in [Evans et al., 2009;
Mittal et al., 2011; Chakravarty et al., 2008b] to identify the entry node of a particular victim
circuit. The challenge for the adversary is to determine the real identity of the anonymous
client that corresponds to a connection seen at the server, using solely NetFlow data from
the vantage points of i) the exit node towards the server, and ii) the various clients towards
entry nodes. Having determined the identity of the entry node involved in the victim anony-
mous connection, the adversary needs to find the entry-to-client flow that uses this entry
node and which correlates closely to the server-to-exit flow.
4.3.2 Attack Approach
In our attack, a victim is lured to fetch some data from a server under the control of the
attacker, while the server perturbs the traffic of the TCP connection originating from an
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Figure 4.1: Overall Process for NetFlow Based Traffic Analysis Against Tor The client
downloads a file from the server 1©, while the server injects a traffic pattern into the TCP
connection it sees arising from the exit node 2©. After a while, the connection is terminated
and the adversary obtains flow data corresponding to the server to exit and entry node to
client traffic 3©, and computes the correlation coefficient between the server to exit traffic
and entry to client statistics 4©.
exit-node. The server “injects” a specific traffic pattern that aids the identification of the
victim flow among several other possible ones. As shown in Figure 4.1, after the transfer
ends, the adversary obtains the flow records of all the client-to-entry-node connections that
were monitored during the same time period (at one or more entry nodes), and computes
the correlation coefficient between these flows and the given exit-node-to-server flow. Cor-
relation is performed using solely the reported transferred bytes, which is the only relevant
traffic statistic available from flow records.
Various factors, such as the values of the active and inactive flow cache eviction timers,
and the inherently bursty nature of web traffic commonly result in an inadequate number
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of flow samples that what is ideally required for computing the correlation coefficient. The
longer the duration of the fingerprinted transfer, the higher the chances that enough flow
samples will be gathered. In our experiments we assume that the victim downloads a large
file (in the order of tens of megabytes) that generates sustained traffic for a relatively long
duration, between 5–7 minutes. Depending on the capabilities of the involved routers,
however, the same accuracy could be achieved using shorter data transfers.
A victim can be enforced to download a file from a particular server in many ways.
An adversary could for instance inject (invisible) IFRAMEs in web sites frequented by
the targeted victims, target particular victims using social engineering tactics (e.g. “spear-
phishing” attack), or advertise decoy multimedia files, e.g., pirated movies.
Implementation In our prototype implementation, the server fluctuates a client’s traffic
using Linux Traffic Controller [Hubert et al., ], and we have explored two different kinds
of traffic patterns. The first is a simple “square wave” like pattern, achieved by repeatedly
fluctuating the victim’s transfer rate between two values. A second, more complex “step”
like pattern is achieved by repeatedly switching between several pre-determined bandwidth
values in an arbitrary order. These different perturbations help evaluate our attack accuracy
through both simple and complex injected traffic patterns.
For our initial in-lab experiments, flow records were generated and captured using
the open source tools ipt netflow [NetFlow iptables module, ] and flow-tools
[flow-tools, ], respectively. In such a controlled environment, free of network con-
gestion and external system disturbances, our approach achieved 100% success in deter-
mining the source of anonymous connections. Thereafter, we moved to experiments to test
the effectiveness of our attack against real Tor traffic. For these tests, we obtained data from
a public Tor relay serving hundreds of Tor clients. The flow records for the server-to-exit
traffic were generated and captured using the aforementioned flow tools. The flow records
for the entry-to-client traffic were generated first using the flow tools running on the same
host as the entry node, and later by our institutional edge router. In the latter case, the flow
data from the router was often sparse, due to the use of aggressive sampling, and multiple
intervals were typically aggregated into a single flow record. This generally happens due
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to the combination of flow expiration timeout values and the router’s network load. Such
aggregation is not deterministic and it is difficult to divide a large interval into smaller ones
without the knowledge of the ordinate values of the aggregated intervals. We thus devised
the following strategy to rectify such flows and correctly align them to exit-to-server flows.
To correctly align the flows, we first compute the average traffic throughput in each
interval of the server-to-exit and entry-to-client flows. Thus, if Bytes1 bytes are transferred
in an interval (t1, t2), then the average throughput of that interval is computed as (
Bytes1
t2−t1 ).
Each time interval of the server-to-exit flows is then divided into steps of one second. For
example, an interval (t1, t2), after the division, would result in points t1, t1 +1, . . ., t2− 1,
t2. The throughput at each of these points is equal to the average throughput, computed
as above. Thereafter, we align the start and end times of each of the entry-to-client flow
intervals with the times obtained by dividing the server-to-exit flow intervals, and ignore
the time values that do not align. Finally, we compute the correlation for the throughput,
in the two time-aligned sets. This gives us an approximate correlation for the server-to-
exit and entry-to-client traffic, even with sparse or misaligned data. Figures 4.2(a) and
4.2(b), schematically present sample flow data for server-to-exit traffic and entry-to-client
traffic obtained from open-source tools and our edge router, respectively. The figures show
more data points for the server-to-exit traffic data, obtained from open-source packages and
sparse information for the entry-to-client traffic obtained from the flow records obtained
from NetFlow data. Figure 4.3 schematically shows how the server-to-exit traffic data is
aligned against entry-to-client data using our rectification strategy. The crosses represent
average server-to-exit throughput values that align with entry-to-client throughput points,
represented by the dots.
4.4 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated our traffic analysis method first using and in-lab testbed and later through
experiments involving data from a public Tor relay. The former experiments we conducted
to evaluate the accuracy of our correlation based traffic analysis method in an in-lab set-up
in the absence of Internet traffic congestion and related network and system artifacts. In the
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Bytes transferred from entry to client 
(b) Entry-to-client traffic: Data obtained using
Cisco NetFlow
Figure 4.2: (a)Server-to-exit traffic data obtained from open-source tools. (b)Entry-to-client
traffic data obtained from NetFlow records.
experiments, our traffic analysis method detected the victim client in all cases. Thereafter,
we evaluated the effectiveness of our attack through experiments that involved data obtained
from a public Tor relay. These experiments involved both dense and sparse data and various
effects of network congestion and path characteristics. Even under such conditions, we were
able to identify the victim client in about 81.6% of the experiments (with about 5.5% false
positives).
4.4.1 Experimental Evaluation in Controlled Environments (Using In-Lab
Testbed)
The first in-lab experiment consisted of evaluating the effectiveness of our traffic analysis
attack in an in-lab set-up with a private Tor network. The set-up used is shown in Figure 4.4.
In this set-up thirty clients simultaneously communicated to the server through circuits
using the relays of the private Tor network. In reality, these clients were actually hosted on
two PCs. Each PC hosted fifteen clients. The PCs were connected on the same LAN using
a 10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet switch (all the client IP addresses were in the same subnet). The
individual network connections of the middlemen were on different subnets (corresponding
to the incoming and outgoing network connections). The outgoing network connections of





















































































Average throughput: server-to-exit traffic 
Average throughput: entry-to-client traffic 
Server-to-exit throughput values aligned to 
corresponding entry-to-client throughput values 
Figure 4.3: Server-to-exit and entry-to-client rectified and aligned using our rectification
strategy.
the middlemen were connected to two different interfaces of the exit node which connected
to the server through a separate network interface, on yet another different LAN (on yet
another separate subnet). Fifteen of these clients used the circuits involving the entry node,
the middleman 1 and the exit node and communicated to the server. The remaining fifteen
used circuits via middleman 2 (instead of middleman 1) to communicate to the server.
We restricted the number of clients to 30. From our initial experience with this set-
up, we realized, that when using Tor circuits, due to the packetization and Tor’s traffic
scheduling, each client obtained roughly 2.5 Mbit/s throughput. This seemed adequate for
testing the effectiveness of attacks in an in-lab set-up in the absence of any kind of external
network and system disturbances.
These clients downloaded large files from the server, which selected one of the clients
and perturbed its traffic thereby injecting a traffic pattern. In our experiments the server
injecting two kinds of patterns. The first was a “square-wave” like pattern with amplitude
of 1 Mbit/s. The server achieved this by repeatedly switching the victim’s traffic between
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Figure 4.4: In-lab testbed used to evaluate effectiveness of NetFlow traffic analysis method.
2 Mbit/s and 1 Mbit/s, every 10 seconds. The second involved the server inject a complex
“step” like pattern by switching the exit node to server TCP connection throughput through
2 Mbit/s, 1 Mbit/s, 256 Kbit/s and 512 Kbit/s, every 10 seconds. A sample plot, corre-
sponding to the server-to-exit, entry-to-victim and non-victim clients’ throughput pattern,
derived from NetFlow records is shown in Figure 4.5. The complex traffic pattern is evi-
dent through a close observation of the figure. The server switches the traffic throughput
through the said values. Since all the non-victims were using the same entry and exit nodes,
they were affected by the same traffic schedules. Since all the circuits are involved in bulk
download, they are scheduled with similar priority [Tang and Goldberg, 2010]. Their traffic
throughput patterns, being closely synchronized, highlights this fact.
These experiments were repeated 60 times, 30 times corresponding to the scenario
where the server injected the “square-wave” pattern and the 30 times corresponding to
“step” like pattern. The experiments ran for 400 seconds. In case of “square-wave” like pat-
tern, we observed very high correlation between the server-to-exit and entry-node-to-victim




















Entry to  Client1 Carrying Victim Traffic
Figure 4.5: Server induced “step” like pattern exactly matches the flow going towards the
victim client. The points corresponding to the flows are highlighted by connecting the
sample points. The remaining points correspond to 29 other non-victim flows.
client traffic (µ:0.80 , σ:0.08) and much lower correlation, corresponding to non-victim
clients (µ:0.06,σ:0.16). Similarly for the “step” like pattern, we observed a very high corre-
lation corresponding to the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client traffic (µ:0.92 , σ:0.06)
and much lower correlation corresponding to non-victim clients (µ:0.07,σ:0.14). We ob-
served high correlation between the server-to-exit traffic and entry-node-to-victim client
traffic statistics (µ:0.90,σ:0.06), even when the experiment lasted for a shorter duration of
200 seconds.
4.4.2 Experimental Evaluation Involving Public Tor Relays
Having evaluated the accuracy of our traffic analysis attack in an in-lab environment we
evaluated it using real Tor traffic, obtained from our public Tor relay that served hundreds
of Tor circuits simultaneously. The set-up used is as same as the one shown in Figure 4.1.
The victim clients were hosted on three different planetlab locations, namely, Texas (US),




















Figure 4.6: Average correlation for the server induced traffic pattern and the entry-to-
victim client traffic and the maximum correlation between the server induced traffic and
non-victim clients, when the server injected “square-wave” and “step” like pattern (number
of clients:30).
Leuven (Belgium) and Corfu (Greece). They communicated, via Tor circuits through our
relay, to a server under our control, in Spain. Our relay was chosen as the entry node.
The victim clients downloaded a large file from the server that perturbed the arriving TCP
connection’s traffic, thereby deliberately injecting a traffic pattern in the flow between the
server and the exit node. The process was terminated after a short while and we computed
the correlation of the bytes transferred between the server and the recently terminated con-
nection from the exit node and the entry node and the several clients that used it, during this
interval.
These experiments were divided into two phases. The first consisted of evaluating the
effectiveness when gathering data from open-source NetFlow packages. The second part
involved sparse data obtained from our institutional Cisco router.
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Using Open Source NetFlow Tools
The first experiment involved the server injecting a “square-wave” like traffic pattern by
freely switching the server-to-exit traffic bandwidth between approximately 2 Mbit/s and
30 Kbit/s, thereby injecting a traffic pattern with amplitude of roughly 2 Mbit/s. We used
the set-up shown in Figure 4.1. The data was gathered from the server and from the entry
node, using open source NetFlow packages. Each such experiment, involving the server
switching between these bandwidth values, lasted for about 6 minutes and 40 seconds. Fig-
ure 4.7(a) presents sample traffic throughput variations for five flows, corresponding to one
such experiment. These five flows are most correlated to the server-to-exit victim flow car-
rying the injected traffic pattern. The victim flow had the highest correlation coefficient of
0.83, while the one with second-highest correlation, corresponding to a non-victim client,
was 0.17. A total of 1104 client were using the entry node at the time of the experiment.
The figure also shows the fluctuating “square-wave” traffic pattern with an amplitude of ap-
proximately 2 Mbit/s. The server injected this pattern by switching the throughput between
2 Mbit/s and 30 Kbit/s, every 20 seconds. We computed the correlation coefficient for the
bytes transferred between the server and the exit node and each of the entry node to client
flows, corresponding to the duration of the experiment. Thereafter, the client that was most
correlated to the server-to-exit traffic was selected as the victim.
These experiments, involving injection of “square-wave” pattern, were repeated 45
times (15 times corresponding to each of the three victim client location). Average cor-
relation between the server-to-exit traffic and entry node-to-victim client traffic was 0.60
(σ:0.26), 0.43 (σ:0.13) and 0.35 (σ:0.14) for each of the clients at Texas (US), Leuven
(Belgium) and Corfu(Greece) respectively (see Figure 4.7(b)). These corresponded to the
client flows that were most correlated to the server-to-exit flow carrying the traffic pattern.
The average of second-highest correlation coefficients, corresponding to non-victims, were
0.38 (σ:0.02), 0.30 (σ:0.14) and 0.18 (σ:0.15), respectively for each of the client locations.
Similar experiments were also conducted with the server injecting a “step” like pattern.
To achieve this, the server switched the server-to-exit traffic between roughly 1 Mbit/s,
50 Kbit/s, 300 Kbit/s and 100 Kbit/s, every 20 seconds. This pattern was repeated sev-
eral times. Figure 4.8(a) shows one such sample where the server injected this “step” like
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(b) Average correlation: Square-wave pattern
Figure 4.7: (a)Victim flow with a server-induced “square-wave” like pattern. The remain-
ing points correspond to the non-victim flows with the four highest correlation coeffi-
cients.(b)Average Pearson’s Correlation between server injected “square-wave” like pattern
and the victim and non-victim flows for the different planetlab client locations.
pattern. In this experiment, the client whose statistics were most correlated to the server-
to-exit traffic (correlation coefficient of 0.84) corresponded to the victim. The client having
the next highest correlation (corresponding to a non-victim) was 0.25. A total of 874 clients
were using the entry node at the time of the experiment. These experiments were repeated
45 times (15 times corresponding to each of the three client location). Average correlation
between the server-to-exit traffic and entry node-to-victim client traffic was 0.55 (σ:0.21),
0.31 (σ:0.15) and 0.32 (σ:0.12), for each of the clients at Texas (US), Leuven(Belgium)
and Corfu(Greece) respectively (see Figure 4.8(b)). These also corresponded to the flows
having the highest correlation coefficients. The average of second-highest correlation coef-
ficients, corresponding to non-victims, were 0.19 (σ:0.08), 0.07 (σ:0.12) and 0.18 (σ:0.10),
corresponding to the victim clients at Texas (US), Leuven(Belgium) and Corfu(Greece)
respectively.
In most of the experiments, we observed a clear separation between the correlation of
the server-to-exit node traffic (carrying the induced traffic pattern) and the entry node-to-
victim client traffic, and that measured between the former and non-victims’ traffic. How-
ever, the average correlation of the injected pattern for the victim traffic was lower than
what we observed in the in-lab tests. This is because the traffic pattern is distorted when it
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(b) Average correlation: Step pattern
Figure 4.8: (a)Victim flow with a server-induced “step” like pattern. The remaining points
correspond to the non-victim flows with the four highest correlation coefficients.(b) Average
Pearson’s Correlation between server injected “step” pattern and the victim and non-victim
flows for the different planetlab client locations.
leaves the Tor entry node and proceeds towards the victim client, thereby reducing the cor-
relation of the injected traffic pattern with the entry node to victim client traffic. Further, we
also found four instances where the correlation of the injected traffic with the victim traffic
(from the entry node to the victim client) was lower than the correlation with some other
non-victim clients’ traffic. Such false negatives and false positives are primarily a com-
bined effect of the background network congestion and routing in Tor relays, wherein the
available bandwidth is distributed equally amongst all circuits [Tang and Goldberg, 2010].
Moreover, Pearson’s correlation coefficient is known to be very sensitive to minor changes
in input values. Small changes to input can drastically change the value of the correlation
coefficient.
For each of the clients, we also computed the average bandwidth variation of the traffic
for the duration of the experiment. Each of these average bandwidth variation values were
subtracted from the average bandwidth variation of the server-to-exit traffic. For the victim
traffic, this difference is often amongst the smallest. Thus, while correlation is sensitive to
small variations in input, such a heuristic, involving the calculation of the difference be-
tween the victim traffic and server-to-exit traffic, carrying the induced pattern, can be used
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to filter out flows that could lead to inaccurate correlation values arising out of lack of ade-
quate values. In fact, in the next subsection we show how this heuristic could be used to filter
out flows which can possibly result in inaccurate correlation between server-to-exit victim
traffic and entry node-to-client traffic flows, when obtained from our institutional Cisco
router. The records gathered from the Cisco router were sparse and resulted in inaccurate
correlation coefficient computation. However, the difference between the victim-to-entry
traffic and server-to-exit traffic, corresponding to the duration of the experiment, is ideally
expected to be the least. We used the above observation to filter out flows which are unlikely
to correspond to the victim flow. After filtering out the flows, we applied our approxima-
tion technique (described previously) to align corrected flow information and compute the
correlation coefficient. We pick out the one which shows highest correlation (statistically
significant, i.e. ≥ 0.2) amongst this filtered set.
Using data from Cisco router
After evaluating our traffic analysis attack with data from open source NetFlow packages,
we moved to evaluating it with data from our institutional edge router. We used the same ex-
perimental set-up as that used above to test our attack using data obtained from open source
packages. The differences here was that the entry node-to-client data was gathered from
the router instead of directly collecting it from the entry node. The router was configured
with an active timeout of 60 seconds and inactive timeout 15 seconds. We had no authority
to modify these values as the router served large fraction of our institutional network traffic
(several tens of thousands of competing flows at any given point of time). We thus con-
figured the NetFlow packages on the server with these values. As already described in the
previous section, the data obtained from the router seemed much sparse and non-uniformly
aligned compared to the flow records from server-to-exit node. We thus applied our ap-
proximation strategy (described in the previous section) to align the flows. The strategy
primarily operates by interpolating approximate bandwidth values. The rectified flow val-
ues were then directly used as input to the correlation coefficient computation formula and
the correlation coefficients between the server-to-exit traffic and entry node-to-client traffic
were determined.
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These experiments were essentially the same as those described in the previous subsec-
tion. The first experiment involved the server injecting a “square-wave” like traffic pattern
with an amplitude of approximately 1 Mbit/s. However, unlike the experiments in the previ-
ous subsection, the server switched the throughput every 30 seconds, instead of 20 seconds.
This enabled us to capture adequate samples (≥ 10) for computing the correlation coef-
ficient. This was done solely to compensate for the lack of samples obtained when the
experiments ran for a shorter duration of 20 seconds (as previously). For example, in exper-
iments involving the server injecting the “square-wave” like pattern, if the server switched
the server-to-exit bandwidth every 20 seconds, and if this was repeated 10 times, then the
total experiment ran for about 7 minutes, the institutional router, on an average, had only
three sample intervals corresponding to the entry node to client traffic. This was primarily
an effect of aggregated sampling, possibly done for sampling under heavy network loads.
Traffic statistics of multiple flow intervals were accumulated into a single interval, long
enough to correspond to several smaller flow intervals. Figure 4.9(a) presents a sample
bandwidth variation pattern for the server-to-exit traffic and the entry node to client traffic
when the server injects the “square-wave” pattern with an approximate amplitude of about
1 Mbit/s. It shows server-to-exit traffic with more data points and fewer entry-to-client
points. Figure 4.9(b) presents the same data pattern after it has been rectified using our
approximation strategy. As evident, here the server-to-exit traffic and entry-to-client traffic
to have equal number of points and are aligned together.
We eliminate flows whose average throughput variation was not comparable to that of
the server-to-exit traffic throughput variation. To do this, we computed the difference of the
average traffic throughput variation of the server-to-exit flow and the entry-node-to-client
traffic (for all the clients). From our experience, we saw that for the victim traffic, the dif-
ference of the averages is within 120 Kbit/s. We used this as a threshold to eliminate flows
whose average throughput, for the duration of the experiment, differed from the average
throughput of the server-to-exit traffic by more than 120 Kbit/s.
These experiments, involving the server injecting the “square-wave” like pattern, were
repeated 45 times (15 times corresponding to each client location). Average correlation
between the server-to-exit traffic and entry node-to-victim client traffic was 0.57 (σ:0.22),
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(b) Square-wave pattern (after rectification)
Figure 4.9: ((a) Server induced “square-wave” pattern of amplitude 1 Mbit/s along with
other non-victim flows from the entry-to-victim and non-victim hosts having the four high-
est correlation co-efficient. Victim location : Texas, US. (b) Flows in Figure 4.9(a) adjusted
and corrected using our rectification strategy.
0.35 (σ:0.45) and 0.55 (σ:0.17) for each of the clients at Texas (US), Leuven(Belgium)
and Corfu(Greece) respectively (see Figure 4.10(a)). These averages were calculated from
the flows having the highest correlation coefficients. The average of second-highest cor-
relation coefficients, corresponding to non-victims, were 0.005 (σ:0.30), 0.26 (σ:0.36) and
0.24 (σ:0.17), respectively for each of the clients in Texas (US), Leuven(Belgium) and
Corfu(Greece), corresponding to the three sets of experiments.
Similar experiments were also conducted with the server injecting a “step” like pattern
obtained, by switching the traffic through 1 Mbit/s, 50 Kbit/s, 300 Kbit/s and 100 Kbit/s,
every 30 seconds. Average correlation between the server-to-exit traffic and entry node-
to-client traffic was 0.31 (σ:0.30), 0.31 (σ:0.23) and 0.42 (σ:0.15) for each of the clients
at Texas (US), Leuven(Belgium) and Corfu(Greece) respectively (see Figure 4.10(b)). The
second-highest correlation coefficients, corresponding to non-victims, were -0.04 (σ:0.24),
0.14 (σ:0.29) and 0.10 (σ:0.30), respectively for each of the clients for the three sets of
experiments.
Overall we gathered a total of 90 measurement (thirty measurements for each of the
three planetlab client locations). In 71 of those, we were able to correctly identify the
victim flow (success rate of 78.9%). In 13 of the remaining cases we were not able to











































(b) Average correlation: Step pattern
Figure 4.10: (a)Average Pearson’s Correlation between server injected “square-wave” pat-
tern and the victim and non-victim flows, for the different planetlab client locations. (b)
Average Pearson’s Correlation between server injected “step” like pattern and the victim
and non-victim flows, for the different planetlab client locations.
correctly select the victim because either the correlation coefficient was either statistically
not significant enough (< 0.2) or, the victim flow was filtered out because the average
throughput differed from the average server-to-exit throughput by more than 120 Kbit/s.
There were six false positives in our measurements, where non-victim clients’ traffic
statistics were most correlated to the server-to-exit traffic statistics (carrying the injected
pattern). Upon closer examination, we found about three instances where the number of
sample intervals for the entry node to client was less than half the number of sample inter-
vals corresponding to the server-to-exit traffic. These fewer sample intervals lead to loss of
information and resulted in correlation representing an inaccurate relationship.
4.4.2.1 Monitoring multiple Tor relays
Finally, we evaluated our attack in a scenario involving an additional relay. We launched
a second relay in our institution. The purpose of this second Tor relay was to judge the
effectiveness of our attack in the presence more clients. On an average we saw about 900
users of our existing relay. The new relay attracted about 600 additional users.
We repeated some of the experiments we performed with the single Tor relay scenario.

























Figure 4.11: Average Pearson’s Correlation between server injected “step” like pattern and
victim and non-victim flows, corresponding to the different planetlab client locations, when
monitoring the additional Tor relay. The entry node to client traffic data is captured using
NetFlow data derived from institutional Cisco router with NetFlow capability.
In our experiments the server injected the complex “step” like pattern by switching the
server-to-exit traffic between roughly 1 Mbit/s, 50 Kbit/s, 300 Kbit/s and 100 Kbit/s, every
30 seconds. These experiments were repeated 24 times, 8 times corresponding to each of
the victim client locations. We observed higher average correlation between server-to-exit
and entry-to-victim client traffic, compared to non-victim clients’ traffic (see Figure 4.11).
We were able to correctly identify the victim client in 14 out of the 24 trials (success rate
58.3%).
There were three false positives, where the correlation of the server-to-exit traffic was
higher to a non-victim than to the victim. The remaining seven were false negatives, where
the correlation coefficient was not significant (< 0.2).
This scenario, involving multiple relays, provides us with an intuition of what one can
expect when an adversary monitors multiple relays. However, as mentioned in Section 6.1,
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an adversary need not compare the server-to-exit flows to flows from all the entry nodes
that it monitors. He (or she) could use traffic analysis methods [Chakravarty et al., 2008b;
Mittal et al., 2011] to determine the actual entry node that is being used in the victim
connection, thereby only using flow statistics corresponding to the victim entry node.
4.5 Discussions and Limitations
Our traffic analysis attack works well in a controlled in-lab set-up with symmetric net-
work paths and path capacities (and other properties) with least congestion and external
disturbances. In such an environment we were always able to determine the identity of the
anonymous client amidst, several others clients that were communicating with the server.
We observed sharp difference between the correlation of the server-to-exit traffic with that
of the entry node-to-victim client and that between the server-to-exit node traffic with en-
try node-to-non-victim clients’ traffic. This enabled easy detection of the victim traffic.
This is evident from the results presented in the previous section. However, on moving to
tests with real Tor relays, we did not see such high correlation for server-to-exit traffic and
entry node-to-client traffic. This was because of existing path congestion and the traffic
scheduling by Tor relays that distort the injected traffic pattern. The decrease in correlation
is attributed to this distortion in injected pattern, thereby leading to information loss. In
our experiments involving gathering of data from the institutional Cisco router, such effects
were quite pronounced. Moreover, the number of sample intervals were lesser, compared to
data obtained from Linux NetFlow packages. This was primarily due to flow aggregation,
where multiple flow records are merged into a single records. It is quite likely that this
arises due to increasing network load in the routers. This undocumented feature leads to
to flow records that often have unequal lengths and are not evenly spaced. To compensate
for such situations, we devised our approximation strategy that aligns server-to-exit and
entry-to-client flow records and uses their rectified statistics as input to compute correlation
coefficient. Such approximations can cause decrease in the overall correlation between the
server-to-exit and entry node-to-victim traffic, since the process involves some information
loss. It decreases the number of input points for correlation coefficient computation, result-
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ing in a coefficient that doesn’t accurately represent the variation of the server-to-exit and
entry node-to-client traffic. For example, in several cases, even though the number of input
points were more than 10 (often considered a minimum required number of samples to use
correlation to demonstrate similarity in variation of the input samples). The false positive
in our measurements were due of extreme lack of sample intervals, for the data captured
between the entry node and the victim client (often much lower than the half the number of
sample intervals for the data between the server and the exit node), even when they might
be considered adequate enough to be used in correlation coefficient computation.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented a practical traffic analysis attack against Tor, that relies on us-
ing data from existing monitoring framework, already installed in network devices, such as
Cisco’s NetFlow. We have demonstrated the feasibility of launching an attack to determine
the source of anonymous traffic. The idea of using NetFlow data to de-anonymize traffic
was proposed earlier [Murdoch and Zielin´ski, 2007]. However, there the authors presented
a theoretical model to study the attack and relied on simulation results. The focus had been
to determine whether there were a small number of IXes from which such attack could be
launched. We do not focus on finding appropriate vantage points and monitoring hosts,
but rather on the logical “next-step”, once such routers have been determined. We focus on
studying how successful such an attack is in practice in identifying the source of anonymous
traffic. We rely on correlation of traffic statistics to identify the source of anonymous traffic
amidst various flows corresponding to clients using our entry node. Our research demon-
strates such an attack first on an in-lab set-up involving a private Tor network and client
which we controlled. In such an environment, free from external network congestion and
artifacts related to link characteristics, we were able to determine the determine the actual
source of anonymous traffic with 100% accuracy. Thereafter, we conducted experiments to
test our accuracy in against real Tor traffic. In these experiments, involving planetlab clients
and a public Tor relay (under our control), we were able to correctly identify the source of
anonymous traffic in about 81.6% of our experiments (with about 5.5% false positives).
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Chapter 5
Defending Against NetFlow Traffic
Analysis Attacks
5.1 Overview
In the previous chapter, we described a traffic analysis attack involving data obtained from
network monitoring infrastructure, installed in routers, such as Cisco’s NetFlow. In our
attack, we assumed that the adversary had access to flow records for traffic entering and
leaving Tor entry and exit nodes that relayed the victim client’s traffic. The adversary,
correlating the statistics of traffic entering and leaving the Tor relays, could find similarities
in network traffic, so as to link otherwise unrelated connections. In this chapter we propose
some techniques to cope with such traffic analysis attacks. We propose a method to defend
against the traffic correlation attack, that involves transmission of dummy traffic from the
entry node to the victim client, consisting of packets with IP headers having small TTL
values.
In the past, various methods to defend against traffic analysis attacks have been pro-
posed, that involved the transmission of fake packets (also known as cover traffic or link
padding) [Shmatikov and Wang, 2006; Fu et al., 2003a; Wang et al., 2008]. Some have also
proposed deliberately dropping packets (called defensive dropping) [Levine et al., 2004].
It is believed that such measures can potentially slow down the traffic flowing through
low-latency anonymity networks, such as Tor. Only high-latency mix based systems (e.g.
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Mixminion), can tolerate performance degradation due to such artificial delays. Such sys-
tems introduce artificial delays and re-order messages, with the sole purpose of defending
against traffic analysis attacks that can correlate traffic entering and leaving relays and link
apparently unrelated connections, thereby de-anonymizing anonymous connections. Traffic
analysis by a powerful adversary thus continues to remain a threat in such systems because
the various methods to defend against such attacks often degrade performance.
In the past, there have been several research efforts to use dummy packets judiciously
for defending against traffic analysis attacks, without drastically degrading performance
[Shmatikov and Wang, 2006; Wang et al., 2008]. In these methods, the authors presented a
dummy traffic sending scheme that observes the packets “on-the-fly” and estimates traffic
characteristics such as inter-packet arrival times and throughput, and accordingly adjusts
the rate of dummy traffic generation and transmission.
Our dummy traffic transmission mechanism has been designed to specifically to solve
NetFlow traffic analysis attack described in the previous chapter. Our motivation is to send
dummy packets to distort flow records, without causing any significant effect on perfor-
mance. Our method relies on the entry node sending dummy traffic. These dummy packets
appear identical to Tor packets (having the same IP header and packet length as that of reg-
ular Tor packets), but have IP headers with very small TTL values (generally 2 or 4). The
small TTL values, causes them to be dropped within a few hops between the entry node
and the victim client, thereby having less effect on client’s performance. The fake pack-
ets travel along with the regular Tor packets but do not reach their destination. They are
dropped soon after transiting the network edge routers. However, since they have the same
IP address and port number values as that of regular Tor packets, they artificially distort
the NetFlow statistics. Moreover, since they do not travel to their destination, they have
very little to no effect on client-server traffic performance. Moreover, as described ahead in
this chapter, we explored two dummy traffic transmission strategy wherein the entry node
observes the outgoing traffic rate to determine when and at what rate to transmit dummy
traffic. This idea has been inspired from the Adaptive Link Padding and Depending Link
Padding strategies, which we described previously in chapter 2. The goal of these traffic
transmission strategies is to reduce unnecessary transmissions (and thus the effect on user’s
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performance), while distorting the NetFlow statistics.
Our initial experiments involving transmission of such fake packets to defend against
the NetFlow based traffic analysis attack, have yielded useful positive results. The corre-
lation of the server-to-exit traffic, carrying the injected traffic pattern, with the entry node-
to-victim traffic, is not higher than correlation of the server-to-exit and other non-victim
clients’ traffic.
Apart from the dummy packet transmission, in this chapter we also explore the possi-
bilities of using Tor configuration parameters, originally designed for traffic shaping and
conditioning, to potentially distort injected traffic pattern, thus thwarting the traffic analysis
attacks. From our experience, we learnt that parameters designed specifically for traffic
conditioning had no effect on the correlation of the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client
traffic statistics, and thus cannot be used to defend against our traffic analysis attack.
In the next section we describe in detail, our attacker model and our schemes to defend
against such attacks, that involve dummy traffic transmission. Thereafter, we present our
initial experimental results obtained by evaluating our defense strategies. Finally we con-
clude this chapter with a brief discussion regarding the results, highlighting the strategies
that worked, and those that did not.
5.2 Attacker Model and the Approach Towards Defending
Against Traffic Analysis Attack
In this section, we first discuss about the attacker model which we considered for this study.
Thereafter, we describe our proposed methodology and experiments to defend against our
NetFlow based traffic analysis attack.
5.2.1 Attacker Model
We assume the same adversarial model which we presented in the previous chapter. We
assume a powerful adversary that can monitor traffic, through NetFlow statistics, at various
network locations, allowing the inspection of Tor traffic towards a significant number of
Tor nodes [Murdoch and Zielin´ski, 2007]. The adversary could identify important ASes
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and their topological relationships using methods similar to those presented by Schuchard
et al. [Schuchard et al., 2012]. Alternatively, the adversary could use traffic analysis tech-
niques to identify the entry node of a particular victim circuit [Chakravarty et al., 2010;
Mittal et al., 2011]. Further, we assume that the victim connects to a server, that colludes
with the adversary, and downloads a large file from the server. While the download pro-
gresses, the adversary injects a specific traffic perturbation pattern in the TCP connection
it sees originating from an exit node. Thereafter, the adversary computes the correlation
between the server-to-exit and entry-to-client traffic statistics, for all the clients (potential
victims) and selects the one that is most correlated to the server-to-exit traffic.
The main objective of our attacker is to determine the source of anonymous connection
arriving to a server using NetFlow data, available from routers (and from the malicious
colluding server). The adversary uses statistical correlation to find maximum similarities
between server-to-exit and entry node-to-client traffic, for all clients (one of which is the
victim). It is well known that an adversary can compare traffic entering and leaving the Tor
network to find network connections that show similar traffic patterns and link otherwise
unrelated connections [Zander and Murdoch, 2008; Fu and Ling, 2009; Bauer et al., 2007].
However, factors such as aggressive flow sampling by router and flow aggregation, coupled
with bursty web traffic, network congestion and Tor’s traffic scheduling, can often distort
traffic patterns in TCP traffic transiting through the Tor network. We thus assume that
victim downloads a relatively large file from the server, for the duration of the attack, so
as to generate sustained traffic for a considerably long duration (atleast 5 – 7 minutes), and
thus help generate adequate network statistics.
A victim could be lured to access a web-server through Tor. As mentioned previ-
ously, the potential victim can be enforced to download a file from a particular server in
many ways. An adversary could, for instance inject (invisible) IFRAMEs in web sites fre-
quented by the targeted victims, target particular victims using social engineering tactics
(e.g. “spear-phishing” attack), or advertise decoy multimedia files, e.g., pirated movies.
Further, injecting a specific traffic perturbation pattern, highlights the victim traffic amidst
other contending flows, thus aiding in its identification.
In our experimental set-up, the victim client downloads a relatively large file (100
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Mbytes) from the server, that colludes with the adversary, so as to inject a traffic pattern
in the TCP connection it sees arising from an exit node. These traffic patterns are conceived
by capping the connection throughput to a particular bandwidth value, for several seconds,
and then switching to another one. We achieved this using Linux Traffic Controller [Hubert
et al., ]. In our experiments, the adversary injected two different kinds of traffic patterns.
The first one involves the server injecting a simple “square wave” like pattern, achieved
by repeatedly switching the victim’s traffic pattern between two bandwidth values. The
other was a more complex “step” like pattern, that was achieved by the server switching
repeatedly between several pre-determined bandwidth values.
After the download proceeds for a while, the victim connection is terminated and the
traffic pattern injection is halted. The adversary obtains flow records from the server and
the entry node (or router that had access to traffic going to and from the entry node), cor-
responding to the recently completed download. From these flow records, the adversary
obtains statistics, namely bytes transferred, between the server and exit node and between
the entry node and the various clients. The adversary then computes the correlation be-
tween the server-to-exit and each of the individual clients’ statistics. The one that is most
correlated to the server-to-exit traffic is chosen as the victim.
5.2.2 Defending Against Traffic Analysis Attack
We explored two different possible solutions to defend against the traffic analysis attack.
The first one involved the entry node sending dummy traffic, so as to distort NetFlow
statistics, and force the correlation analysis to present an inaccurate relationship between
the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client traffic. The second possible solution involves
modifying the Tor configuration parameters for traffic shaping and conditioning, such as
BandwidthRate, BandwidthBurst, PerConnBWRate and PerConnBWBurst and
studying its effects on distorting the injected traffic pattern, enough to decrease its correla-
tion to entry-to-victim client traffic statistics.
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Defending Against Traffic Analysis Attack Using Dummy Traffic
As described previously, various mechanism have been proposed in the past, to defend
against traffic analysis attacks. However, most of these proposals haven’t yet been imple-
mented because of possible performance degradation. We propose a method which uses
dummy traffic to primarily defend against our attack involving NetFlow statistics. In our
approach, the Tor entry node sends out dummy traffic which looks exactly like regular
Tor cells but whose IP headers have very small TTL values (about 2 or 4). These dummy
packets are sent out along with the regular Tor cells, so that they appear identical to the Net-
Flow monitoring sub-system, but they do not travel to the final destination, and are dropped
within a few network hops along the path from the entry node to the client. Thus, these fake
Tor cells, are not expected to cause significant slow-down of client-server traffic. We chose
TTL value based on our set-up such that the packets leave the network perimeter of our
institution, enough to distort NetFlow records at the edge router, but never travel further.
An entry node operator can calculate the correct TTL value to use for their set-up (e.g. by
using ’traceroute’), prior to launching the relay service. This idea is schematically
presented in Figure 5.1.
For our experimental evaluation, we used two dummy traffic sending strategies that
could make it difficult for the adversary to determine the identity of the victim client by
degrading the correlation of the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client traffic. In both
these strategies, the adversary observes the traffic throughput for the entry node to the victim
client to observe when to decide when to inject the dummy traffic and when to stop it. These
main objective of these dummy traffic transmission strategies is to optimize dummy traffic
generation so as not to congest the victim client’s connection. Both these strategies involve
observing the entry node-to-victim client traffic to decide when and at what rate to transmit
the fake packets.
These strategies are described as follows:
1. Strategy 1: The entry node monitors the traffic to obtain an initial estimate of the
throughput values achieved by the client server traffic. Thereafter, whenever the traf-
fic drops below a certain threshold (either deliberately due to the server injecting a
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Figure 5.1: Dummy traffic with small TTL values that are dropped by the router beyond the
edge of the network hosting the entry node.
traffic pattern, or otherwise due to network congestion and system disturbances)1,
the entry node injects the dummy traffic with the initially observed rate. Thus, an ad-
versary observing the traffic between then entry node and the victim, never observes
this decrease. To him (or her), it appears as if the traffic continues to flow at the ini-
tial rate. Again, when it rises above the previously recorded higher throughput, the
server stops sending those dummy packets. Figure 5.2(a) pictorially demonstrates
this traffic sending strategy.
2. Strategy 2: The second strategy is similar to the first one. The entry node measures
the entry-to-victim client traffic throughput. Whenever it drops below a certain frac-
tion of the initial bandwidth (say below 75% of the initially measured throughput),
the entry node injects dummy traffic such that an adversary, observing the traffic,
does not see this drop. The entry node continues to monitor the traffic and injects
1The entry node has no way to determine if the traffic perturbation was deliberately injected by a malicious
server or a result of the prevailing network conditions
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traffic when again the throughput drops, at a rate equal to the previous bandwidth
rate. When the traffic rises above the previous high bandwidth level, the server stops
sending the dummy traffic. Figure 5.2(b) pictorially demonstrates this traffic sending
strategy. This strategy differs from the previous. In that the adversary observes no
decrease at all in the entry-to-victim client traffic.
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Figure 5.2: (a)Traffic padding strategy 1: Whenever the traffic drops (blow a certain thresh-
old), pad the outbound traffic so that it appear that it is flowing at a constant rate (equal to
some initial traffic rate).(b)Traffic padding strategy 2: Whenever the traffic drops below a
certain threshold, pad the outbound traffic so that it appears as if it is flowing at a rate equal
to the previous high bandwidth value.
One could conceive several other strategies. The experiments for evaluating the ef-
fectiveness of these traffic padding schemes is almost the same as those used to test the
accuracy of our NetFlow traffic analysis attack. The client downloads a large file from the
server, through a Tor circuit in which the entry node was the one that we controlled. Prior
to the download, the client signals the entry node to protect its traffic against possible traffic
analysis attacks. Thus the entry node monitors the victim’s traffic periodically, depending
upon the choice of strategy, to inject dummy traffic. After sometime, the download process
is stopped and the entry node halts the dummy traffic sending procedure. Thereafter, much
like the experiments presented in the previous chapter, the adversary correlates the server-
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to-exit and entry-to-client traffic statistics, corresponding to all the clients that used the
entry node during the experiment. The adversary selects the client that is most correlated
to the server-to-exit traffic, amidst those entry-to-client flows where the average throughput
of the experiments is comparable to the server-to-exit traffic, as the victim (as also done in
the previous chapter).
Defence Using Traffic Shaping and Conditioning Parameters
Our second approach towards defending against traffic analysis attacks involves working
with various Tor bandwidth shaping and traffic conditioning parameters. In our research
we tried to to see if they are able to distort the injected traffic pattern and thus decrease
the correlation between server-to-exit traffic and entry node-to-victim client traffic. These
parameters have been designed keeping traffic shaping and conditioning in mind. Our ap-
proach is thus to see if we can use these parameters to distort deliberately injected traffic
patterns and thus thwart traffic analysis attacks.
The are several built-in traffic shaping and conditioning parameters available in Tor.
The following are the parameters whose effects we tried to explore through our research:
• BandwidthRate: The ’BandwidthRate’ parameter, limits the average in-
coming and outgoing bandwidth usage on the Tor node to the specified number of
bytes per second. This is the maximum throughput any Tor circuit is allowed, when
using this relay. The actual end-to-end transfer rate achieved by any circuit is however
dependent upon the the ’BandwidthRate’ configured in each of the relays that is
used by the circuit, the path bottleneck bandwidth and prevailing network congestion.
• BandwidthBurst: The ’BandwidthBurst’ parameter allows Tor to use more
than the usual allowed bandwidth (’BandwidthRate’) when necessary, for very
short periods of time. Using this parameter one can adjust the value of bandwidth
burst for those short durations.
• PerConnBWRate: ’PerConnBWRate’ allows the user to set separate ’Band-
widthRate’ rate limitation for each connection from a non-relay (e.g. a client or
a Tor bridge).
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• PerConnBWBurst: Similar to the ’PerConnBWRate’, ’PerConnBWBurst’
allows the user to set separate a ’BandwidthBurst’ rate limitation for each con-
nection from a non-relay.
In our experiments, the victim performs its usual download from the server that modu-
lates the server-to-exit traffic. We tested the effect of these parameters in an in-lab testbed.
The above parameters were adjusted in all the relays. After a while, the download is stopped
and the adversary tries to determine the correlation of the server-to-exit and entry-to-client
traffic statistics (for all the clients), thereby selecting the client whose traffic statistics are
most correlated to the server-to-exit traffic, as the victim.
5.3 Experimental Results
Having described our proposed approaches to defend against the NetFlow traffic analysis
attack, we now describe our experimental efforts to test them, and the results obtained from
those experiments. The first part of this section focuses on the experimental results we ob-
tained in our initial efforts to explore the effectiveness of our dummy traffic sending scheme
to defend against our traffic analysis attack. This was tested using our set-up involving a Tor
client (hosted on a planetlab machine), our Tor entry node (that implemented the dummy
traffic sending mechanism), and the server in Spain, that we controlled2. The experiments
were essentially the same as those described in the previous chapter. The victim down-
loaded a large file from the server, that colluded with the adversary and injected a traffic
perturbation pattern in the TCP connection, it saw arriving from an exit node. However,
in these experiments, the entry node monitored the traffic to the victim client (that signals
the entry node to defend its connection, prior to downloading the file), so as to inject the
dummy traffic as and when needed. Thereafter, the adversary computes the correlation
of the server-to-exit and entry-to-client traffic for all clients using the entry node for the
duration of the experiment, and selects the client whose traffic is most correlated to the
server-to-exit traffic, as the victim. Our initial experiments, involving the entry node send-
ing dummy traffic Tor cells with small TTL values, that were dropped by routers within a
2This is the same sever to which the victim client connected in experiments described in the previous chapter
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few network hops between the entry node and the victim client, yielded promising results
in defending against the NetFlow traffic analysis attacks.
The second part of this section focuses on our efforts to explore the feasibility of us-
ing user configurable traffic shaping and conditioning capabilities built into Tor. This was
tested through experiments conducted on a private Tor network (similar to the one shown
in Figure 4.4). We tried to observe the correlation server-to-exit and entry-to-client traffic
statistics for all the clients. During these experiments, we modified the configuration pa-
rameters of the relays. These modifications however showed no change in the correlation of
the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client traffic statistics, and the victim could be easily
determined.
5.3.1 Defending Against NetFlow Traffic Analysis Using Dummy Traffic
We propose a technique to defend specifically against the NetFlow based traffic analysis
attacks presented in the previous chapter. Our defense mechanism involves sending fake
packets, that appears identical to Tor cells but whose IP headers have small TTL values.
The TTL values are small enough such that these cells are dropped within a few hops along
the path from the the entry node to the victim, and thus don’t cause much congestion along
the path from the entry node to the victim; while at the same time distort the entry-to-client
traffic statistics recorded at the network edge router.
Our experimental evaluation of the defense technique involved experiments that were
similar to the experiments described in the previous chapter. The experiments involved a
planetlab client (hosted in Texas (US)) downloading a large file from the server (in Spain),
using the entry node hosted in our University. Before initiating the download, the client
signaled the entry node that it wishes its connection to be protected against traffic anal-
ysis attack. The entry node monitored the TCP connection from the victim client (using
’tcpstat’ [Herman, ]3) and injected dummy traffic as needed, depending upon the cho-
sen link padding strategy. The flow records were generated and captured using the open
source tools, running on the server and the entry node. While the client downloaded the
file from the server, the server injected the traffic perturbation pattern into the TCP connec-
3a tool similar to ’tcpdump’ but focuses on presenting traffic statistics
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tion, it saw arriving from an exit node. For our initial experiments, the server injected a
“square-wave” like traffic pattern achieved by allowing the traffic to flow freely for about
20 seconds and then capping it to about 30 Kbit/s for the next 20 seconds. This generally
resulted in a square-wave like pattern with fairly large amplitude (varying between 2 and
5 Mbit/s). After sometime, the experiment was terminated and the adversary obtained the
flow records from the server, corresponding to the server-to-exit and entry-to-client traffic
from the server and the entry node. The adversary calculated the differences of the aver-
age server-to-exit and entry-to-client traffic throughput and eliminated client flows whose
differences from the server-to-exit flows exceeds 120 Kbit/s (as described in the previous
chapter). Amongst the flows that remained, the adversary chose the one whose correlation
to the server-to-exit traffic is the highest, as the victim client.
We conducted some initial experiments involving the two strategies. In all the exper-
iments, involving both the strategies, the adversary failed to correctly identify the victim.
The difference of the average traffic throughput of the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim
client was higher than 120 Kbit/s in each of the cases, resulting in an incorrect identification
of the victim, hence aiding the Tor client, that has chosen traffic padding based defense, to
evade identification. The average correlation of the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client
traffic statistics, without any traffic padding defense was about 0.91 (σ:0.01). The average
correlation of the clients’ traffic, that were incorrectly identified as the victim and selected
by the adversary, was 0.08 (σ:0.11) when using padding strategy 1, and 0.14 (σ:0.14) when
using padding strategy 2. These results are summarized in Figure 5.3.
Figures 5.4(a) and (b) present sample flows for server-to-exit traffic carrying the injected
“square-wave” pattern along with entry-to-victim client traffic that has been modified by
injecting dummy traffic, generated using strategy 1 and 2, respectively. In each of these
cases, the correlation of the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client traffic was 0.07 and
0.1 respectively. In the first case, when the entry node sent dummy traffic using strategy 1,
there were about 761 other clients simultaneously using the entry node, while in the second
case, when the entry node sent dummy traffic using strategy 2, there were about 466 other
clients (using the entry node). We did not observe any significant degradation of client’s
performance when dummy traffic was injected. Without the dummy traffic, the victim
























Figure 5.3: Correlation of server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client, with and without the
defense strategies
client achieved a maximum of approximately 4 Mbit/s throughput when downloading the
file from the server. Upon injecting the dummy traffic, the victim client’s throughput did
not vary significantly. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, the dummy packets,
having IP headers with low TTL values, were dropped within the first few network hops
along the path between the entry node and the client. These packets do not travel to their
final destination and thus have no effect on the available bandwidth of the network link
leading to the client (that often has lower bandwidth than the intermediate over-provisioned
inter-router links). Secondly, the host that runs the process for the Tor entry node, is over-
provisioned. It connects to the ISP using a 1 Gbit/s link, having approximately 800–900
Mbit/s spare capacity. Our Tor entry node dedicates a maximum of 100 Mbit/s for serving
Tor clients. With so much available link bandwidth, the performance of the entry-to-victim
client suffers very little due to the dummy traffic.
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Figure 5.4: (a)Sample server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client flows with padding traffic,
generated using strategy 1 and (b) using strategy 2.
5.3.2 Defending Against NetFlow Traffic Analysis Attack Using Tor Traffic
Shaping and Conditioning Parameters
The second part of this section describes our efforts to defend against the NetFlow traffic
analysis attack using traffic shaping and conditioning parameters that are already built into
Tor. Our objective was to see if the traffic shaping and conditioning parameters distorted the
server injected traffic pattern and prevented the adversary from correctly determining the
identity of the victim. To test the effect of modifying traffic shaping parameters, we began
by using the set-up shown in Figure 4.4. While the client downloads the large file from
the server, the server injects a “complex” pattern achieved by switching the server-to-exit
traffic between 2 Mbit/s, 1 Mbit/s, 256 Kbit/s and 512 Kbit/s, every 10 seconds. There were
a total of 30 clients simultaneously communicating to the server via the in-lab Tor network.
In these experiments we try to see if the correlation of the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim
client traffic is less than what we experienced previously (approximately between 0.70 –
0.99) in similar in-lab experiments, described in the previous chapter.
Our experiments involved varying ’BandwidthBurst’ parameter, while keeping
’BandwidthRate’ fixed. We conducted three sets of experiments, for different
’BandwithRate’ values (8 Mbit/s, 16 Mbit/s and 24 Mbit/s). For each set, we varied
the value of
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’BandwidthBurst’ values between 8 Mbit/s, 16 Mbit/s, 24 Mbit/s, 40 Mbit/s, 56
Mbit/s and 80 Mbit/s. The maximum difference of correlations of the server-to-exit traf-
fic and entry-to-client traffic, corresponding to victim and non-victim traffic respectively,
was generally greater than 1.0. The difference of the highest correlation coefficient (cor-
responding to the correlation of the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client), was always
over 0.25, making it easy to identify the victim amidst the several clients. The correlation
of server-to-exit and entry-to-client traffic is generally over 0.8. We did not observe any
obvious degradation of the server-to-exit and and entry-to-victim client traffic.
We repeated these experiments, modifying the parameters ’PerConnBWRate’ and
’Per-ConnBWBurst’. Similar to experiments involving the variation of ’Bandwidth-
Burst’ and ’BandwidthRate’ parameters, here also, we did not see enough varia-
tion in the correlation of the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim traffic. We performed our ex-
periments keeping ’PerConnBWRate’ fixed while varying the ’PerConnBWBurst’.
However, here as well, the adversary could easily identify the victim with significantly high
correlation coefficient values (between 0.7 and 0.9).
5.4 Discussion
We explored the feasibility and effectiveness of two mechanisms to defend against traffic
analysis attacks. These defense strategies can be enabled by Tor relays (particularly the
entry node, as it is the one that knows the source of anonymous traffic). Our experiments
to test the effectiveness of these strategies were essentially the same as those presented in
the previous chapter, that were used to test the effectiveness of our NetFlow based traffic
analysis attack.
The first involves sending padding traffic, along with regular Tor traffic, that appears
identical to regular Tor cells, but whose IP headers have small TTL values, that cause them
to be dropped within few network hops between the entry node and the victim client. These
cells can effectively help reduce the correlation of the server-to-exit traffic, carrying the de-
liberately injected traffic pattern, and the entry-to-victim client traffic, by artificially modi-
fying the traffic statistics as recorded by NetFlow routers. We have performed some initial
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tests using our set-up involving planetlab client, our institutional Tor entry node and a server
in Spain, that we controlled. In these tests, the data was gathered using open source tools.
In these initial tests, the entry node sent fake packets based on two different traffic transmis-
sion strategies. In all cases, corresponding to these strategies, adversary failed to correctly
identify the victim in all the tests. The difference between average traffic throughput of
the server-to-exit and the entry-to-victim traffic was not comparable (>> 120 Kbit/s) and
thus was filtered out by the victim client selection process. On careful examination of the
experimental results corresponding to the entry-to-victim client we discovered that the cor-
relation of the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client was almost in all cases insignificant
(< 0.2) due to the injection of the dummy traffic, that modified the flow statistics. As a part
of our future work we intend to gather more experimental results, not only using our set-up
involving the open-source packages but also from our institutional edge router, to support
our claims.
These traffic injection strategies had no significant effect on the throughput the client
achieved, when communicating to the server via the entry node. In these strategies, the
dummy Tor cells do not reach their destination and they do not have much effect on the
client-to-server traffic.
Apart from transmitting dummy traffic, we explored modifying Tor’s built-in traffic
shaping and conditioning parameters to see if it had any effect on the injected pattern. In
these experiments, we modified the various parameters, namely ’BandwidthBurst’,
’Bandwidth-Rate’, ’PerConnBWRate’ and ’PerConnBWBurst’, to see if they
had any effect on the injected pattern, thus reducing the correlation of the server-to-exit and
entry-to-victim client correlation. We tried various combinations with the parameters. This
did not have any effect on the correlation of the victim traffic statistics to the server-to-exit
traffic and the adversary could easily identify the victim amidst the several clients.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we focused on evaluating two proposals to defend against the NetFlow based
traffic analysis that we described in the previous chapter. The first proposal involves the
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entry node sending fake traffic, that appears almost identical to the victim traffic, to be sent
towards the victim client. These fake packets have IP headers with small TTL values, so
that they dropped (due to TTL expiry) within a few hops between the entry node and the
client, and do not reach the client. These packets modified the traffic statistics recorded
by NetFlow. Since these packets do not reach their intended destination, and get dropped
after traversing over provisioned links, they do not affect the performance of client-server
traffic. We tested two traffic padding strategies that involved monitoring the entry node-
to-victim client traffic throughput and appropriately injecting the fake packets in such a
way that an adversary, observing the network traffic, is not able to correctly correlate the
server-to-exit traffic, carrying the injected traffic pattern to the entry-to-victim client traffic.
In experiments, involving data obtained through open-source NetFlow packages, our attack
methodology failed to correctly identify the victim client.
The second traffic analysis defense proposal involved modifying the Tor traffic shaping
and conditioning parameters to reduce fluctuations in traffic, and thus the correlation of
server-to-exit and entry node-to-victim client traffic statistics. These efforts did not yield
any beneficial results towards defending against the traffic analysis attack and the adversary
could easily identify the victim client in almost all cases.
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Chapter 6
Determining Potential Adversaries of
Anonymity Networks: Eavesdrop
Detection in Anonymity Networks
6.1 Overview
This final chapter of the thesis focuses on ways of detecting anonymity network nodes that
eavesdrop on the network traffic and are potential traffic analysis adversaries. In the pre-
vious chapters of this thesis, we focused on exploring the capabilities of adversaries, who,
having access to network statistics for traffic entering and leaving the anonymity network
nodes could correlate them to identity the source of anonymous connection. Such traffic
analysis attackers, are in a position to observe traffic entering and leaving Tor, could also
be potential eavesdroppers themselves.Therefore one way to identify potential traffic anal-
ysis attackers could involve identifying anonymity network nodes that eavesdrop on users’
traffic.
Several services and protocols rely on non-encrypted communication. Consequently,
malicious users or organizations that have access to the network elements through which
user traffic is routed, can eavesdrop and obtain sensitive data, such as user authentication
credentials. This situation can potentially worsen when users employ proxy-based systems
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to access the same services without using end-to-end encryption, as the number of hosts
or nodes that can eavesdrop on their traffic increases. Various public and private networks
may block access to social networking and other popular online services for various reasons.
Under these conditions, users often resort to using distributed proxying systems to prevent
their traffic from being filtered. They resort to such mechanisms so as to evade network
traffic filtering based on source, destination, and content.
Anonymous communication systems like Tor, are popular examples of proxy-based
systems, which enable users to hide their IP address from the services they use, and often
employ encryption by design. The data packets are encrypted several times, so that if adver-
saries intercept the traffic en-route to the destination, they will not be able to determine the
actual source or destination of the traffic. The process also aids in achieving confidentiality
against eavesdropping adversaries who can observe the traffic and snoop out sensitive and
reusable information such as user names, passwords, and HTTP cookies.
In such systems, however, the last node on an anonymous path (e.g. Tor exit nodes), can
access the original message that is being transmitted to the intended recipient. Many users
are not aware of this discrepancy between the anonymity and privacy guarantees offered
by these systems, and the lack of end-to-end data confidentiality which is often mistakenly
assumed. Disregarding the absence of end-to-end confidentiality, users often send sensitive
information through these relays. Some of these relays, acting with malicious intent, may
misuse sensitive user information such as user names and passwords, URLs to sensitive
information, and HTTP session cookies. Thus, in exchange for anonymity, users place
their trust in components of the anonymous communication system that could potentially
abuse it. In all cases, user data at some point is available in their original form. McCoy et
al. [Mccoy et al., 2008] have shown that there are Tor exit nodes which indeed eavesdrop
on the traffic flowing through them, abusing users’ trust.
An obvious solution to such problems might involve sending traffic encrypted using
SSL through relays. However, malicious relay operators can employ man-in-the-middle
attacks and snoop on the traffic of even SSL-encrypted sessions [Team Furry, ], and attacks
of this kind have been observed in the Tor network [Malicious Tor Exits, ].
Our approach for the detection of misbehaving Tor nodes involves the transmission of
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decoy traffic that contains easily reusable and seemingly sensitive, yet fake information
(such as fake plain-text user names and passwords), via all nodes of the anonymization net-
work to decoy servers under our control. Each exit node is associated with a unique decoy
that is transmitted through it. Exit nodes eavesdropping on user traffic may try to reuse
this information and connect to our decoy servers, and could thus be easily determined by
checking the server logs for unsolicited connection attempts. Since our system transmits a
unique decoy through each exit node, it is easy to determine the exit node involved. In this
chapter, we present the overall architecture of our eavesdrop detection system, which can
be used to detect eavesdropping by untrusted nodes of various anonymization systems (and
proxying systems in general). We have implemented our system for detecting eavesdrop-
ping by malicious Tor exit nodes. However, it could be easily adapted for other relay based
anonymization networks as well (such as JAP [JAP, ] and I2P [i2p, ]).
The use of fake information, or honeytokens [Spitzner, ], for detecting unauthorized ac-
cess to sensitive data, has been explored previously for several applications related to net-
work intrusion detection and misbehavior detection. However, there has not been adequate
research done in using such information and systems to detect misbehavior by otherwise
trusted nodes of anonymization enabling networks and systems. McCoy et al. [Mccoy et
al., 2008] were the first to explore the use of transmitting decoy TCP traffic through Tor
nodes to see which nodes eavesdrop on them. Their approach required access to DNS traf-
fic and could be trivially defeated by an adversary, by simply using appropriate command
line options of tools such as tcpdump. Our approach, in contrast neither requires access
to DNS traffic, nor relies on default behavior of traffic capture tools. We send innocuous-
appearing TCP traffic through Tor exit nodes exposing easily reusable decoy information,
and periodically check the server logs for subsequent unsolicited connection attempts. The
decoy information being unique to each Tor exit helps in easily identifying the Tor exit node
involved in the eavesdropping incident.
In this chapter we present our overall architecture of the system that we have proposed
to determine eavesdropping by nodes of anonymization network. Initially, we developed out
system to support transmission of fake IMAP and SMTP delivery protocol messages, ex-
posing fake usernames and passwords. In our paper [Charavarty et al., 2011], we presented
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details of some eavesdropping incidents recorded by our initial deployment. Based on the
activities of the adversaries, recorded in the initial deployment, we augmented and opti-
mized our system. The augmentations include SSH and FTP honeypots to lure adversaries
to connect to them so as to gather more information about them, a web-server serving “sen-
sitive appearing” decoy files, bearing beacons [Bowen et al., 2009a; Bowen et al., 2010;
Bowen et al., ] that would trigger scripts to help locate the adversaries and systems to
help determine SSL MITM attacks that involves exposing SSL handshake messages to exit
nodes and subsequently validating the server certificates. Apart from the above additions,
we have also explored how our system could be used to detect eavesdropping involving
HTTP cookie hijacking. As a proof of concept, we have deployed various decoy servers
and honeypots and transmitted decoy traffic to these systems via all Tor exit nodes. In a
little over thirty-two months of its deployment, our system detected 18 incidents of eaves-
dropping.
The remainder of this chapter focused towards describing the architecture of our eaves-
drop detection infrastructure, details of the eavesdrop detection incidents and various efforts
we undertook to detect more advanced forms of eavesdropping (such as HTTP cookie hijack
and SSL MITM attacks).
6.2 Relevant Research
There has been little effort in detecting misbehaving overlay nodes of anonymity networks.
In a work most closely related to ours, McCoy et al. [Mccoy et al., 2008] attempted to detect
eavesdropping on malicious Tor exit routers by taking advantage of the IP address resolution
functionality of network traffic capturing tools. Packet sniffing tools such as tcpdump, are
by default configured to resolve the IP addresses of the captured packets to their respective
DNS names. Their system transmitted, via Tor exit nodes, TCP SYN packets destined to
unused IP addresses in a block owned by the system’s operator. When the packet capturing
program attempted to resolve the IP address of a probe packet, it issued a DNS request to
the authoritative DNS server. The system’s operator had access to the traffic going to this
authoritative DNS server. Thus, requests to this DNS server with the unused IP address were
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an indication that probe packets had been intercepted by some packet capturing program,
and could be traced back to the network host where they were captured. However, when
capturing traffic on disk, tcpdump by default does not resolve any addresses; and in any
case the eavesdropper can trivially disable this functionality, rendering the above technique
ineffective.
In contrast to that work, our system does not require access to the DNS server traffic.
We present an overall system architecture that can easily be adapted to detect eavesdropping
by exit nodes of Tor, for various kinds of traffic. We employ decoy clients, that commu-
nicate via Tor circuits, to a decoy server under our control and expose easily reusable,
sensitive appearing information, such as user credentials and URLs to sensitive appearing
documents to exit nodes. These decoys are unique to each exit node. Periodically, the client
and server logs are tallied for unsolicited connection attempts, that are marked as suspi-
cious. The decoys associated with the connection attempts, unique to each exit node, aids
their identification. Our system is flexible enough to be adapted to detect eavesdropping in
various different protocols. As a proof of concept, we have deployed a system that is not
only capable detecting eavesdropping of IMAP, SMTP and HTTP traffic and also has a SSH
honeypot and decoy FTP and HTTP servers, presenting decoy documents. Additionally, we
also explored detecting HTTP cookie hijack attacks, for traffic destined to social network
sites, and HTTPS man-in-the-middle attacks, by malicious exit node operators.
6.3 System Architecture
In this section, we present the architecture of our traffic eavesdropping detection system
that we have deployed for Tor. We describe the design of the decoy traffic transmission
mechanism and the corresponding decoy services, as well as the approach we used for
incident data collection and correlation.
6.3.1 Approach
Eavesdropping on network traffic is a passive operation without any directly observable
effects. However, the fact that some traffic has been intercepted can be potentially inferred,
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when a third party that should not have access to the intercepted data uses it. For example,
an eavesdropper can steal user credentials for services that do not use application-layer
encryption, such as user names and passwords for websites with poor user authentication
implementations, or for servers that use clear-text sign-in protocols, such as FTP or IMAP.
Thereafter, any attempt by the eavesdropper to access the user’s account is an observable
event. The problem with the latter lies in (a service) identifying whether the use of a set of
credentials was made by a third party or the user.
Our approach is based on the assumption that an eavesdropper will use the intercepted
data in some manner. We use two types of decoy data, that are not used in any other way, to
determine with certainty that data was intercepted by a proxy. First, we use decoy authen-
tication credentials to decoy services, essentially honeypots, under our control. The use of
these credentials with our services at a later time is a clear indication that eavesdropping
occurred. Second, we transmit URLs to decoy documents containing information of poten-
tial value, such as decoy PayPal.com accounts, and fake financial transactions including
fake credit card information. Later downloads of these documents also indicate eavesdrop-
ping. Every decoy is uniquely transmitted through exactly one proxy, so that we can later
associate its use with it.
We further exploit the fact that the eavesdropper will probably attempt to open these
documents to collect further information. We use D-Cubed [Bowen et al., ] to automati-
cally generate the documents and embed beacons, basically scripts, into them. These scripts
get launched automatically, when the documents are viewed by the eavesdropper, connect-
ing to a remote host under our control, and transmitting information such as the IP address
of the host used to open these documents. This aids us in gathering more information about
adversaries, e.g. their geographic location based on their IP address.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the overall design of our system when applied on the Tor network.
A client under our control periodically connects through Tor to our decoy server, and trans-
mits easily reusable clear-text information, such as user authentication credentials. As a
result, such easily re-usable and potentially sensitive information is exposed to exit nodes
of Tor circuits (and any other network entity between the exit node and the decoy server).
Both the client and the server record detailed information about any attempted connection
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Figure 6.1: Overall architecture of the proposed traffic interception detection system when
applied on the Tor network.
(such as user credentials, URLs, and connection timestamps). These logs are thereafter
periodically tallied to determine unsolicited connection attempts, which are marked as sus-
picious.
In more detail, as the system is continuously running, the following steps take place
periodically:
1. The client connects to the decoy server through Tor and sends information such as
unique user authentication credentials (in case of IMAP and SMTP decoy servers)
in clear-text, and URLs for sensitive appearing decoy documents containing beacons
(in case of HTTP decoy server) through clear-text HTTP GET and POST protocol
messages. The client creates circuits through all the exit nodes. Using unique user
credentials and URLs per exit node helps in identifying the actual exit node involved
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when eavesdropping is detected.
2. The decoy server maintains detailed record for each session, that may include the user
name and password (for IMAP and SMTP), the IP address of the exit node used in
the connection, the URL pointing to the unique decoy documents and the timestamp
corresponding to when the connection to the decoy server was established.
3. After a successfully completed session on the decoy server, the system attempts to
correlate it with a recently completed client session. Connections observed on the
server for which there are no corresponding client connection attempts are labelled
as suspicious.
Each of the unique user credentials and URLs to decoy documents is associated with
exactly one exit node and is exposed to it through a Tor circuit terminating at that node.
Thus, the exit node involved in a particular eavesdropping incident is known based on the
given set of credentials or URLs used in the unsolicited session observed by the decoy
server.
Our system has now been optimized compared to our initial prototype [Charavarty et
al., 2011] for gathering more information regarding the adversaries’ activities. Attempts to
reuse some of the IMAP decoy credentials with other services, like FTP and SSH, urged us
to also set up honeypots with decoy FTP and SSH services running. Moreover, we used the
FTP server to also serve decoy documents. We describe all incidents in detail, and present
up-to-date information for new and previously detected eavesdroppers [Chakravarty et al.,
], in Sec. 6.4.
Note that our approach can be adapted to detect more advanced traffic interception
attacks. In Sec. 6.5 we describe an extension that can detect HTTP cookie hijacking attacks
and man-in-the-middle attacks by malicious Tor exit nodes.
6.3.2 Implementation
Although Tor can forward the traffic of any TCP-based network service, in practice not all
exit routers support all application protocols. For example, SMTP relay through port 25 is
blocked by the majority of Tor exit nodes to prevent spammers from covertly relaying their
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Figure 6.2: Number of Tor exit nodes that allow traffic relaying through different TCP port
numbers, for services that support clear-text protocols.
messages through the Tor network. Consequently, the first important decision we had to
take before beginning the implementation of our prototype system, was to choose a set of
services that are supported by a large number of Tor exit nodes. At the same time, candidate
services should support unencrypted authentication through a clear-text protocol, while the
services themselves should be enticing for potential eavesdroppers.
Tor exit nodes are usually configured to allow traffic forwarding or only a small set of
TCP services. The services allowed are defined by the operator of the exit node through
the specification of an exit policy. To determine the most widely supported unencrypted
application protocols, we queried the Tor directory servers and retrieved the number of exit
nodes that allowed each different protocol. Figure 6.2 presents the number of Tor exit nodes
that at the time of the experiment allowed the relaying of traffic through various TCP port
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numbers. In accordance to the results obtained by McCoy et al. [Mccoy et al., 2008], widely
used applications like web browsing, email retrieval, and instant messaging are allowed by
a large number of exit nodes. We found approximately 900 exit nodes that allowed access
to port 80. We also found 644 exit nodes supporting exit to IMAP (port 143) and 455 exit
nodes supporting SMTP delivery (port 587). Both these protocols support plain-text user
authentication. They involve transmission of plain-text usernames and passwords.1
Credentials for accessing users’ messages that may contain sensitive private informa-
tion, or for sending emails through verified user addresses, can be of high value for a mali-
cious eavesdropper. This led us to choose the IMAP and SMTP protocols for our prototype
implementation. Furthermore, due to the wide prevalence of exit nodes that allow exit for
web traffic, we decided to use HTTP GET and POST messages to expose URLs of decoy
documents containing beacons, stored on a decoy web server that we control.
Decoy Traffic Transmission and Eavesdropping Detection
Our decoy traffic transmission subsystem is based on a custom client that supports the IMAP
and SMTP protocols. The client has been implemented using Perl, and service protocol
emulation is provided by the Net::IMAPClient and Net::SMTP modules. We use
curl [Stenberg, ] for transmitting the HTTP GET and POST messages to expose the URL
of decoy documents to the exit nodes. The clients and servers are hosted on Intel x86 based
machines running Ubuntu Linux.
Every day, for each service, our Tor client connects to the decoy service several times
via circuits through each of the exit nodes. This is achieved by establishing a new Tor
circuit for each connection, and enforcing each circuit to use a particular exit node. Once
a connection has been established, the client authenticates on the server using a unique set
of credentials tied to the particular combination of exit node and decoy server. Thereafter,
the client performs activities, such as browsing through some folders in case of IMAP, or
sending a fake email message in case of SMTP, so as the protocol message exchanges appear
realistic. In case some exit node is not accessible, the corresponding set of credentials is
1In contrast to SMTP relay (port 25), SMTP through port 587 is dedicated to message submission for
delivery only for users that have registered accounts on the server.
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skipped. Similarly, when a new exit node joins the overlay network, a new set of credentials
for each decoy service is generated for use only with that exit node. To achieve this, the Tor
directory services are periodically queried and fresh list of exit nodes supporting exit to the
requisite service (IMAP or SMTP delivery) is retrieved. Thereafter, new user credentials
are assigned to the set of fresh exit nodes.
Usernames are generated as a combination of names in various languages [Pound, a]
and random numbers using language confluxer [Pound, b] and prop [Pound, c].
Passwords for these usernames are generated using pwgen [Ts’o, ].
Similar to the decoy IMAP and SMTP client processes, a routine sends and retrieves de-
coy documents to and from a decoy web server, through circuits via each Tor exit. The pro-
cess exposes URLs of the decoy documents carrying the beacons, to the exit node through
HTTP POST and GET messages. Each exit node is associated with a set of unique decoy
documents which are sent to and received from the server, through HTTP POST and GET
messages respectively. We assume rogue exit nodes to be snooping on HTTP traffic and
accessing the exposed decoy document URLs.
Under normal operational conditions, the number of connections successfully initiated
by the client each day through each exit node should equal to the number of connections
received by the server from each of these exit nodes. Any unsolicited successful connection
using some of the previously transmitted decoy credentials is labelled as an illegitimate
suspicious connection attempt. Such suspicious connections are identified by tallying the
connections initiated by our client to those received by the server, based on the logs recorded
at the client and the server. Specifically, upon the completion of a successful connection,
the decoy server sends directly (not through Tor) to the client all the recorded information
about the recently completed session. The client then compares the connection details,
including the set of credentials and decoy documents used and the start and end times of
the connection recorded by both the client and the server, against the recently completed
connections. In case no matching connection is found, the system generates a report that
includes the time of the last generated connection that used the intercepted credentials, the
time of the unsolicited connection to the server, the IP address of its initiator, and the exit
node involved in the incident.
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Important Implementation Considerations
During the implementation of our prototype system, we dealt with various issues related to
improving the accuracy of our traffic interception detection approach, or with cases where
interesting design trade-offs came up. We briefly describe some of these issues in the rest
of this section.
Quality of Decoy Traffic and Honeypot Services The believability of the decoy traf-
fic [Bowen et al., 2010] is a crucial aspect of the effectiveness of our approach. For instance,
a decoy IMAP session using an account that does not have a realistic folder structure, or
that does not contain any real email messages, might raise suspicions to an eavesdropper.
Repeating the same actions in every session, or launching new sessions at exactly the same
time every day, can also be indications that the sessions are artificially generated. In our
prototype system, we vary the connection times and activity in each session, we use realisti-
cally looking folder structures for the IMAP accounts, and send innocuous appearing email
messages. The inboxes of these decoy accounts contain messages attached with decoy doc-
uments containing the beacons, generated from the D-Cubed system, presenting enticing
information such as decoy PayPal.com accounts and fake financial transactions involv-
ing fake credit card numbers. These documents are attached to e-mail messages containing
banking jargon to reduce suspicion.
As mentioned above, in some of the eavesdropping incidents, the adversaries actually
tried to access other services such as SSH and FTP using the exposed IMAP credentials.
Thus, we installed a FTP server, hosting user accounts corresponding to each of the IMAP
users. Each of these accounts used the same passwords, which were used the IMAP ac-
counts. The users’ FTP directories were also populated with decoy documents containing
the beacons. Further, to make these accounts appear innocuous, we also placed documents
taken from [Services, ] and source code documentations and help files taken from an open
source program.
To track the behavior of adversaries who may try to log in to SSH accounts using the
exposed IMAP credentials, we installed kippo [Desaster, ], a medium-interaction SSH
honeypot, on the virtual machine hosting our FTP server. These fake SSH user accounts
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of kippo also used the same usernames credentials as those used for the IMAP and FTP
accounts. The IMAP server redirects all FTP and SSH requests to this virtual machine (that
hosts the SSH honeypot and the decoy FTP server).
Time Synchronization Accurate time synchronization between the client and the decoy
server(s) ensures proper correlation of the connections generated by the client with the con-
nections received by the server, and the correct identification of any unsolicited connections.
Although the volume of our decoy connections is very low, allowing any illegitimate con-
nections to easily stand out, the clocks of all hosts in our architecture are kept synchronized
using the Network Time Protocol. The sub-second accuracy of NTP allows the precise
correlation of the connection start and end times observed on both the client and server.
This offers an additional safeguard for the verification of the detected traffic interception
incidents.
Eavesdropping Incident Verification Besides the accurate correlation between the start
and end times, logged by the client and the server, we have taken extra precautions to avoid
any inaccurate classification of our generated decoy connections as illegitimate. For each
connection launched by the client, the system also keeps track of the circuit establishment
times by monitoring Tor client’s control port. Moreover, we have enabled all the built-in
logging mechanisms provided by the Tor software. On the server side, all the incoming and
outgoing network traffic is captured using tcpdump. In addition to the server logs, the
captured traffic provides valuable forensic information regarding the nature of illegitimate
connections, such as the exact sequence of protocol messages sent by the attacker’s IMAP,
SMTP and HTTP clients.
6.4 Deployment Results
Our prototype implementation has been continuously operational in the Tor network since
August 2010. During the course of over thirty months of its operation, our system has de-
tected sixteen traffic interception incidents. In this section, we describe the eavesdropping
and subsequent malicious connection attempts using the snooped user credentials. We an-
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alyze the consequent activities of the intruders as they were recorded in the decoy server
logs. Our incident description website [Chakravarty et al., ] contains information about the
exit nodes involved in each incident, and details of the activities of the intruders once they
logged in our decoy server using the snooped user credentials.
6.4.1 Eavesdropping Incidents
The observed eavesdropping incidents were related to different exit nodes, and all the re-
lated illegitimate connections were received by our decoy IMAP server. Based on the inter-
cepted credentials used in each unsolicited connection, we were able to identify the Tor exit
node involved in each incident. Information about the detected incidents (e.g., date, exit
node location, and activities recorded by the server) are presented in Table 6.1. The detail
of the remaining incidents are available in our website [Chakravarty et al., ].
While most of the incidents involved a different exit node, there were some, like one in
India and another in South Korea, which eavesdropped on exposed credentials repeatedly
and connected back to our decoy server. There were also several incidents where the ma-
licious exit nodes were not accessible for days after the eavesdrop and subsequent connect
back attempts. Also evident from Table 6.1, in the majority of the incidents the adversary
connects to the decoy server via other exit nodes or hosts, in an attempt to hide his true iden-
tity. However, in the first four incidents, that occurred together, the connect back attempts
originated directly from the exit nodes that were exposed to the decoy user credentials. All
these connect back attempts occurred within four to six hours after the exposure of the de-
coy credentials to their respective exit nodes; which was significantly shorter compared to
the rest of the incidents. We thus speculate that these first four eavesdropping cases were
coordinated by the same individual or group, probably using the same tools or methodology
in each case. Figure 6.3 presents this time differences between the exposure of the decoy
credentials and the subsequent connect back attempts for each of the incidents. The hori-
zontal axis represents the eavesdropping and connect back events. The vertical axis denotes
the time delay between the exposure of the decoy credential and its subsequent usage in
connect back attempts.
The map in Figure 6.4 presents an overall view of the geographic locations of the exit
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Incident Date Exit node Remarks
number location
1 Aug.’10 US Same pattern as in incidents 2, 3, and 4
Connect-back from the same exit node
2 Aug.’10 Hong Kong Same pattern as in incidents 1, 3, and 4
Connect-back from the same exit node
3 Aug.’10 UK Same pattern as in incidents 1, 2, and 4
Connect-back from the same exit node
4 Aug.’10 The Netherlands Same pattern as in incidents 1, 2, and 3
Connect-back from the same exit node
5 Sep.’10 S. Korea Connect-back from a different exit node
6 Sep.’10 Hong Kong Connect-back from a third-party host
Exit node not accessible upon detection
7 Sep.’10 India Connect-back from third-party hosts
Exit node not accessible upon detection
8 Jan.’11 Germany Connect-back from third-party hosts
Attempt to use SSL through the IMAP
STARTTLS command
9 Apr.’11 India Connect-back from third-party hosts
and other Tor relays
10 Apr.’11 India Same as 9. Both exit nodes in the same
ISP network and many of the third-party
connect-back hosts were in the same
networks (mostly in Europe and India)
Was involved in incident 7
11 Nov. ’11 UK Connect back via a host in a web-hosting
and cloud service providing organization
12 Nov. ’11 Russia Connect back via another host in a Russian ISP
13 Nov. ’11 S. Korea Exit node involved in incident 5
14 Jan. ’12 Germany Connect back via another Tor exit in The Netherlands
15 Jan. ’12 The Netherlands Connect back via another Tor exit in Sweden
16 Jan. ’12 US Connect back via another host in a Canadian ISP
Table 6.1: Observed traffic interception incidents during first 19 months of the deployment.
In all cases, the eavesdropper connected to our decoy IMAP server using a set of intercepted
decoy credentials.
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Figure 6.3: Time difference between the exposure of the decoy credentials and the first
connect-back attempt on the decoy server.
nodes and the third-party hosts involved in the observed incidents. Tor and non-Tor nodes
are represented using different symbols. We used basic geo-IP address lookup tools which
provide only country-level accuracy, so the points on the map denote only the country in
which each host was located. The number next to each point corresponds to the incident
number, as presented in Table 6.1.
6.4.2 Adversaries’ Activities
In some of the incidents, the adversary connected to the decoy server using popular e-mail
clients; while in the rest, they connected directly to the server and manually issued pro-
tocol command messages. Popular email clients issue a certain default set of commands
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Figure 6.4: Locations of the Tor exit nodes involved in the observed traffic interception
incidents, and the non-Tor hosts that connected back to the decoy servers. Numbers refer to
the corresponding incidents listed in Table 6.1.
to access the mail folders such as INBOX, Drafts, Sent, and so on. The IMAP pro-
tocol allows users to issue various commands that can result in fetching the contents of
these folders. Each mail clients issues a somewhat different set of commands to fetch the
contents of these folders. The commands, and their order in which they are issued, can
be treated as a “signature” for the client. We analyzed the signatures of various popular
email clients (e.g., Thunderbird, MS Outlook, Balsa [balsa, ], Claw [claw, ],
Sylpheed [sylpheed, ], Kmail [kmail, ] and Evolution [evolution, ])
to determine the possible email clients the adversaries used. From the network traffic, cor-
responding to the time when the adversaries connected to the decoy server using IMAP
clients, it appears that Kmail, Evolution and Thunderbird were commonly used
for connecting to our decoy server.
In the incidents where the adversary connected manually to the IMAP server, we ob-
served the adversary executing various different kinds of commands. In one, adversaries
connected and switched to TLS mode so as to hide their activities. We thereafter turned
off the capability in the server to switch to TLS mode after establishing connections. In
another incident, the adversary issued esoteric IMAP4 ACL [Meyers, ] commands. In yet
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others, the adversary tried to use credentials to log into services such as FTP and SSH.
These services were however inaccessible using the decoy user credentials. These activities
compelled us to install the decoy FTP server and SSH honeypot. The IMAP server redirects
the connection attempt to FTP and SSH services to the decoy FTP server and SSH honeypot
so as to lure the attackers to the download decoy documents or try to execute programs from
the terminal interface; thereby aiding in gathering further information about such attackers.
6.4.3 Volume of Decoy Traffic Injected
For each connection to the IMAP decoy server and subsequent protocol message exchanges,
we sent approximately 15.4 KB of traffic. For 644 decoy accounts, each corresponding to a
unique exit node, this number totals to approximately 10 MB. In case of such connections
and exchanges to the SMTP decoy server, we sent about 21.3 KB of traffic. For 455 decoy
SMTP accounts, this figure comes out to be approximately 9.7 MB.2
6.4.4 Attributes of the Exit Nodes Involved in the Incidents
Table 6.2 shows the available bandwidth of the exit nodes that were involved in the de-
tected incidents. Two of the exit nodes advertised very high available bandwidth (44 and
20.8 Mbit/s, respectively), and thus are very likely to be selected in Tor client circuits, as
the default Tor circuit node selection mechanism is biased towards nodes with high adver-
tised available bandwidth [Tor Path Specifications, ]. There were some which advertised
somewhat lesser bandwidth of 8.5 Mbit/s and 1.4 Mbit/s. Finally, there were some which
advertised yet lower bandwidths of less than 1 Mbit/s. Both of the high bandwidth, and two
of the lower bandwidth nodes were guard nodes3 with high up-times.
2This difference is primarily due to the different lengths of IMAP and SMTP messages. The overhead due
to Tor protocol messages, involving circuit set-up, key exchanges, accounting, and circuit termination does not
vary significantly between IMAP and SMTP.
3By default, a fixed set of entry nodes used by Tor clients to defend against traffic analysis attacks that can
be launched by malicious entry and exit nodes
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Incident Advertised Remarks
number Bandwidth
1 Unknown Relay was not running when accessed
2 Unknown Relay was not running when accessed
3 44 Mbit/s Guard node with high uptime
4 20.8 Mbit/s Guard node with high uptime
5 1.4 Mbit/s Advertises high uptime
6 56 Kbit/s Advertises high uptime, runs directory service
7 Unknown Relay was not running when accessed
8 856 Kbit/s Guard node with high uptime, runs directory service
9 150 Kbit/s Non-guard exit node
10 100 Kbit/s Non-guard exit node
11 Unknown Relay was not running when accessed
12 1 Mbit/s Guard node with relatively high uptime
13 320 Kbit/s Non-guard exit node
14 8.5 Mbit/s Non-guard exit node with high bandwidth and uptime
15 Unknown Relay was not running when accessed
16 336 Kbit/s Non-guard exit node
Table 6.2: Available bandwidth of malicious exits (source: http://torstatus.blutmagie.de/)
6.5 Other Efforts and Possibilities: HTTP Session Cookie Hi-
jack and SSL MITM detection
Apart from detecting eavesdropping on plain-text user credentials and HTTP URLs, our
system is capable of being used for various other complex forms of traffic eavesdropping
and misuse detection. As a proof of concept we tried to detect HTTP cookie hijack attacks
and SSL man-in-the-middle attacks by malicious exit nodes. We elaborate more on these
efforts in this section
6.5.1 Detection of HTTP Session Hijacking
Besides snooping on users’ traffic, an adversary that has access to unencrypted network
data can also mount HTTP session hijacking attacks against users that connect to social
networking sites like facebook.com. Previously, such sites had no option to encrypt user
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traffic except while authenticating them. Now, even when using HTTPS, there are various
facebook.com applications that switch to HTTP and never switch back to HTTPS again,
thereby exposing HTTP session cookies to eavesdroppers. In a session hijacking attack, the
attacker can steal the session cookie that is included in the HTTP requests of authenticated
users and use it to access the user’s account. The fact that social networking sites are among
the most frequently accessed websites Tor [Mulazzani et al., 2010], combined with the ease
of hijacking user sessions using tools like Firesheep [Butler, ], makes the possibility of
mounting session hijacking attacks on Tor exit nodes quite attractive for adversaries.
For detecting session cookie hijack attacks, we create several fake facebook.com
user profiles. In this scheme, the decoy traffic consisted of activity generated by connecting
to these facebook.com profiles and performing canned activities such as checking mes-
sages and status updates. However, we could not create unique facebook.com profiles
for each of the approximately 900 Tor exit nodes that supported exit for web traffic. We thus
created about twenty accounts and repeatedly logged into facebook.com by reusing the
accounts. We exposed the first account in our list to the first exit node in our list, second
account to the second one in our list and so on till the twentieth account. After logging
in, our system checked the various user profile pages and private message folders for new
messages. This process exposes the session cookies to the exit node several time for each
of the accounts. Thereafter, our system, waited for a few minutes and checked the first
twenty accounts for changes in profiles such as status update messages or private messages
to others users in the contact list of the hijacked profile. Then, we again exposed the first
user account in our list to the twenty first exit node, the second one to the twenty second
and so on. We used a firefox browser automation framework, called iMacros [iOpus,
], to perform these periodic logins and canned interactions. We ran our system for about six
months but did not find any eavesdropping exit nodes sniffing on Facebook cookies.
6.5.2 SSL Man-In-The-Middle Attack Detection
Man-in-the-middle attacks have been observed by some malicious exit nodes [Malicious
Tor Exits, ] that try to intercept and compromise SSL key establishment process and use
unverifiable or self-signed certificates. Our system can easily be adapted to detect such
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man-in-the-middle attacks. To do so, we need to transmit SSL connections via Tor exit
node to SSL services whose certificates can otherwise be verified. If in some cases we are
unable to verify the server certificate when accessing the server via an exit node, we would
conclude that the exit node has possibly manipulated the server to client traffic and might
be intercepting the SSL connection establishment. In our set-up we used curl to connect
to popular HTTPS sites such as popular webmail services and banks and checked if server
certificate could be verified. One could use other tools such as [Palfrader, ] for checking the
certificates.
This process is repeated for all exit nodes. We found one exit node through which when
SSL traffic was exposed, the server certificate verification failed. This node was however
already already blacklisted in the Tor directory services and would not normally be selected
when using the default client configuration.
6.6 Discussion and Future work
6.6.1 Detection Confidence
Internet traffic crosses multiple network elements until it reaches its final destination. The
encrypted communication used in anonymity networks protects the original user traffic from
eavesdropping by intermediate network elements, such as routers or wireless access points,
until it reaches the boundary of the overlay network. However, the possibility of traffic
interception is not eliminated, but is rather shifted to the network path between the exit
node and the actual destination. Consequently, the transmitted decoy credentials in our
proposed approach might not necessarily be snooped on the exit node of the overlay, but
on any other network element towards the destination. This means that in the incidents
detected by our system, the decoy credentials could have been intercepted at some other
point in the network path between the exit node and the decoy server, and not at the exit
node itself.
Although the above possibility can never be ruled out completely, we strongly believe
that in all incidents the decoy credentials were indeed intercepted at the involved exit node
for the following reasons. The ease of installing and operating a Tor exit node means that
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not only adversaries can easily set up and operate rogue exit nodes, but also that exit nodes
operated by honest individuals may be running on systems that lack the latest software
patches, or have poor security configurations. This may enable adversaries to easily com-
promise them and misuse the hosted Tor exit node. At the same time, most of the network
elements beyond a Tor exit node are under the control of ISPs or other organizations that
have no incentive to blatantly misuse intercepted user credentials by directly attempting
to access the user’s accounts. Furthermore, in some of the cases, the adversary connected
back to the decoy server from the same exit node involved in the particular eavesdropping
incident, raising even more suspicion that the exit node is rogue or has been compromised.
Increasing Detection Confidence: Using Multiple Decoy Servers. As part of our future
work, we plan to use multiple decoy servers scattered in different networks. Thereafter,
we could check for eavesdropping and subsequent replay of user traffic, on each of the
decoy servers. If eavesdropping is attempted on a traffic going to only a subset of the decoy
servers, then it might be due to a malicious network router intercepting the path connecting
the exit node to the said decoy servers. If however, eavesdropping is attempted for the
traffic going to all the decoy servers via an exit node, it might have been perpetrated by
the said exit node. Furthermore, one may use different sets of user accounts and decoy
documents for the different decoy servers. Each of the exit nodes would thus be exposed to
multiple sets of decoy user credentials, each one associated with a different decoy server.
If, for a given exit node, eavesdropping is detected for one set of decoy user credentials or
decoy documents, and not for others, then it might have been on network elements between
the exit node and the corresponding decoy server, corresponding to the said set of decoy
credentials or documents. However if eavesdropping is detected for all the decoy user
credentials or documents exposed to it, it might likely be involving the exit node, because
the network routers in the paths from the exit node to the individual decoy servers are
exposed to different decoy user credentials. It seems less likely that a network router on
a certain path would know the decoy user credentials that are exposed to routers on other
network paths. That said, these measures do not completely rule out the scenarios wherein
the adversary happens to eavesdrop on the traffic when the client access only one of the
decoy servers and not the other(s) or when the network paths intervening the exit nodes and
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the decoy servers intersect (and share common network elements).
6.6.2 Traffic Eavesdropping and Anonymity Degradation
Traffic eavesdropping on anonymous communication systems might not lead to direct degra-
dation of network anonymity. However, inadvertently leaking user information such as
login credentials can reveal vital information about the users, such as identity, location, ser-
vice usage, social contacts, and so on. Specifically for Tor, the anonymity set commonly
refers to all possible circuits that can be created, or the set of all possible active users of the
system [Dı´az et al., 2003].
Traffic eavesdropping might help reveal information like the language and content of the
messages, the particular dialect of the users, or other peculiarities that might help reducing
the size of the anonymity set. For instance, a malicious exit node operator might see traffic
carrying user data in Greek. Combined with the knowledge that there are about seven ISP
networks in Greece, this information might help reducing the anonymity set significantly.
Other clues such as the actual accessed content, the time of access, and the destination of
the traffic, can as well aid the process of determining a user’s identity.
6.7 Conclusion
Users of various anonymous communication networks, like Tor, often misconstrue the
anonymity guarantees offered by such systems with end-to-end confidentiality. The use
of encryption in systems like Tor, protect the confidentiality of the user traffic as it is being
transported between the relays. This protects the original user traffic against surveillance
by local adversaries, as for example in the case where the user is connected through an un-
secured public wireless network. Even when encryption using SSL, users are not safe from
man-in-the-middle attacks. In this chapter we have focused on the problem of detecting
malicious eavesdropping nodes of anonymization networks like Tor. To tackle this prob-
lem we have presented an approach, involving the use of decoy network traffic injection,
to detect rogue Tor exit nodes, engaged in traffic eavesdropping. Our approach is based
on the injection of bait credentials and decoy documents, through Tor circuits, to decoy
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services such as IMAP, SMTP and HTTP, with the aim to entice prospective snoopers to
intercept and actually use the bait credentials and documents. The system can detect if a
set of credentials has been intercepted, by monitoring for unsolicited connections to the
decoy servers and by the alerts generated by the decoy documents containing the beacons,
exposed to the exit nodes. We additionally run Honeypots to gather more information of
the attacker. Moreover, our system can be easily adapted to detect more advanced traffic
interception attacks such as HTTP cookie hijack and SSL man-in-the-middle attack.
Our prototype has been operational for over thirty-two months. During this period, the
system detected eighteen incidents of traffic interception, involving exit nodes across the
world. In all cases, the adversary attempted to take advantage of intercepted bait IMAP cre-
dentials by logging in on the decoy server, in some cases from the same exit node involved
in the eavesdropping incident. Our system continues to run and detect eavesdropping by
malicious exit node operators. Details of the latest incidents can be obtained from our
website [Chakravarty et al., ].






7.1 Discussions and Limitations
We began this thesis by discussing about events in the recent months pertaining to the dis-
closure of the mass surveillance activities by various government agencies and ISPs. To
avoid such censorship, people have resorted to using censorship resistance and anonymity
preserving systems, like Tor. We also mentioned how such agencies are seeking ways
to censor and de-anonymize anonymous communication. However, as also mentioned,
there have not been adequate efforts to fully evaluate the efficacy and effectiveness of at-
tacks against anonymous communication systems, especially towards identifying the actual
source of anonymous traffic. It is evident through past research efforts, that by and large,
the process of de-anonymization can be divided into a two stage process. The first stage
involves finding the set of relays and routers to monitor, that possibly forward the victim
anonymous traffic. The second stage involves identifying the anonymous client, amidst net-
work connections that use the reduced set of routers and monitors, generally through traffic
analysis attacks, often relying on correlating variations in network statistics in different net-
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work links. In the past, researchers have focused on the first phase of the attack, namely
finding a small set of Tor relays or network routers that are likely relaying the victim’s con-
nection. One does not find adequate research efforts that involve identifying the anonymous
victim within the anonymity set.
In our research we take steps to fill the gap. We studied two novel attacks that solely
relied on network measurements, to aid the traffic analysis, that help verify the identity of
anonymous connections. Additionally we also explored a method to defend against one
of these attacks, that involved dummy traffic transmission in such a way that they do not
congest the network connection between the entry node and the victim client and degrade
the quality of service.
We began by exploring a traffic analysis attack, that relies on using remote network
bandwidth estimation to confirm the identity of Tor relays and routers along a Tor circuit
connecting a Tor client to the server. Initially we evaluated the effectiveness of our attack
strategy in in-lab and DETER testbeds. In such scenarios we achieved 100% success in
verifying the identity of relays and routers along the path to the victim. Thereafter we
moved to experiments involving a Tor client, communicating to a server, under our control.
The client communicated to the server via public Tor relays that served several other clients.
The server, colluding with the adversary, deliberately injected traffic perturbations in the
connection it saw originating from an exit node. This server was hosted on a node with high
bandwidth (the node was hosted in a University and was connected to its network’s edge
router through a 100 Mbit/s link). The adversarial node tried to confirm the identity of the
Tor relays and routers by detecting the deliberately injected bandwidth perturbations, using
our single-end controlled bandwidth estimation tool (LinkWidth). We achieved moderate
success in our efforts in confirming the identity of the Tor relays and network routers along
the path between Tor entry nodes and the Tor client and Hidden Server.
In most of our experiments, involving the detection of traffic fluctuation on network
routers and relays, the clients achieved low end-to-end bandwidth of approximately 300
Kbit/s. Detection of traffic patterns involving small fluctuations in high capacity links, in
the presence of background Internet congestion, using probes, executed from non-vantage
hosts, is prone to false negatives. However, adversaries equipped with a map of the ASes
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intervening the path between different client subnets and the ASes hosting the Tor entry and
exit node, such as those provided by services such as iplane [Madhyastha et al., 2006]
or inano [Madhyastha et al., 2009], or through maps generation processes such as those
highlighted by Schuchard et al. [Schuchard et al., 2012] and Johnson et al. [Johnson et al.,
2013], and several high bandwidth monitoring nodes, could possibly traceback the server
injected perturbations, accurately to the network hosting the anonymous client. Our attack
strategy can be classified in the same category as those presented by Murdoch et al. [Mur-
doch and Danezis, 2005] and Mittal et al. [Mittal et al., 2011]. Like theirs’, our attack also
relies on remotely measuring the variation of network statistics and correlating them to de-
liberately injecting fluctuation in anonymous client-server traffic statistics. Unlike theirs’,
our method doesn’t rely on building single hop Tor circuits via candidate victim relays and
can be used to confirm both relays and network routers that carry the victim traffic. Com-
pared to our under-provisioned adversary, having scant vantage hosts, a powerful adversary,
such as those described in the Introduction of the thesis, having several well provisioned
vantage hosts, can measure changes to network traffic statistics and have better accuracy in
confirming the identity of the victim.
The second traffic analysis attack assumes an adversary similar to the one assumed in
the first attack. In the attacker model, the adversary colludes with the server to inject traffic
perturbations in Tor connections to help identify the anonymous client that is communicat-
ing to the server through Tor, using NetFlow statistics. Murdoch and Zielin´ski [Murdoch
and Zielin´ski, 2007], presented the first effort to demonstrate, albeit through simulations,
that powerful adversaries, monitoring IXes, could use statistics from network infrastruc-
ture such as NetFlow and correlate traffic entering and leaving Tor entry and exit nodes,
to determine the source of anonymous traffic. Explored purely through simulations, their
paper does not present the reader any intuition of the accuracy of such attacks and technical
challenges involved when practically executing them.
Our experiments, conducted to evaluate the traffic analysis attack, involved data col-
lected from both open source NetFlow packages and from our University’s edge router. Our
correlation based attack strategy was tested with both adequate and sparse data. We have
described the attack’s accuracy obtained in identifying the victim client for both kinds of
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data sources. We used a technique to compensate for sparse data points in NetFlow statistics
obtained from our University’s NetFlow router. In our experiments, although we used data
obtained due to a single Tor entry node (with some experiments carried out with data from
an additional entry node), we were moderately successful in identifying the victim amidst
sever hundreds of competing clients (and in some cases over a thousand competing clients).
These results provide the reader some information to speculate the accuracy of a power-
ful adversary, that is equipped to monitor several routers, to de-anonymize an anonymous
connection and identify its actual source. However, our moderate success of identifying
the source of anonymous traffic in about 81.4% of the cases, with about 6.4% false posi-
tives, is an indication that a powerful adversary, observing many more clients than we did,
might not be able to accurately identify anonymous clients. We have some indications of
degradation in accuracy with increase in the number of clients to monitor, through our ex-
periments involving the second Tor relay that we launched in our University (see 4.4.2.1).
Such degradation in accuracy is generally due lack of data samples in flow records gathered
from Cisco’s NetFlow framework, Internet congestion and Tor’s traffic scheduling (issues
which we touched upon earlier in chapter 4).
Alternately, a powerful adversary may employ attacks to identify the relays involved in
a Tor circuit [Murdoch and Danezis, 2005; Chakravarty et al., 2008b; Mittal et al., 2011],
and directly monitor traffic entering and leaving the entry and exit relays, to track down an
anonymous client. Such efforts could be more effective than monitoring several network
routers.
In chapter 5, we presented a novel dummy traffic transmission methodology to defend
against our NetFlow based traffic analysis attack. The technique involves sending fake
packets, alongside regular Tor cells, corresponding to the client that needs to be defended
against traffic analysis attack. These packets have the same IP address and port number as
the regular Tor cells, exchanged between the entry node and the client. However, their IP
headers have very small TTL values. They are dropped soon after transiting the edge router
of the network that hosts the entry node. The objective of our dummy traffic transmission
strategy is to modify the NetFlow statistics so that the correlation of the server-to-exit traffic
carrying the injected traffic pattern with entry-to-victim client traffic is low, and the adver-
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sary fails to correctly identify the victim. At the same time, these dummy packets do not
have much effect on the victim’s performance as they are generally sent out, depending
upon the observed entry node-to-victim client traffic throughput, through high provisioned
network links between the entry node and network edge router, where they are eventually
dropped. We have conducted some initial experiments involving our link padding strategy,
using NetFlow statistics obtained from open source packages. In these experiments, the
server-to-exit traffic is not well correlated to the entry-to-victim client traffic and thus is
not selected as the victim. The entry-to-client traffic does not undergo any performance
degradation. We have tried to conduct some experiments involving data obtained from our
University edge router as well. However, due to extreme lack of sample points (often less
than half the number of samples obtained for the server-to-exit traffic), made it hard to
correlate the traffic statistics corresponding to the server-to-exit and entry-to-client traffic.
Finally, in chapter 6 we presented the architecture of a system which we designed and
deployed to detect eavesdropping in Tor exit nodes. We began with a small set-up wherein
we sent decoy IMAP and SMTP data, carrying unique, yet fake user credentials through
Tor exit nodes to decoy server, under our control. Periodically client and server logs were
tallied to find unsolicited connection attempts at the server, which were marked as mali-
cious. Between August 2010 and March 2011 we detect about eight incidents of eaves-
dropping. Based on the activities of the various adversaries, observed by monitoring the
traffic arriving to the decoy servers, we augmented our system with a medium interaction
SSH Honeypot and a FTP server, to gather more information about the adversaries. The
FTP server presented decoy documents containing scripts, called beacons, generated using
the D3 system [Bowen et al., ] system, that connect back to the D3 server and report the
IP address and the time when these documents are opened. We also deployed similar files
on a HTTP server, and exposed the URL of the HTTP server to exit nodes through HTTP
GET and POST messages. Further, we also tried to explore HTTP cookie hijack attacks in
Tor exit nodes using a set of fake facebook.com and twitter.com profiles. At the
time of the experiments, these systems used HTTPS for authentication but switched back
to HTTP. We used canned page interaction using the iMacros [iOpus, ] firefox plug-in
used for automating browser actions (e.g. opening a web page, clicking specific links and
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typing usernames and passwords) to expose the HTTP session cookies to the exit nodes
and periodically checked the fake profile pages for changes to the wall and private mes-
sages. Further, we also tried to explore detecting simple forms of SSL MITM attacks by
malicious exit node operators. To do so, a client accessed several HTTPS sites through the
various exit nodes and checked for invalid server certificates. We found one exit node that
possibly was launching such attacks. However, the exit node was already black listed by
Tor Directory Services. Between August 2010 and March 2012, we detected a total of 18
eavesdropping incidents involving exit nodes that eavesdropped on decoy IMAP data were
detected through their connect back attempts, using the exposed decoy credentials. The var-
ious augmentations did not detect any eavesdropping activities. Eavesdropping exit node
operators could also be potential traffic analysis attackers. Thus, one could detect potential
traffic analysis attackers by finding eavesdropping exit nodes.
7.2 Future Work
Having spoken briefly about outcomes the experimental efforts to study the traffic analysis
attacks, the defenses and methods to determine eavesdrop by exit nodes, we briefly discuss
about some of the future research efforts that one may pursue.
• More measurements to validate the defense against NetFlow traffic analysis at-
tack: In this thesis we presented some initial measurements from evaluating our
traffic analysis defense mechanism. We evaluated our defense mechanism against at-
tacks involving flow records obtained from open source NetFlow packages, running
on the server and the entry node. To obtain a better understanding of the effectiveness
of the defense mechanism, and for the sake of comprehensiveness, we perhaps need
to obtain more results from experiments involving flow records obtained from our
University’s edge router.
• List of important ASes that can observe traffic to large fraction of Tor network:
Similar to efforts by Murdoch and Zielin´ski, one could identify a list of ASes, that lie
at the intersection of AS paths connecting different client ASes and the ASes hosting
Tor relays. Monitoring such ASes, can help the determine if there is a small set of
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ASes that a powerful adversary needs to monitor to launch a traffic analysis, similar to
ours. This could provide us the perspective of a powerful adversary, monitoring large
fraction of Tor traffic through a small set of ASes, and de-anonymizing anonymous
traffic using the NetFlow traffic analysis attack.
• Multiple sets of decoy data to increase detection confidence: As mentioned in
chapter 6, in an attempt to make sure that traffic eavesdropping is conducted by exit
nodes (and not by routers on the path connecting the exit node to the server), one
could send multiple sets of decoy data through exit nodes. Each of the exit nodes
would thus be exposed to multiple sets of decoy user credentials, each one associated
with a different decoy server. If, for a given exit node, eavesdropping is detected for
one set of decoy user credentials or decoy documents, and not for others, then it might
have been due to network routers between the exit node and the corresponding decoy
server, corresponding to the said set of decoy credentials or documents. However if
eavesdropping is detected for all the decoy user credentials or documents exposed to
it, it might likely be involving the exit node, because the network routers in the paths
from the exit node to the individual decoy servers are exposed to different decoy user
credentials. It seems less likely that a network router on a certain path would know
the decoy user credentials that are exposed to routers on other network paths. Such
measures have been described already been described in chapter 6.
• More data to support accuracy of NetFlow traffic analysis attack: In general, for
having a better understanding of our NetFlow based traffic analysis attack, we need
to gather data from multiple sources, involving data from multiple Tor entry nodes,
at different geographic locations. This would provide us with a better understanding
of the accuracy of our attack strategy.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
Although designed to enable low-latency anonymous communication system, systems like
Tor, have served well as censorship circumvention tool. However, powerful government
organizations, equipped with capabilities to monitor traffic in several networks (both local
and international) and processing powers to mine and analyze network data corresponding
to millions of users, have been seeking ways to de-anonymize and track down Tor users.
Systems like Tor are inherently vulnerable to traffic analysis attacks, wherein a powerful
adversary, capable of observing traffic in several networks, can correlate statistics in them
to find similarities and thus associate unrelated network connections. Such attacks can
lead an adversary to the source of an anonymous connection. However practically locating
the source of any anonymous connection could lead an adversary to search for patterns in
almost all networks, across the globe. This being an impractical proposition, researchers
have explored ways to reduce the set of network links and hosts to monitor, so as to identify
the source of an anonymous connection. For almost seven years now, several researchers
have explored various practical methods to reduce the of relays or network links to monitor.
Having determined the set of relays or network links to monitor, the second part of such
attacks involves identifying the victim amidst the network connections that are served by
the reduced set of relays and network links to be monitored. Although, seemingly easier
than monitoring all possible networks, there haven’t been adequate efforts to explore the
accuracy of traffic analysis attacks to identify an anonymous victim, amidst connections that
are served by the reduced set of relays and network links. Thus, opinions about anonymity
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and privacy guarantees of system such as Tor remain incomplete without the an adequate
evaluation of all phases of the de-anonymization process.
To that end, we explored two novel active traffic analysis attacks that can be used to
find an anonymous client within the reduced set of network connections. In both these
attacks, the adversary colludes with the server to deliberately inject traffic perturbations
in an anonymous connection and tracks them propagate through appropriate network links
towards the source of the anonymous connection.
The first attack relies on our remote bandwidth estimation tool (called LinkWidth) to
remotely measure change in available bandwidth, deliberately induced by the server, to
observe them propagate through Tor relays and network routers connecting the client to the
entry node. Our tool was moderately successful in confirming the identity of the Tor relays
and routers intervening the path of the client and the server. The process of observing the
fluctuations is similar to the ones presented in the effort by Murdoch and Danezis [Murdoch
and Danezis, 2005] and by Mittal et al. [Mittal et al., 2011]. However, unlike their approach,
which could be used to only confirm the identity of the relays involved in the path, ours can
be used to confirm the identity of both relays, as well as network routers.
The second attack uses correlation of NetFlow statistics corresponding to server-to-exit
and entry-to-client traffic, corresponding to all clients, and selects the one showing the
highest correlation as the victim. The traffic correlation attacks were evaluated through
a set of experiments similar to those used to evaluate the accuracy of using LinkWidth to
confirm the identity of the Tor relays and routers along the circuit connecting the client to the
server. In controlled lab testbeds, we achieved 100% accuracy in identifying the anonymous
victim. In tests involving data obtained due to circuits that used a public Tor relay, we
were successful in about 81.4% cases to identify the victim amidst several hundreds of
contending clients (with about 12.2% false negatives and about 6.4% false positives). We
evaluated the tests with both adequate and sparse data sample points, obtained respectively
from open source NetFlow packages, running on the server and the entry node, and from
those using data from our University’s edge router.
Having described this attack involving NetFlow based traffic correlation, in the fifth
chapter we presented a methodology to defend against it. Transmitting dummy traffic to de-
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fend against traffic analysis attacks, has been proposed several times in the past. None have
however actually tried to implement and test it in the context of low-latency anonymous
communication systems, because of possible performance degradation of users’ traffic. We
have presented a method to transmit dummy traffic that relies on sending packets with IP
headers having small TTL values, that causes them to be dropped within few hops along
the path from the entry node and the anonymous client. These packets, appearing identical
to Tor packets, artificially distort flow statistics. At the same time, they have little effect
on the client-server traffic performance, as they are dropped soon after crossing the edge of
the network hosting the entry node. We have performed initial tests to evaluate the accu-
racy of this strategy to defend against the NetFlow traffic analysis attack. Our experiments
showed promising initial results. The correlation of the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim
client traffic decreased, making it difficult for the adversary to identify the victim.
We also tried to explore the effect of modifications of Tor’s built-in traffic shaping pa-
rameters on distorting the server injected pattern and thus decreasing the correlation be-
tween the server-to-exit and entry-to-victim client traffic. Unfortunately, such modifications
had no effect of diminishing the correlation.
Finally, we presented our system to detect eavesdropping by malicious Tor exit nodes.
We began modestly by building a system to transmit fake IMAP and SMTP delivery mes-
sages via the exit node to a decoy server we controlled. Periodically the server and client
logs were tallied to find unsolicited connection attempts at the server, that were marked as
malicious. Based on some initial results, we augmented the system to add various compo-
nents, such as Honeypots and decoy files, containing beacons, that would signal a remote
server when accessed. We also explored if the system could be used to detect HTTP cookie
hijack and SSL man-in-the-middle attacks. However, these efforts did not yield much re-
sults. Our system has detected 18 incidents of eavesdropping in over a period of thirty-two
months.
Malicious eavesdropping exit nodes could also be party to traffic analysis attacks. Thus
one way to determine potential traffic analysis attackers is to find eavesdroppers. Thus
systems such as ours could be used to detect eavesdropping exit nodes, and thus potential
traffic analysis attackers, that eavesdrop directly on traffic flowing out of the exit node.
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All these efforts were conducted with our limited resources (consisting very few van-
tage points and relays to monitor traffic) and represents the capabilities of a weak adversary.
In the past, Global Adversaries were merely considered hypothetical. Publications in the
recent months [Schneier, 2013] have however confirmed otherwise. Powerful government
organizations, such as NSA, seemed to have deployed Internet monitoring infrastructures to
aid de-anonymization of anonymous communication. Based on our limited accuracy, one
might speculate that for a powerful adversary, having visibility of large number of network
connections might have lower accuracy in identifying the victim. However, such an adver-
sary could employ traffic analysis techniques, such as the ones presented by Murdoch et
al. [Murdoch and Danezis, 2005] or by Mittal et al. [Mittal et al., 2011], to directly iden-
tify the relays involved in circuits and thus might not require monitoring traffic transiting
large number of entry and exit nodes. Moreover, as described earlier, a powerful adversary
equipped with several vantage nodes and high bandwidth may use such powers and employ
our techniques to obtain higher accuracy in identifying the source of an anonymous traffic.
As anonymization systems such as Tor become vulnerable to traffic analysis attacks,
users that solely seek censorship resistance should either use system such as Obfsproxy [Ka-
dianakis, ], that employ steganographic techniques to obfuscate anonymous communication
or rely on new anti-censorship tools, based on Decoy Routing [Karlin et al., 2011], such as
Cirripede [Houmansadr et al., 2011], that are resilient to censorship based on naı¨ve traf-
fic filtering, as they rely on network router based censorship resistance. Efforts to bypass
such routers can cause several subnets to become unreachable and can also have economic
impacts to the ISP that owns the router.
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